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CYNTHIA SHEARER
What They Don't Talk About, When They Talk
About Writing

lEveiybody starts out speaking in a poem or two. It's in the

pulse, the blood. This teaches you the worth of one word in
your mother tongue.
Few end up as poets. Few end up as anything.
In between those two extremes: whole forests of trees are
felled, to publish the rest, the wannabes, beginning in magazines.
These magazines are important, in the sense that first steps are
formative, and somewhat sheltered. You feel funny looking back
at first publications.
Why, look, it's Baby, taking its first steps in the privacy of its own
mind.
Let's don't tell Baby the truth. Baby will find out soon
enough: truth is the negotiable theater of white spaces between
words. It can be torqued or scrunched up. A poet is somebody
who speaks a novel in eight lines, or twelve, tops, and it takes
you three years and 350 pages.
Baby's second, precarious steps. The not-so-little magazines,
the slicks.
Ad, scissors, story. Scissors cut story to make room for ad.
Ad cuts story, always.
If Baby makes the cut, Baby can maintain morale, and keep
writing.
A lucky strike is when you hook up with a true editor who
can pull you put of God's hat with just a few telephone conver
sations. Voila;
you are, live, the magician, the rabbit, the
scarf, the fake roses, the saw, the coffin, the knife, the smiling

5
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target on the revolving wheel, the villain throwing the knife.
Simultaneously!
This, too, teaches you the worth of one word in your mother
tongue.
Then you notice that real writers
always going around
saying things that help. They want to shore you up against
certain chaos they know you are facing.
You may want to consider another line of work, an honest one
warns, up front.
You have to fight, another will tell you.
Any literature worth anything is moral, yet another says.
We need your music, another coaxes.
Jump the barricades, Michael Stipe sings. Belong.
Be also advised: the French theorists will nevertheless pe
ruse the ads before they read your story, cruise cross-continent
in rented cars and write about how we
a failed utopia, a coun
try without hope. Hit us again, Baudrillard. It hurts so good.
Americans are a species that harvests oxygen-producing trees
to make slick magazines where all utterance must be pre-shrunk
to make way for advertisements for tampons, and Shake n' Bake,
and nose-hair clippers, and those spooky little single serving
swimming pools in which to do stationaiy "laps" living out one's
fantasies of being the solitary martyred swimmer in the Cheever
story.
But is that any worse than the global habit of harvesting trees
to support our curious little habit of shadow-boxing with the
almost-dead, the semi-dead, and the most definitely dead? Take
that, Kafka. Your slip is showing, Sylvia Plath. Up your nose with
a rubber hose, Neitzsche.
Either way, it all ends up at the city dump, these magazines.
Where does the truth lie?
The operative word in that construction is lie.
lie, you lie, we lie, all God's chillens lie. So does truth.
The great writers all seem to agree that the act of writing has
little to do with truth, and more to do with vaudeville than grief,
with
or music or live burlesque and synaptic cruelty and
the transfer of heat.
Writing actually has little to do with writing.
Writing has more to do with the insatiable desire to speak in
tongues and jam with the voices you adore at any hour of the
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night, and chant down Babylon one more time. It has to do with
stealing fire from heaven or pickpocketing it from your
neighbor's britches. Not to mention bowling Nietzsche down
dead like a dimestore ninepin. Your mission, should you choose
to accept it, is to become a one-human holy jihad against noth
ingness.
Baby's dance steps. Writing has more to do with licensed
than with writing.
It beats the hell out of being just another faceless face in the
assembly line at the Sunshine Dog Food factory.

A funny thing happens to you, steppin' along there on the
way to church there in your crisp nun's wimple or sexy black
cassock, grooving on all that good press humanity got in the
Renaissance. You're all set to lay your blessings upon the masses,
like Mother Teresa or Thomas Merton, and renounce the plea
sures of the flesh. Surprise! Art has more affinities with strip
tease than matins! But how can you ever have any fun if your
entire repertoire consists of Dr. William Carlos Williams' little
ditty about how you believe you were maaaaade to be lonely and
you feel all snagged up in all kinds of offstage machinery you
not privileged to see? Judging from all the howls and thumps
and tin cans rattling, sounds like everybody else is having all the
fun, clowning around under the stage in a loopy Marx Brothers
outtake.
Is that a knife in your pocket, or are you just glad ta see me?
Did you say French fries or French flies?
That was no lady, that was your wife.
There you are, all set to sew your heart onto the sincere sleeve
of your nurse costume and whoa, the object of your ardor,
patient etherized on the table has been there and gone, wiped his
nose on saidsame sleeve. Or you lean over to admire that flower
in the bridegroom's buttonhole, and
the thing sprays you
in the face. Or you're all decked out in your rented tux, down on
bended knee to the woman of your dreams smiling back at you
in her rented gown, and jiminy, she's an inflatable doll that looks
a lot like Nietzsche.
Show me two words and I'll show you two randomized ions,
passing in the night.

***
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Everybody starts out wanting to turn a big camera on The
Truth situated out there.
Surprise! What gets opened, at first, is sort of like a wide
video of your inner child of the present: there you are,
and amphibious, illuminated in your underwear with that invis
ible microphone in one hand and an auctioneer's gavel in the
other, lip sync-ing along to some nihilist rapmaster of the hour
or the epoch: SOLD, to the lowest bidder, my mother, my father, my
sister, my brother, that girl that turned me down for a date in 1991,
somebody dse's husband.
Or there you are, in person, with one foot in French feminist
theory camps and the other on a banana peel, just another name
less backup singer for some Big Mama who expends consider
able printer's ink and possibly her whole human lifetime remark
ing, at ear-splitting volume, on how women are silenced. Mar
tyrdom is a form of greedy pathetic need if it becomes your shtick.
Either way, you too can be a published writer these days if
you just get the moves down, shuck and jive, like the Babinski
reflex in a newborn—yes, yes,
all just a bloody ditch—the Re
naissance was just wishful thinking, just please please do not throw me
in that briar patch of the old verities like truth and honor and pity and
courage—yassuh, massa—am 1 a writer yet?
Is that enough for you?
Borges said he thought paradise must be a kind of library,
accessible at what he cryptically called the Garden of Forking
Paths. I like to think of paradise as someplace where the immor
tal Yogi Berra gets equal time: When you come to the
in the
road, take it. I could really get interested in the notion of paradise
as someplace where Laurie Anderson crashes Wallace Stevens'
poker game. The way I imagine it, she slides some chips
the table: No more tenements, period. You dig ?
But you. We were talking about you.
So what, if you don't make the A-list at those dull cocktail
parties where the early arrivals have been holding each other
hostage in the same room for twenty, thirty years. They will
mostly just try to get you to wear some dumb cutesy party hat of
their choice. Leave, before they lure you into the back to watch
the snuff films from Pacific Rim countries. It's all claymation
any way, rear-view mirror of adolescents in the back of a
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stationwagon, giggling and doing unspeakable things to an in
flatable doll that looks a lot like, well, Nietszche.
You meet the coolest people at odd places, like the city dump,
walking their dogs in solitude.
Hey, what's that you got there, that clanky metal there 'round
your ankle?
Why, it's all those taboos you pay big bucks to have taught to
you at the university! Thou shaft not have faith in human history,
lest you be judged a lesser intelligence all the days of your life... All
those expensive hours around the seminar table, all that lack of
pleasure in those post-modernist texts! All that costly Irish
ism and all you get out of it is a lousy T-shirt that says, I take the
slops up the stairs, I take the slops down!
Is it enough for you, to enter the next millenium with that
slop bucket in your hand?
Don't mind old Uncle Hans over there, all shoes soles and
gut on the stationary bicycle there, turning his back on you with
his mutterings about more courtesy in the old country. He gets
his jollies cursing at you in a language he thinks you don't un
derstand because you choose not to speak it. How seriously can
you take somebody whose main activity is to channel-surf for
crime documentaries about creativity and cruelty
both cen
tered in the hippocampus? This lets him feel vindicated for the
crimes he committed in the old country. He hasn't changed
prescription to his bifocals since 1950.
And Aunt Clarice, bless her heart—she glazes over and turns
off her hearing aid if you try to steer the conversation towards
anything besides her mastectomy scars or her personal charter
bus trip to the holocaust museum. Leave them each to their fi
nal and absolute extinctions, passenger pigeons in the post
Linnaeus taxonomies. They have their uses, they
a constant
reminder of the country you exile yourself from every time you
switch on the laptop.
You there, with your kamikaze courage, doing that close, close
reportage live from planet nowhere, where does the truth lie?
lies somewhere in the vast, improbable white barrens
between one black word and another. Here you are, hatless, in
the collective sight gag, the collective neurosis we refer to as hu
man utterance. The main thing to remember: truth lies.
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careful. Anything you say can, and probably will be, used
against you in some tribunal you conduct against yourself later.
You sure you're ready to fend for yourself, with nothing but that
papier mache Samuel Beckett head around your ankle like a ball
and chain? And do you have any words to say that will offset
the
loss of, to the rest of your tribe, the trees you sacrifice
when you say them?
Say yeah? Say all right? Then get on in
This is not paradise. This is the privacy of your own human
pulse.
Check any earthly baggage at the door. Move away from
the color-coded entrance and onto the dance floor. Bring along
the inflatable Nietszche doll if you like. It would make a great
whoopee cushion.
There is work to be done, here in this human pulse. Pockets
to be picked, haint houses to be shaken on down, synapses
flash like tracers. Songlines to be traced to the source, Babylon
to be chanted down, hate nations to be whispered down into
dynasties of dust. Human love to be made, one more time.
Close your eyes. That silence you keep trying to enter? Baby,
that's just the rest of us, rocking you in our empty arms, speak
ing the mother tongue. We've been waiting centuries for you to
arrive, all your life. You have no idea how long we've been wait
ing to hear you. We're here, and we will not abandon you.
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FORREST HAMER
Arrival, the city of Bethames
And in the middle time of traveling,
he came upon a man doubting
and he lingered with him for several nights,
feeding on rain. He found himself
sinking into the underearth, his body eager
to let go. Sliding through the slick,
he began again to see way past dark.
I shall lose my way, he thought,
journey no longer worth minding,
but the rain which had seeped easy
into his mouth turned a furious ocean.
He would dream only of crossing it.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol3/iss1/37
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FORREST HAMER
So still you feel the trembling
The songs the elders sang
before the organist arrived
sounded like the blues to me.
Cousin Telitha's alto
clarified the difference,
did more if you could stand it:
preach of profoundness
in trembling, make you give up
childish ways. She cried wild
and with a laugh
that might fool you
if you didn't know better.

I usually did not want
to know, particularly since I was impatient
for church to end

clothes,

so that I could change
Sunday dinner, and listen
to the music I would dance to

when it was no longer Sunday.
Trembling the way my cousin did
suffered me too close-

I was too young
to be that still, and deaf
to be that still.
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ANTHONY BUTTS
The Nature of Braille
She smelled like bananas just as sure
as if she'd sneaked into her mother's
refrigerator and scooped out a smooth
handful of pudding—rubbing it
between her breasts. She was retarded
and blind and couldn't have known
that she was the prettiest girl in fifth grade.
Her smile was the blueprint for guilt,
my guilt at wanting to have that scent
near me—dreaming of the glossy gray
veils obscuring her eyes, her tears
of irritation from medicines like the tears
of a young woman awaiting the end
of her boyfriend's yearlong trip to Bulgaria.
Such was the dirt in my dreams, that silent
yet desperate need to make it all
right. Looking up at Becky standing there
against the dirty brick wall we wait
for our taxi, for the blind;
she had no idea that I'd closed my
eyes to that October day's sunshine.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol3/iss1/37
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JOHN WILSON
Gathering My Thoughts
I've had four surgeries the past two years.
Three
penile implants. Just can't seem
to get it right.
The other is something or other to do with brain.
Perhaps I had a stroke, or perhaps
they induced one, as a preventative step.
Don't know whether it worked.

I take eleven pills through the day. Sometimes
I forget, rush from my bed, check the ones
left over, swallow them.
I'm not sure what any of this means. I'm only
one individual, and what they seem to be trying to do
is combat age. I get older, they fight
Guess who is going to win?

Why do some talk of religion, of a devil,
heaven and hell? All that redundancy. The Orthodox
Jews have it right. Nothing follows. It takes
strength of age to realize it. Eased out of life,
we take the hint. If we're strong enough.
The people who use few capitals in poems,
it's like they're on to something.
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GREG RAPPLEYE
The Gulf Stream, The Desert
Blue water and a boat upon the water.
I could write all day and not change
what I see. Unless I turn toward the restaurant,
where a waitress sets umbrellas
over tables on the deck. She is singing,
and because it is morning and the harbor flat,
her voice carries above the snap of umbrellas
and the listless movement of flags.
I cannot understand the words
to her song. She repeats a chorus
and I still cannot make them out,
though I strain forward to listen,
take two pointless steps toward where she sings.

Last night on Southard Street,
we talked again about moving.
This island or the desert,
we both know we can't stay where we are.
When I finally heard you, saying
you'd move alone to New Mexico,
I began to listen, though life seems hard
wherever we go. We believe
there will be sand, we wander
from one state to another
and find there's not much there.
Bedrock, a scattering of stones,
the coppery scent of mesquite,
and the occasional desert flower: Crimson,
bursting into flames.
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J.M. KIRBY
The Mexico Trip
Killing time in Santa Monica
waiting for the job to arrive
needing money for the Mexico trip
I'd smoke weed with Juan
and drink beer in los bares
con las chicitas bonitas
whore now or maid to the Valley
elite or both No longer looking
for the choice Half-starved dogs
scrabbling in the dust for the scrag end
the bloody scrap of ragged carrion
thrown for the thrill of the spectacle
from the back door of the butcher's shop
that is America The job
never arrived but what the hell
Mexico can wait for another day
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MARSHALL BOSWELL
Bloody Knuckles

e were all connoisseurs of pain in those days. The boys, at
any rate. Right now I am unable to recall a single game we played
that did not somehow involve violence. Modes varied, of course,
and my older brother, Scott, mastered them all.
There was, for instance, the frog, a swift sinister punch aimed
at the thigh or biceps. In other parts of the country this punch
was known as the Charley Horse or the Knuckle Buster, while
one kid from my fifth grade class—he was from California—
called it, rather exotically I thought, a Monster Mash. But we
just called it a frog, in lower case letters. Not a proper noun at
all.
To execute a Texas Titty Twister all you had to do was pinch
your victim's nipples between your thumb and forefinger and
twist outward, right hand clockwise, left hand counter-clockwise.
Other favorites along this line included the Noogy, the Fart Blos
som, and the Monkey's Uncle. The Chinese Corker was essen
tially a variation on the frog, the crucial difference being a cocked
middle finger. A thwack on an erection constituted a Pecker
Wood, a vile form of torture popular at Boy Scout outings and,
in my case, grandma's house, where Scott and I shared a sofa
bed. Take a kid's forearm in your two hands and twist the skin—
again, right hand clockwise, left hand counter-clockwise and
you've got an Indian Rope Bum.
As said, Scott mastered them all, a virtuoso of violence with
out peer. He was, after his own fashion, an artist of sorts, and
pain was his medium. He was a Beethoven of bruises, a DaVinci
of discomfort. For him, agony was both an essence and a pal
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pable reality. In fact, one of his favorite forms of torture was
positively Platonic: after getting his saliva good and viscous with
a glass of milk or a bowl of ice cream or (just imagine it) a hefty
plug of Red Man chewing tobacco, he would pin you to the floor
and let descend, ever so slowly, this adhesive rope of spit which,
if you were lucky and you did not move, he would slurp back
up just before it broke and dropped along your chin. No pain
was involved, you understand: just bald torture reduced to its
quivering essence.
But it was Scott's resourcefulness that finally set him apart
from the others in my neighborhood. A simple thump of
finger, for instance, achieved a kind of oriental majesty in Scott's
capable hands. With well-deserved pride, he would lick his
middle finger, cock it back like an archer lining up an arrow and
then, with an adroit and muscular flick of his wrist, thump your
cheek, head or hand. It hurt so bad your ears rang. All the kids
in my neighborhood tried to master it, and soon a game called
Thumps emerged, a simple act of endurance similar to Bloody
Knuckles, a game in which you and your opponent take turns
scraping a comb across the back of one another's hands. In both
games die object is not to flinch; the first one who surrenders
loses. To my horror, Thumps almost eclipsed Smear the Queer
in neighborhood popularity.
Perhaps I am exaggerating Scott's part in all of this. Maybe
he didn't really invent Thumps. It just seemed at the time like
he did. In fact, at that period of my life, it seemed like he was
responsible for just about everything.
Hence the cruelest thing he ever did to me, the single most
audacious and revolting atrocity I ever suffered at his hands fills
me now, in hindsight, with a kind of misty-eyed admiration.
Perhaps this is just a function of memory, the way all of our acts,
no matter how embarrassing, acquire a halo of goodness in rec
ollection. I suppose that is what we mean when we speak of
Good Old Days: the past is that part of ourselves that has en
tered the Eternal, where nothing ever changes, where everything
is remote and innocent. And anyway, recollected pain is hardly
pain at all, being, as it is, painless. Rather, it is something else,
though what that something is eludes me right now.
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The year was 1976, that bloated Bicentennial summer of my
childhood, and my family and I were trekking cross country,
westward ho. The trip was my mother's idea I'm pretty sure,
intended, no doubt, as an educational experience for "the boys."
Nevertheless, all I can remember about that trip
the hotels
and what kind of swimming pool each one had. (I was crazy
about pool slides that summer—pool slides, roller coasters and
dolphins, in that order; also, I discovered Jules Verne and The
Who—and erections, my own, exclusively). If I make an effort I
can also recall gaudy souvenir shops, mounds of turquoise "In
dian Jewelry," a bubbly Elton John/Kiki Dee single, and
Democratic National Convention, which my father insisted on
watching every night, sprawled like a beached whale on the hotel
bed in nothing but a pair of open-fly boxers and a Hanes tank
top. The intimacies of family.
I think we got as far as Arizona and then turned around. I
saw the Grand Canyon.
On the whole that trip marked the fullest flowering of Scott's
brutality. Things got so bad, in fact, that at one point—some
where in Texas I suppose—my father pulled our red Delta 88 to
the side of the road and moved Scott up front, leaving me in the
back seat with my mother.
the last 130 miles Dad had been
threatening to "pull over" and, lo and behold, the man was
to his word. To my eternal gratitude.
Scott was fourteen that summer. He sported thick tear-drop
wire rims, long blond hair parted down the middle in the feath
ered style of that era, denim flares and pinhole jerseys. He wore
a choker and braces, of the clear plastic variety also in vogue.
He was probably about five six, five seven, something like that,
but he seemed enormous.
The Seventies were in full swing, in other words, and my
brother was perfectly attuned to the Times, thoroughly assimi
lated to all the latest trends, insofar as a fourteen year old can
assimilate to the prevailing culture. On the other hand, despite
my protests, my hair stayed short; I wore ill-fitting tennis shorts
and knee-high tube socks. Something felt vaguely wrong with
my appearance, something slightly out of kilter and uncool, yet
even as I scratched my sock-chafed shins I was unable to put my
finger on the problem.
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We were right outside Flagstaff at a Best Western hotel boast
ing a Grand Canyon motif I loved. I was a kid and had no taste.
Although it was the height of the Arizona tourist season, this
particular hotel, chosen by niy father, was a good hour or so from
the Canyon itself and was therefore full of vacancies. To all out
ward appearances we
the only family around. I think per
haps my parents
fighting and this was Dad's revenge.
It is evening and Scott and I have the hotel pool all to our
selves.
The pool-side lights in my foggy perception are wreathed in
rainbows. My skin is slick as a mink's, glossed antiseptically in
chlorine. Since I'm not wearing my glasses the cast-iron deck
furniture is, no kidding, completely invisible, the whole poolside
decor dissolved into deceptively airy blurs of black and blue.
My older brother, wielding a tightly rolled wet towel, is chas
ing me.
This has been going on for about ten minutes. So far he has
thwacked me twice, on the back of my left thigh both times. But
somehow I end up on one side of the pool and he ends up on the
thus effecting a stalemate. Between us the water sends
forth a vast turquoise glow, the same color as my father's new
Navajo bracelet. My nose bums with chlorine as I gasp for air.
Scott says, "Come on, pussy."
I put my hands on my kriees and steady my breathing. "Suck
my thing, you butthole."
"I'm serious, don't be such a fag."
and pussy are essen
tially interchangeable epithets in Scott's limited repertoire, both
conveying the same withering charge. Scott has made it clear to
me, repeatedly, that I am in danger of becoming both, though I
have no clear idea what either actually is. "Get your own towel."
"Dream on, dick breath; dream on."
"Get a towel, Paul. Dori't make me have to kick your ass."
An interesting dilemma: either I get a towel and lay myself
open to repeated thwacks oh my thigh, or I refuse and get beat
up. Sometimes Scott explains his beatings as his attempt to make
me a man; unlike chicken, little boys apparently toughen if you
pound them senseless. Other times he says he is just trying to
provoke a "reaction"—that's all. When he punches me, he ex
plains, he's just trying to see what I'll do. Of course as soon as I
do anything—like fight back,
instance—I am quickly reminded
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words first) that I can never hope to kick his ass, and then I
am swiftly subjugated, having made the grave mistake of piqu
ing his anger (Hey dickhead, you bloodied my lip; you're gonna pay
for that, you little prick). He must somehow assume I haven't
caught on yet—or maybe he genuinely forgets why he was tor
menting me in the first place. He's not too logical a guy, my
brother.
Tm going in," I tell him, though I don't really mean it.
"Okay," he says, reconsidering, "here's what we'll do. You
do this one thing I ask and we'll call it a truce. One thing, a dare
kind of, and it's over. No one wins."
Technically, of course, this isn't a truce at all. What I mean
is, I have to do something—me, the losing
—before all things
equal. But if s as close to a truce as you'll get with Scott.
"What is it?" I ask. I am not uninterested. "Will it hurt?"
But he has dropped his towel and is already climbing onto
the deck furniture. I can barely see him from across the pool.
"Get over here," he says, his back turned to me. "I said it
was a truce. won't touch you. "
am crazy with anticipation; my own impending fate fasci
nates me. What does he have in mind? I dive sleek and supple
into the pool and let my momentum shoot me in one elegant
underwater arc to the other side. I am still of an age that feels no
compunction about pretending to be, say, a dolphin.
Scott has unhooked from the corner of the supply shack a
purple fluorescent mosquito lamp. He holds the thing out
me, smiling, his teeth the color of egg nog in the lamp's
glow. hear it hum.
"A friend of mine did this once," he explains, placing the
lamp on the ground. My body tenses with fear. "It's incredibly
cool."
"You better put that back where you found it." My biggest
fear at this stage in my life is getting caught—doing anything. I
have yet to develop a hierarchy of evil. "We're dead if someone
catches us."
"Gah Paul, you
such an unbelievable fag. I swear to God.
In case you haven't noticed, bonehead, we're the only retards in
this hotel."
He stands back and regards his work. The lamp is propped
against a deck chair, glowing.
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"What happens," he explains, "is the whole light turns white
if you pee on it." He just looks at me, as if I know what he's
talking about. Which, in truth, I do. As if to reassure me, he
adds, "Brett did this once at his pool."
"I'm not peeing on the thing," I announce. Inside my wet
trunks my little nubbin shrivels to the size of a chick pea.
"This is all you gotta do, Paul, I promise. Nothing happens,
except the light turns white. That's all. If s no big deal. And
anyway, if you do this we've got a truce, just like I said."
"Have you ever done it before?"
"Tons. already told you, Brett and I do this at his pool all
the time."
That isn't exactly what he told me, but I buy it. The idea of
the truce appeals to me. Also, I don't know much about electri
cal currents or fluorocarbons: as I said, the thing that concerns
me most is getting caught. I am suddenly seized by a vision of
the Best Western staff storming out
to read us the riot act,
and there I am standing shamefaced with my pecker in my hand.
The quicker the better, I figure.
"Okay," I tell him, "but only if you do it next."
"I promise," he assures me, straight-faced. "You bet."
I yank the string on my trunks and whip it out. The bright
side to all of this is that I really do have to take a leak—wet trunks
and all—and so the whole thing looks like it will be over in a jiff.
As a dribble leaks out and I start to take aim, I feel a moth brush
past my cheek, see it swoop down in front of me, hear it snarl
against the lamp which, as Scott suggested, sustains a tiny white
scar where the moth has met its doom. My stream gains mo
mentum and I find my target.
Oh, I saw white all right.

The thing is, what did I ever do to him? What exactly was
the guy's beef with me?
Well, for starters, I showed up. After all, he was three-anda-half when I was bom, old enough to have certain ideas about
himself and his place in the divine order of things. Scott had
every reason on earth to believe that he was, in some measure
other, the center of the known universe. Young parents with
their first child, in clamorous company with a whole bevy of
other young couples, all with first children of their own: that
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was his world. Everywhere he turned he encountered friendly
adult faces lowered to his scope of vision and contorted for his
amusement. Every desire he had was satiated, almost instanta
neously, by Mom or Dad, who seemed to have no other purpose
on earth but to respond to his whims. Every accomplishment of
his was greeted by ebullient applause, by calls to grandma and
grandpa, by a shower of hugs and kisses. There was, truly, no
one else in town.
Children, as everyone knows, are solipsistic little monsters.
Before the onslaught of self-awareness there is simply an inner
certainty of need. The pronoun "I" recognizes a displacement
every child resists. A six year old will howl in rage at having
share a Tonka truck; a three year old will strike out and bite with
all the territorial fervor of a wild dog. The first and most diffi
cult fact of life is the realization the world must be shared.
So I showed up and displaced my brother. I became the cen
ter he once embodied and he struck out in protest. I made him
recognize himself as a self and he hated me for it.
I guess I can understand that.
I thought about my brother obsessively. To me his inescap
able presence seemed, with all the vague uncanny certainty of a
dream, always there, always somehow nearby. When he was in
the house I hid from him, locked my door and listened for his
footsteps to come thundering down the hallway. When he wasn't
in the house I anticipated his imminent arrival with an ominous
sense of dread. When I was out playing with my friends I fret
ted about going home. Every time took a leak at school I saw
some kids playing Thumps: he was omnipresent.
My bedroom, if you were scaling the steps, was the first door
on the right. It was a spacious room for an eleven year old—at
least it seemed spacious at the time—and felt to me, upon enter
ing, like the inner sanctum of a vast labyrinth. I could lock my
door, but only for form's sake. A coat hanger inserted into the
door knob successfully sprung the so-called lock, and besides,
there was something of an injunction in our house against bolt
ing anything other than the bathroom door. With the exception
of my poor mother we were a family of boys, open-door pee-ers
all of us.
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Even my bedroom wasn't safe from Scott is what I'm trying
to say. I could lock my door, sure, and even cower in my own
walk-in closet, but, in die end, these measures were pretty point
less. Ten seconds with a bent coat hanger and he was in, armed
with a new "reason" to inflict punishment. Lookit, you pussy,
what the hell is this with locking me out?
He would pound up the stairs and I, sprawled on my bed
reading in immaculate paperback a volume of Tolkein, would
grow rigid, drop my book and, with a teeth-numbing fear chill
ing to think about, glower at my door. Scott never knocked. He
just jiggled the knob and then pounded. In these situations I
would usually stay quiet, hoping to trick him into thinking the
room was empty—a touching bit of reckless optimism, now that
I think about it—but the pounding would continue.
"Hey butt pirate, open up!"
This particular ritual had as its most horrific aspect the fol
lowing: not content with a concise broadcast of his desires, Scott
would steadily drum on the door until I let him in, which meant
that even as I was turning the lock mechanism the whole door,
knob and all, would be quaking in my grasp. Or perhaps that's
just an anthropopathism.
The door flies open, my brother fills the frame.
"What's up?" he says, helping himself inside. For good
measure he
to frog me in the arm. I deflect the punch but
still catch it on my wrist. Which isn't to say I don't feel some
pain.
Scott picks up my book, cracks to the page I'm reading
and tosses the text aside, thereby pissing me off on two accounts:
first, he has lost my place; second, he has cut a permanent crease
down the book's spine. Next he turns down my stereo, lifts the
needle and palms the playing surface of my record, a gesture
that is especially infuriating in view of the fanatical care with
which he handles his own records. He drops the LP back in the
still spinning turntable, entirely missing the spine. The record
wobbles once and then careens to the floor, nicking the stylus en
route. My mild fastidiousness, my tendency toward solitude
and self-absorbed brooding, my love of order—all of these things,
for some reason, infuriate him. He regards these aspects of my
personality as somehow womanly, as "faggy," and has thus taken
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it upon himself to beat them out of me. If you just pound hard
enough, he apparently assumes, you'll find a man underneath.
"What are you doing with these?" he snaps, holding up a
pair of white tube socks adorned with a fading Puma insignia.
"You got these from my closet, didn't you? When were you in
my room?"
"Eat me with a spoon," I tell him. My record—Kiss De
stroyer—now sports a chalked slash on side two. "Mom put them
in there, don't blame me."
But he has forgotten about the socks. Now he is busy with
my computerized football game, which beeps and tweetles idi
otically.
"Hey, I'm going to the weight room to work out," he says,
working his jaw, scoring a TD (the game squiggles out a com
puterized rendition of the " 1812 Overture," first measure). "Go
with me."
I sleeve the record, my hands shaking with excitement. My
friend Jasper Thorndike and I lift weights at his house on week
nights after "Welcome Back Kotter" (Mondays), "Happy Days"
(Tuesdays) and "Mork and Mindy" (Thursdays). We do dumb
bell curls, the bench press, squats, all of which Scott showed us
last Christmas when Jasper got his totally boss set of Universal
home weights, each plate elegantly cast in dull silver plastic cas
ings. Each night after lifting I lie in bed, my arms sore (or so I
like to imagine), and run through several enticing revenge
narios concerning muscular me and my repentant older brother,
and yet the irony of his asking me to go along with him on this
gloomy February afternoon to pump some iron totally escapes
me. I guess I'm too thrilled at the prospect really to notice.
"Who's going?" I ask warily.
"Just you and me. Hurry up, I'm leaving in a few minutes."
I squirm into gym clothes (a jock strap is not yet part of my
arsenal) and try to look nonchalant.

The woods we trudge through have the stark flushed look
of a black-and-white photograph, a variation on a theme in ba
sic gray. Beneath my feet twigs crackle and pop. Scott pulls
surreptitiously from his tube sock a can of Copenhagen, thumps
the can against his wrist to pack it tight, and helps himself to a
hefty one. Silently, he passes me the can. have yet to master
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this delicate art, so it is with shaking hands that I pack my humble
chew. He talks to me about school, freshman football, tire anato
mies of several girls it has been his honor to fondle (Trisha, Lori,
Paige, Carnile). And I try to listen, honestly, this is crucial infor
mation, but the Copenhagen, which is sliding around in my
mouth, has my head in a nauseous swim. It's like I've just swal
lowed a spoonful of ants.
"How's your dip?" he asks, smiling.
Transmission fluid dribbles down my chin and say, "'S
gleat."
As we tread across the empty school parking lot, Scott fishes
out his dip in one swift move, using only the tip of his tongue. I
take this as my grateful cue to follow suit, but all I manage to do
is cover the roof of my mouth with the vile stuff, which pretty
much does it. With no ceremony whatsoever, I vomit all over
the backs of Scott's brand new Adidas Country.
"Whoa sport."
He moves beside me, oblivious of his shoes, and drops a
reassuring hand on my back.
"Stay bent over," he advises, "just get some air, breathe deep.
That's it. Take it easy." My vision begins to clear, the pavement
quits buckling beneath me feet. "What'd you do?" he laughs,
and pats me on the back. "Dumb fuck."
When we get to the weight room he keeps it up, this unex
pected brotherly affection. Part of it is genuine, realize, and
part of it is for show. For there is one other person in the room,
Scott's soon-to-be defensive line coach, this mountain of a man
named Virgil Stallingsworth, who sizes me up and concludes
without hesitation that I will be bigger than Scott. Natch.
Stallingsworth is a creature of indomitable confidence and eneigy, with biceps the size of footballs and a neck so massive his
whistle chain, which he wears even in the off-season, bounces
against the solid shelf of his chest, the little ball within rattling
like a marble inside a paint can. His mustache is the size of a
gerbil, his thighs fill to capacity the polyester pant legs of his
gray coach's shorts.
This weight room is a no nonsense kind of place, with steel
rafters along the ceiling and cold concrete floors underneath. The
benches sit on thick rubber pads and cast their silent reflections
in a
of vast wall-length mirrors. The free weights, fash
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ioned into black cast-iron disks, have been primly arranged on
triangular display racks, each upright peg like an enormous roll
of Certs photographed in the negative. A draft tickles my shins.
Inspirational maxims, painted in bold Wolverine red, decorate
the upper walls, each maxim fashioned in severe block letters:
NOTHING WORTHWHILE COMES EASY. WINNING IS THE
ONLY THING. ONE HUNDRED TEN PERCENT! I read these
admonitions as Scott and Stallingsworth run me through what
they both insist is a "standard" workout, both of them barking
encouragement throughout, Scott's voice a withering parody of
his coach's baritone thunder.
In a couple of years I will become a frequent crawler of this
very room. My hands will develop at the base of my fingers raw
calluses. The pungent rich swirl of freshly cut August grass will
become forever associated for me with pre- season two-a-days.
I will be assigned a locker upon which I will scrawl in black
Marks-A-Lot my last name and jersey number. These memories
and sensations, coupled with a matrix of fear and anxiety, will to
all accounts be mine, and yet, on this February afternoon, know
vaguely (it's just a flutter of recognition) that I am simply inher
iting something, that this exercise room and everything that goes
with it will never truly be mine. I will always be "Little Darby,"
Scott's less gifted younger brother. Another tiring: Stallingsworth
will be my coach and in the same breath not be my coach. How
excruciating it will be, during my unspectacular stint as a
Roosevelt High School Wolverine, to endure daily athletic em
barrassment under the shared umbrella of my last name, which,
it sometimes feels to me, also only inherited.
I should have played a different sport. I was not suited for a
game like football, being as I was a recipient, rather than a
bestower, of blows. I should have run track, tried my hand at
wrestling, auditioned for the swim team. I should have mas
tered a sport that would have better exploited my penchant for
solitude, one that would have pitted me against nothing more
tractable than my own endurance and courage, something el
egantly and irreducibly mine so that, later on, I might bask in
the luxury of recollecting my emotions in tranquillity.
What do I remember most about that afternoon? I remem
ber Scott saying "fuck" a lot. I remember Stallingsworth scratch
ing his balls. And I distinclty remember the acid discharge of
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fear I felt when Scott declared that I could bench press consider
ably more than my initial, and not very conservative, estimate.
This is the kind of thing he always does. Be like me, do what I
do. At the moment he wants me to approach his strength, so as
to shorten the distance between us. I have my misgivings.
"Just let me add a five kilo plate on the end," he insists, al
ready slapping on the
weight. "What7d you think coach?"
"Fucldng-A," Stallingsworth agrees, spitting into a nearby
trash can. "He can do it."
I don't know anything about kilograms—despite their name,
the Universal Weight Company is an American firm that gauges
their weight sets in pounds—so is not altogether clear to me
how much extra weight he is adding. Then again, the actual
increase isn't really what's at issue.
settle myself on the bench press, grasp the barbell, brace
my feet. The first thing that feels all wrong is that my feet barely
reach the floor. The second thing is the bar, which is thicker than
might prefer. I can't really get a good hold. Also, my thumb
knuckle rubs against the finely waffled surface. In my arms
tingles a premonition of failure. Scott looms above me, gripping
the center of the barbell, his face flat and foreshortened.
"Ready?" he asks.
Yes, I nod.
Arching my back I heave at the weight which, to my aston
ishment, lifts effortlessly, as if I had just hoisted a slab of styrofoam
rock. Confidence races through my arms. For a moment I am
convinced—absolutely, genuinely convinced—that I can throw
the thing right through the ceiling.
"Let's fucking do it," I say, figuring I've earned the right.
Scott lets go. All at once the enormous, invisible finger of
God reaches down from the heavens and pushes the barbell into
my chest. Wham! The impact is so solid my feet kick out,
ing Stallingsworth in his massive shins. I fear my heart is going
to squirm up my throat and out my mouth.
Scott shouts, 'Tush it, goddamn it!"
"C'mon biggin," Stallingsworth bellows, "squeeze it out!"
"You can do it, Paul! Push it, push it, push it!"
But the weight won't budge. My face feels like it's going to
explode. To my sudden shame, I have to fart.
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"C'mon man, don't give up!" Scott yells, taking the barbell
in his index fingers. The load lightens.
"That's it, now, that's it, you got it." (Stallingsworth)
Scott adds another finger and the load gets lighter. The bar
bell rises an inch.
"Almost there, Paulie, just a little more man, you almost got
it." .
At long last my elbows lock, to which Stallingsworth shouts
"Sonofabitch!" But I am too terrified to move. The barbell does
not seem heavy anymore—the whole concept of weight has been
disrupted in my mind—and I don't know where my hold on the
barbell ends and Scott's begins. Scott guides the barbell to its
resting perch and let go, my arms dropping to my sides like
spaghetti noodles.
And as I lie there on the bench trying to wrestle with the
agonizing sensation of failure careening through my muscles, I
catch a glimpse of Virgil Stallingsworth scratching his balls with
all the blithe feral impunity of a dog sniffing its own crotch. When
he catches me looking at him he peels off a fat, fatherly smile
and says, "You'll get there, little buddy. You stick with this brother
of yours and you'll turn out just fine."
Behind me Scott says, "You bet your ass coach. We'll make a
man of him yet."
And the idea does comfort me, in a vague, conflicted sort of
way. It lets me know that in this, as in so many other things in
my life, I don't really have much of a choice.
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Desire This Sweetness
Sunset, lake, all the makings,
and bugs biting, fish splashing:
But when you retreat like a
for cover
dimensions fluctuate. Purple martins
blacken horizons in one realm,
eat from your hand in another.
Across the world
a friend is under house arrest.
I put my house in order,
vacuuming for the third time this week.
It was sunset though you could not see it
for you see it every day like a wife,
weary, middle-aged, heart-broken
("I stood by you") signifying nothing
as you watch walking the shore
a more beautiful woman and strain with longing.
You'll say the sex was kinky,
that you just went along,
but for now is a bench by a lake
with you in your shell gazing out.

The bridge, the longest on earth,
carries cars twinkling between railing into dark
that settles on the far side like fate.
The people in cars cross with purpose.
Purple martins swarm above mosquito clouds.
The city behind you survives
with its Saturday night specials,
dishevelled homeless rummaging garbage,
of puke,
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its history of the gorgeous and oppressed intact.
You return to your clean home,
not having met the woman,
not thinking you know what to do,
believing this desire transcendent,
that it will take you to a place
where wild birds peck from your palm.

31
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RITA KIEFER
Poppies
Just before they bloom
they hover beside our carriage
house, swarms of green buds
lolling like pale questions marks
heads aimed at the ground.
Women brush them with their skirts
as they pass and they shudder
as if to show the seeds they hold.
Soon a shock of red and orange
will revel in our garden.
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SHARON DOLIN
A Small Thing
one sundazzled blue tulip
stemless almost without
separate petals but not shape
less if you look carefully paired
with its orange shadow
the dis
tance chin-high swaying grasses)
the one you picked and held
before your face for hours
in speechless wonder gigantic
flowerhead of childhood:
the summer your body glowed
with sky and field and mossy pond
it floated in
until you hardly notice the blackened edge
stippled pink until you do
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SALITA BRYANT
Nighttime Religion
In Iter first passion woman loves her lover.
In all the others, all she loves is love

Byron
Don Juan, Canto III

All the time now, wake up
having been fucking in my dreams.
My nipples tight, my body damp and weak
knowing what eighteen-year-old boys
must feel—wanting it all the time like that.
Just fucking, with no pretense of love.
Not remembering, like I don't remember
the dreams. don't know if he is huge or blond,
tall or kind; I only know that man-smell.
Like some woman in the middle ages
telling time by her spice clock—
her smelling cinnamon and knowing
it is almost dusk-time to feed a child
or milk a cow.
Lately I have begun to breathe deeply in
the cedary outdoor smell of me.
I have begun to look at them boldly
on the streets, in grocery stores, I look
hard and think:
Yes, it is possible.
I can imagine that the dreams are like thatme standing in an elevator and breathing
him in. I would
up to his face,
run my hand down the soft beard to rest it
on his chest and tell him:
Nothing is hidden but my heart.
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I kiss him while the doors are still shut
and we
rising up into the building.
I touch my tongue to the roof
of his mouth and he knows I have told him
the truth. He leans back into the wall,
his whole body hard against his jeans as I
get off on the ninth floor.
Or I take him home and have him
lay me down on the white flannel.
I pull from him mud and blood
and stars enough to taste his smell,
my hair falling like nest
of lemon grass across his body.
Later from my bed I watch him.
He stands in the bathroom brushing his teeth,
his left hand resting on the sink
the right working the brush,
his beautiful ass, slightly dimpled at the cheeks.
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BLAIR HOBBS
Bedside Manner
Through the curtain-drawn picture window
I watched ruby throats bullet
past maidenhair trees. They fought
for the feeder's plastic nipple, a nectar drop.

Once, when was not spying, a hummingbird
tried swooping into the house, our still life
of flowers with wisteria-trellised
wallpaper and the sofa's needlepoint roses.

I was in a fevered sleep and woke
to the glass thud. My tendriled hair
was damp against my neck and my heart
fluttered, caged. Mother
entered my room and her hands cradled
an alate gift. Tattered feathers,

talons curled like eyelashes, its scarlet throat
was a queen's scalloped collar.

When she flattened her palm
the bird's wings opened like my doll's fan
and circumscribed the span
of its painted bisque face.
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In the violet light
of breeze-swollen curtains

mother held the ruby throat
as if she were holding one of her garden's

camellias. Another glory clipped at the stem
and withering in her touch.
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ALLAN PETERSON
A Few Things Differently
And voluptuous ships I take it
by how the water is against them.
Up to now I had been missing
their loving relationship. And the cedar
how it is the shaggy result
of its many single decisions.
One to pass stylishly past the fence
a whispered S in it a melted mood
cambium making a thick wrinkle
as it turns in avoidance like a slow veronica.
All around us are small considerations
at different speeds creatures beings
sharing the same space
that maybe do not see each other but presume
what they know is the whole thing
self-centered like roads to the capitol.
A story/poem has to
you away to see
just a few things differently
and just for a minute block some things out.
Suppose it were normal for an audience
to gather for the wren in my buckeye.
People pulling off the road to listen
to that single one no longer a machine
with a rote song but nuance and variation.
Or to the wasp that flew up my sleeve
and did not sting but promoted in each other
undivided attention. I could tell them
the face fly with rainbow eyes
or say we should all shave together
and listen to the weather with our skins.
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JAMES S. PROFFITT
Notes on Meeting Strangers and Loving Them
It's true I drank too much
Which is why this world seems so strange, why burning diesel
Of a thousand rigs smells and tastes so wonderful.
How can I love you? I wonder as I follow the white line care
fully,
Stumbling through the night one unsteady boot clicking before
the other.
I have a
in hand and snap my fingers with the other
Keeping time to some song vaguely remembered from Charlie's
Place,
Keeping time with the tempo of bats' wings, whine of idling
engines,
Thump of vessels against my aching, dizzy skull.
I will remember you
Stephanie—was that your name?
I drank too much and said too little tonight.
Where can this life go from here?
Where can I take this truck, this
and empty soul of mine?
My loving you is proof that I am driving nowhere much too fast.
You took my
filled it, handed me a coffee and said
Thanks for stopping at Waffle House. No—thank you!
I couldn't even see you straight.
Did you see my left eye twitching—that means I'm drunk.
That's what my wife says, that it's a dead giveaway.
Yes, its true that's what you did for me and now I love you.
It's all I can think of this steak, hash browns, bread, salad, coffee.
And climbing into my cab locking the doors stripping to my
underwear,
Cracking open just one more ice cold beer it will be wonderful.
I have trusted you with my life-did I give you a fifty, a
hundred?
I am weeping thinking of how Interstate 10 is hot and dry, long.
In the morning I will move west with a load of shafts for M-l
tanks.
There are drivers on the radio hooking up with whores.
I miss my life Stephanie, true love, and I miss my wife and
children.
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walt McDonald
In Country
Luck and fear made helmets
tumble down a well, two I saw
at Saigon while I drew water.
Fear shoved a razor to my neck:
Breathe, and your skin splits.
I felt my helmet drop.
I prayed for the Mekong River
on my tongue, and time to swallow.

Luck slouched in the shadows,
smoking, picking her teeth
with a blade. A widow,
she showed no sympathy,
like branding a stray.
Friends? my eyes asked.
Luck flicked the butt away
and left fear laughing,

staggering off. Later,
I tore the rope from my wrist
and reeled my helmet for water,
splashing, fist by fist.
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S. D. Lishan
Frau Bauer Thinks of April in Prague
...the more I write and the more I liberate myself,
the cleaner and the worthier of you I become,...and the
nights can never
long enough for this activity,
which is incidentally quite sensuous.
-Letter from Franz Kafka his fiancee,
Felice Bauer

K. watches clouds: "Their fiery cars of tears,
gobs of tears tethered at the steaming gate
of saffron-winged April." K/s 'little dears"
of lines, not mine. Mine wear a moonlit freight
of wishful, fleshly hunger. So it goes;
the Wizard of Belief sidles up to him,
whispers from the branches and overflows
K/s quickening-like-a-seed heart past its brim
for just one more shorn taboo, one more shot
of defiance, at me, chump, shoveler of rot
and shit in the circus pen, safe home-oldalways-know-Fm-there, old always-wait, old
back-rubber-unbudded-unbutton-your-dress,

broken...
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GAY BREWER
Eating Alone
She said, living in a foreign place can be horrible
and opened the Chablis, and poured. Why would the server
say that to you tonight? As if you hadn't eaten alone
in many solitary countries. When I stayed in America,
I missed my home, my family. Did it only seem that each
took turns waiting on you, obliging your loneliness? Perhaps
you fell in love with the girl, with the handsome laughing men.
If you lingered over empty shells, nibbled at crusts
flipped the pages of a notebook and studied the candlelight,
why
In the setting, who wouldn't turn a napkin for answers?
Wasn't reluctance only natural as, knocking the chair back,
you stepped with a flourish and a wave toward what waited?
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MICHELLE HERMAN
Love

There is no more reason to trust the heart than to trust reason.

J. M. Coetzee
JzSsther Savaris was halfway through her senior year of high

school, a pretty girl, seventeen years old and still growing (ac
cording to the doctor, who had known her all her life—who had
delivered her into her life—and who, on the morning she turned
up in his office, tearful and pleading with him to keep this visit a
secret from her mother, measured her as if she really were still
just a child and then announced that she had grown three-quar
ters of an inch since her last visit), when she ran away with Janos
Bartha, her singing teacher, who was nearly seventy then, and
by whom Esther, Dr. Azogue had confirmed, was three months
pregnant.
When she was eighteen, Bartha married her. By then, they
were thirteen hundred miles away from Esther's family and the
studio on Ocean Parkway where Bartha had been giving sing
ing lessons for more than twenty years—as far away as she had
ever been from Brighton Beach, from the apartment she had lived
in all her life above her parents' candy store, from Abraham Lin
coln High School and the glee club, the girls' chorus, the Drama
Society, and her girlfriends (there were no boyfriends; she was
not allowed to date, not until after her high school graduation—
"and now I'll never be allowed," she had said cheerfully to Bartha,
trying to cheer him up, for he was grim and silent as he sat be
side her on the train that was to carry them halfway across the
country): they were in Omaha, Nebraska, where there was a
cousin, Vilmos Bartha, who had offered to help them get settled;
the baby, Alexander, was fourteen weeks old.
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The marriage ceremony was brief and disappointing. She'd
been thinking of it, Esther realized, as something like the gradu
ation she had missed in June—something official that would
mark the start of her new life. But as the justice of the peace
mumbled his few words, with Vilmos and his stem, blonde,
Middle Western wife acting as witnesses, and Alexander sleep
ing in his carriage in a comer, she understood that she'd expected
too much. She had thought (or rather, she saw now, she'd never
thought but had assumed) that she would feel changed by the
ceremony: she had thought she would fed married.
But she didn't feel much of anything. Toward the end she
almost asked, "Is that it? Are you sure?"—for it struck her
the justice of the peace, a plump little man with a long fringe of
uncombed reddish hair, in a too-tight brown suit, no tie, and
black, exhausted-looking penny loafers (a penny in the left shoe
only, Esther noticed; the right one was empty), looked as if he
might be absent-minded—but afraid of sounding foolish,
kept quiet. Bartha disliked very much when she asked foolish
questions, when she acted, he said, "too much the young girl."
Still, even when they exchanged vows, she couldn't shake the
feeling that something was being left out. The promises that she
was making didn't seen to count, which worried her. She felt she
wasn't meant to take them altogether seriously; they didn't seem
serious, not in this context.
And if she didn't take them seriously, she thought, she could
not expect that they'd —that she would —taken seriously.
And wasn't that the point of doing this
her, at least—for she
was the one who had to prove that she knew what she was do
ing)? Even Bartha seemed sometimes in doubt of her ability to
understand what she "had done." As if she were too stupid to
see clearly the results of her own choices! ("Stupid, no," he had
said when she'd made this accusation, in the first days after they'd
arrived in Omaha. "Not stupid in the least—indeed, too smart,
some would insist, to give away your future as you have." "Not
give," she had said automatically. "You must mean throw away."
At that time she was still in the habit of correcting him when he
misused—when she assumed he had misused—an idiom in En
glish. Lately she had come to think that he said, always, what he
meant, and if sounded odd it wasn't his fault but the fault of
her own listening, that language—usage, as they'd said in
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school—was more complex and interesting than she had been
taught). This was her chance to make it clear that she had made
decisions, not just let things happen, and that she was willing,
that she wanted, to stick by them. To stick by him.
And his chance to prove the same?
She was startled by the thought. It had never crossed her
mind before that he had anything to prove (and prove to whom?
she thought—only himself, since she had never doubted him,
since it had never crossed her mind that he might not have known
what he was doing, even for an instant).
The whole point of this, she realized, was for them—for both
of them—to show themselves as serious...as grown up (which
made sense enough for her, but was in Bartha's case less obvi
ous, and even funny). In this way it wasn't really all that differ
ent from a high school graduation ceremony.
But a little pomp and circumstance might have helped, then,
she thought—and wondered if that was why people had big,
fancy weddings. Not that she'd had a choice. Not that she'd
even wanted, even if she'd had a choice, that kind of wedding
(what her friends at home would have called a "real" wedding:
white lace dress and veil, music and flowers, bridesmaids, danc
ing, wedding cake, and afterwards a book of photographs). But
all in all, this wedding—in this small, cramped, poorly heated,
poorly lit, windowless room, in what passed for an office build
ing in Nebraska
she and Bartha had made jokes about this
on their way in, and Vilmos had smiled and sighed and rolled
his eyes, as he did every time they made their "New York bigshot
joke remarks"; Clara Bartha had, however, also as usual, been
offended)—this wedding, Esther thought, less resembled the pri
vate commencement exercises she had had in mind than it did
the meeting she'd had with her "guidance counselor" the first
week of
when she was lectured briefly in the woman's
tiny office about the importance of choosing the right college,
asked a few questions she had obviously memorized and asked
a thousand times before ("Do you prefer the intimacy of a small
school or the excitement of a big school? Do you have specific
geographical preferences?"), the answers to which she seemed
not to bother listening to, and blandly wished luck with her ap
plications.
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Maybe, Esther told herself as the four of them—she and
Bartha, Vilmos and Clara—settled themselves into a booth at the
Bohemian Cafe for a celebratory lunch after the ceremony, this
would seem funny later, too (or at least almost, sort of funny, the
way the seven-minute meeting with the guidance counselor now
did. She'd been disappointed by that, too—foolishly, she thought;
she had actually hoped for—though it hardly mattered now, and
maybe that was why it could seem almost fimny, looking back).
She readjusted Alexander—still sleeping, miraculously, in
her arms now—laying him across her lap, her left hand tucked
beneath his head, her right hand on his chest so that she could
feel the slight lift and fall of steady breathing, and pretended to
be studying the menu that had just been set before her on the
table. She wanted to try out the idea that she never would feel
married—that she had been mistaken when she'd guessed that
there was anything to feel.
"Wine?" Vilmos said. "Shall we all have some wine?"
"Wine?" Clara said. "At this hour of the day?"
Esther looked up, interested enough—she was always inter
ested in seeing how Vilmos responded to his wife—to be dis
tracted, for at least the moment, from her own concerns. Ever
since she'd met them, she'd been waiting for Vilmos to get an
gry with Clara, but he never even seemed to get annoyed; Esther
couldn't understand it. She watched now as he smiled a little,
nodding, and then murmured, "Yes, we'll have some wine," and
turned to Bartha: "And some dumplings, too? For everyone?
Because they're homemade here, you know, and they're not bad.
You've tried them, Janos, have you not?"
"Of course," said Bartha. "And you're right, they're not bad,
not at all. But the noodles also are homemade, and they
bet
ter than the dumplings."
"Esther?" Vilmos said. "Do you also prefer the noodles?"
Esther nodded, although she could not imagine thinking
about such a thing even long enough to make a choice about it—
what difference did it make? Still, she had discovered that it
displeased Bartha if she didn't act as if it mattered to her.
Clara cleared her throat (she often did, before she spoke: it
was her version of a drum roll, Esther thought, to introduce
whatever new unpleasant thing she meant to say). "No noodles
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for me" she said, "and no dumplings either. If s too early in the
day for something that's so heavy. I'll just have a little soup."
"And a glass of wine?" Vilmos said. "You'll have a little
wine with us, to celebrate?"
"No," Clara said, "no wine. If I drink, I'll fall right to sleep."
"Not even a single glass, or half of a glass, to make a toast?"
There was not a hint of irritation in his voice, and Esther
wondered, as she always wondered, how he managed it. She
could not have done it, she was sure; she could not have remained
amiable day after day, year after year, to Clara—who responded
to her husband now with a look so empty of expression that if
Esther hadn't already been used to it (this trick of Clara's, of
emptying her face of all emotion) she would have been puzzled,
perhaps even alarmed by it. But in fact she felt she knew what
was in Clara's mind: Bad enough I have to be here. Why should 1
pretend to celebrate?—for Esther had no doubt that Clara hated
her (though Vilmos swore she didn't, swore she "only disap
proved" of her—"and even that, believe me," he insisted, "just a
little. She'll get over it in time, I promise you. You only must
have patience").
"No wine," Clara said again. "I'll have a glass of water."
"Soup and a glass of water," Vilmos said. He said it thought
fully, as if her were memorizing something difficult. "All right,
then." He picked up his menu. "For the rest of us, however...
let's see...."
How did he put up with her? Why did he? Esther asked
herself. She could not begin to guess what had made Vilmos
want to marry Qara. She wasn't pretty and she had no sense of
humor, she wasn't talented or clever—she wasn't even interest
ing, the way some ugly, smart girls were at school (though she
was smart enough, Esther supposed; still, she was not quick
witted, which was the attractive part of smartness). She was
always angry or dissatisfied—always, Esther thought: she could
not
a time when she had heard Clara say something kind,
or when she had seemed happy—and at twenty-nine she was
already every bit as tired-looking, already as harshly finishedlooking, as the stout, faded, middle-aged Midwestern women
Esther saw each week at Hinky Dinky pushing cartfuls of canned
vegetables and cellophane-wrapped meat.
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"Janos, you must choose the wine," Vilmos said, without
taking his eyes off his menu. "Unless of course you would pre
fer some beer. They have Czech beer, you know, in this place."
"I prefer wine, always," Bartha said. He didn't look up from
his menu either. This was how they always were in restaurants.
It perplexed her, their fascination with these lists of things to eat
and drink. They would argue endlessly about the merits and
demerits of a given restaurant, a dish, a method of food prepara
tion. "If Esther also will have wine, let's, have a bottle."
"Good. So will you have wine, Esther?"
She looked from one to the other. Neither of them had looked
at her—each was studying his menu as if he would be tested on
its contents later.
"Esther? Will you drink wine?" Bartha said.
She knew she should say something. Yes, I'll have wine, or no,
I don't think so, thank you. (No—she knew that what she should
say was yes, she'd have wine—of course I will. And yet she didn't;
she kept silent. The truth was that she could have wine or not
have wine: it didn't matter to her one way or the other. It was
not the sort of question that was interesting to her, and Bartha
knew that. Why, then, she found herself thinking, should she
have to answer it?)
A moment passed before he looked up, eyebrows raised—
puzzled, she saw, not impatient. He wasn't accustomed to hav
ing to wait for her to answer him. Whenever he asked her a
question, she was grateful (for how often did he ask her any
thing?), and no matter what was—how serious or trivial, or
even if she knew it was rhetorical—she'd reply immediately,
sometimes without pausing even long enough to think about
what she was saying, and thus saying something altogether dif
ferent from what she would have said had she given herself time
to think.
But she was thinking now. What she was thinking (she told
herself—as if she
telling someone else a story) was that she
was angry; she did not know why. It had only just occurred to
her, as she considered him while he considered her—his head
cocked, his eyebrows raised (as if she were a menu, she thought:
contemplating and discarding possibilities). His eyebrows, like
his hair,
perfectly, brilliantly white, and so unruly he looked,
always, as if a ferocious wind had just blown by him.
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Why should she be angry? They looked at each other,
steadily. He—her husband, she thought. Husband—was still wait
ing for an answer from her. She knew she was being stubborn;
she knew that it wasn't reasonable to refuse to answer him. But
knowing this did not persuade her; instead, she found—this was
surprise—that her stubbornness pleased her.
"Esther," he said, "I am—"
She cut him off before he could
her what he was. "Take
the baby from me, will you please? My arms are getting tired."
This was true enough—her arms were tired—as she had been
holding Alexander since they'd left the office of the justice of
peace. But she expected Bartha to point out that she could not
blame him for this, that he had tried to convince her to put the
baby in his carriage when they
led to their booth here, that
he'd objected in the first place when she'd scooped the sleeping
baby up after the ceremony and left him her husband—to push
the empty carriage behind her. All he said, however, as he took
the baby from her, was, "Just look how nicely he is sleeping. Too
bad he won't sleep so well as this at night, when we
sleeping
too."
She forced out a smile—she hated it when he complained,
or made a joke, about the baby's nighttime habit of waking and
crying for her at two-hour intervals, not falling back to sleep until
she'd held him, nursed him, rocked him, sung to him, and then
walked him around the dark room for a long time, sometimes
for as much as half an hour. This did not seem so terrible to her;
indeed, that Alexander needed her attention (her attention; Bartha
would not do) so much that his need could awaken him from a
sound sleep was rather thrilling to her. She had hinted at this
once to Bartha—had mentioned, with a laugh (as if this time she
were the one making jokes about it), that she did not find inter
rupted sleep so great a price to pay for being loved—but she
saw from the look he gave her then that this was not a sentiment
that he approved of. After that, she felt she had no choice but
pretend to be in sympathy with him when he complained about
the way the baby slept—or didn't sleep—and she pretended now,
smiling and nodding; but when she saw that he had begun to
stand up, that he was about to put the baby in his carriage after
all, she stopped smiling her false smile and said, sharply, "Please,
hold him. For five minutes, hold him. Then I'll take him back."
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"You cannot eat while holding him," he said. But he did not
complete the motion: he paused, not quite sitting, not quite stand
ing.
Esther thought of saying, 'Tve done it before, and will again."
But did she want to argue with him? She considered this. They
had never argued—she could not even imagine what an argu
ment between them would be like.
Carefully, she said, "When the food comes, I promise, I'll
put him down."
"Fine," he said. "Good." And that was that—the end of it.
Still, watching him resettle himself with the baby, she could feel
her anger prickling at her as if it were something caught under
her skin. You are being foolish, she told herself. Foolish and un
reasonable—for what
had she to be angry? Nothing had
changed; everything was just the same as always.
So it was, she thought. Exactly. Everything was just the
same—wasn't that the trouble? She felt as if she had been tricked.
She watched Bartha as he bowed his head and began once
again to read his menu. He held Alexander securely, with both
hands, but Esther could see that he had already ceased to be aware
of anything except the list of choices that lay on the table. What
if she were to snatch away? she asked herself—but this was
just the
of childish thought she most despised herself for
having; she regretted it at once. Somehow, even if she could
prevent herself from doing foolish things, she could not keep
herself from thinking of them. It was as if there were a part of
her that was determined to show her (and him? How lucky it
was that he couldn't read her mind!) how much of a child she
was, still. (But she wasn't, she told herself—was she? How could
she be, now?)
"Esther, have you come to a decision?"
She blinked at him. "A decision?"
He inclined his head. The waitress, in her Czech costume—
multicolored flowers stenciled on her tall white hat and on
square of apron over her short, stiff black skirt—stood beside
the table.
"Oh—no," Esther said. She felt herself blush. "No, I'm
sorry." She glanced at the menu, but there were too many
choices—she couldn't think of any
to name one of them.
"Maybe you could..." she began, but as she spoke she looked up
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at him, saw the faint start of a frown—no, no, this wouldn't do—
and she began again: "Everything looks good. How can I possi
bly decide?" She paused. "No, I can't. Please, won't you choose
for me?"
She'd said the right thing. He was smiling now. "All right,
then. Fine. I will order for us both."
She paid no attention to what he chose for her. She set her
menu down on the tiled tabletop (the tiles were flowered too,
and fleetingly she wondered if the hats and aprons had been
made to order so they'd match the tables, or vice versa; or if ev
erything had been planned from the restaurant7s inception—the
menus, after all, had flowers printed on them too) and while he
ordered she
on how fussy he was, how strict, really,
about the reason she deferred to him. She knew that if she let
him take charge when she wasn't interested in taking charge
herself, because the issue at hand bored her or did not seem worth
the trouble to her, he would be unhappy, even angry. But it never
failed to please him when she asked him to take over because
she knew he knew better. The distinction, she thought, was al
most too subtle (she did not have to come out and say that he
would make a wiser choice than she would—indeed, she had
learned that it was better to imply this than to say it): was easy
for her to forget how much it mattered to him and make a mis
take, as she nearly had just now. And yet it had mattered to him
from the start. He had taken pains to tell her, early on, that he
didn't want to make decisions for her, to treat her "like a father
treats a child." "That's all right," she had assured him. "I don't
want you to. But there's no chance that I'll confuse you with my
father. He assumes he knows best always, about everything."
"Yes, precisely," Bartha had said. "I shall not—we shall not—
make such an assumption."
But it didn't seem to her so terrible if sometimes he did,
pecially once they'd left Brooklyn and come here, and she had
no one but him to depend on. He did know better about most
things; she knew that. Why wouldn't he? How couldn't he? "He's
read everything and he's been everywhere," she remembered
telling her two closest friends right after she had met him for the
first time. It had seemed to her then that he knew everything—
that was what she'd told Kathleen and Eleanor, whom she'd
called, one after another, after her first lesson with him. She had
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talked about him far too much at first, so that when she had to
stop, abruptly, afraid she would reveal her secret if she spoke of
him at all, she was afraid Kathleen and Eleanor would notice
something (that they didn't still seemed strange to her—she had
believed that they knew her so well they'd see the change in her
without her saying anything—and left her confused, for she could
not decide if she was disappointed or relieved). She had told
them how brilliant he was, and how interesting ("Interesting?"
Kathleen had said doubtfully. "But he's, like...as old as my grand
father!", though he probably wasn't, or not quite, and even if he
was
wasn't really any point in making the comparison,
Esther had thought but hadn't said—because how could she have
without insulting Kathleen's grandfather, who lived with
Kathleen and her parents and seemed to be growing senile: he
asked the same questions and told the same pointless stories
again and again, and he spent all his time with other old men
playing pinochle and sitting in the sun on folding chairs com
plaining to each other about "the government"?); she told them
how kind he was, how he fed the stray dogs and the alley cats
and even the pigeons in the courtyard of his building, and how
gently he spoke to them; she told them how honored she felt by
the way he talked to her—as if she were his equal, when she
obviously wasn't ("Grandfathers always want to talk, though,"
Kathleen said. "I don't see what's so honoring about it"). They
claimed to be baffled by how impressed she was by him. They
listened patiently when she told them how many different for
eign languages Bartha could speak, or talked about how elegant
his manners were, or mentioned famous people he had met, and
then they changed the subject without asking any questions—as
if gossip about kids in school or the cute new math teacher, or
deciding what to do on Saturday night (the same boring things:
a movie at the Oceana, bowling, listening to records at Eleanor's),
or comparing their complaints about their parents were at least
as worthy—or more worthy!—of their serious attention than "this
old guy who gives Esther singing lessons" (which was what
Kathleen had said when someone at school, overhearing Esther
talking as they stood outside the building waiting for the bell to
ring one morning, asked who she'd been talking about).
It didn't seem to mean anything to them when she told them
that Bartha had had the most extraordinaiy life of anyone she'd
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ever known, or even read or heard about; and when once, long
ago, she told them that she'd "fallen absolutely and completely
madly in love" with him, though nobody took her literally—not
even she did, then—they begged her not to say that. "Not even
as a joke," Kathleen insisted. "It's just much too creepy." And
Eleanor, with a theatrical shudder, said, "Really. He's so
Esther, if s much too weird and awful when you think about it."
Astonished, Esther said, "But he's a genius. What does it matter
how old you are when you're a genius?" Kathleen said, "Oh,
Esther, don't be dumb. How can it not matter?" Neither bf them
understood anything about it. They remained unmoved when
she said (lowering her voice, thrilled again each time She said
—thrilled each time she thought about it), "But of codrse you
know he was a famous tenor in his time, in Europe."
This he had told her during her first lesson. He had not
been bragging, she assured Kathleen and Eleanor, but letting her
know what she should have known already when she came to
him that first time with the note of introduction from her music
teacher at school. He mentioned it in passing—the way some
one else might have said, "Oh yes, I sold vacuum cleaners once,
a lot of them. I was pretty good at it"—without arrogance, and
yet also without false humility, as he spoke of a certain perfor
mance, a certain soprano with whom he had sung then for
first time. He was making a point about Esther's own Voice, if
she worked hard and did everything he said, and she was flat
tered, naturally—but so dazzled by what he had just revealed
about himself she couldn't concentrate on being pleased. She
watched him, speechless, as he moved about his studio that af
ternoon, his hands—small, pale, slim-fingered hands that shot
out extravagantly, suddenly, from the cuffs of his suit jacket like
little white birds newly freed—making eights and circles in
air as he explained his method: what she would have to unlearn
to begin her studies with him. She had never met—had never
seen—anyone who was in any way like him. His hair Was
longest, wildest hair she'd ever seen on somebody who> wasn't
young, and she could not stop staring at it: the long curls, so
white and weightless-looking she thought of the tiny, soft white
feathers that sometimes escaped from the seams of her pillow,
flopped and swung around his head as he paced, telling her what
she must not do anymore. She saw that he was old; she knew
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that he was—it was not as if she didn't notice it, or noticed it but
didn't "understand" it (which was what Kathleen had said
once—"It's like you don't understand how old he is"—and also
what her father had said, later, in a meaner and much uglier way
that she didn't want to think about...sfiH didn't want to think
about, even after much time had passed). He was old but he
was not "an old man," she tried to explain (to Kathleen, not her
father; to her father that night she did not try to explain any
thing once he started yelling at her and pounding his fists on the
doorframe and the kitchen table, and she left home that same
night without having said another word to him). Bartha didn't
look or act or move like an bld man—not like the old men they
knew: not like Kathleen's grandfather (this Esther thought but
didn't
or his friends or the other old men in the neighbor
hood, the ones who came into her parents' candy store. He was
nothing like her own grandfathers—what she could remember
of them, since both had died long ago: what she remembered
was that both of them had been small, quiet men (one—Papa
Jack, her father's father—had been given to sporadic fits of tem
per, which shook up the family but seemed to leave him unaf
fected; within seconds after each outburst, he was calm and his
voice was soft,
once again); both of them had been nearly
bald, a few strands of stiff gray hair slicked down flat
their shiny heads; both of them had spent all their time in chairs
or in recliners—sitting, resting, lying down.
Bartha didn't sit that first day for more than a minute. As he
talked, he kept on pacing—confidently, grandly: round and
round the piano and the chairs and the glass-shaded stand-up
lamps behind them, round the little tables topped with stacks of
books and papers, round the music stand and the green velvet
sofa and Esther herself as she stood, hands clasped (clenched, in
fact—and even they treiribled) in the center of the room.
More than two years had passed since that day, the day he
had become her teacher, and for months now (three more months
and it would be a year!) he had not been her teacher. Yet some
times she caught herself still thinking of him that way. It hap
pened when she came upon him unexpectedly: if she saw him
on the street when she was out with Alexander and he had de
cided to come home a little early; or if she returned from a walk
with the baby and found him already there, drinking a cup of
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tea and studying The New York Times. She would not think Janos
is home, as it seemed to her she should by now; she would think
Here he is, the teacher— and each time she did it startled her.
It worried her a little, too. She never spoke to him about it,
since she could not be sure how he would react. She never liked
to tell him things that she could not prepare herself for his re-.
sponse to. What she told herself, each time, was that a lapse like
this was natural, that after all he'd been her teacher for a long
time before he'd become her lover (and even then he had not
ceased to be her teacher: her twice-weekly lessons with him had
continued right up to the day before they'd had to run away
together). She had not yet had the opportunity to grow accus
tomed to the change in their relations—that was what she told
herself, and sometimes this worked, sometimes it eased her mind.
But at other times it seemed to her that there had been no change
in their relations—that, but for their lovemaking itself (on
green velvet sofa, folded out into a bed, after her lesson each
Tuesday and Friday afternoon), nothing had changed between
her first lesson and her last. And in the months since? What had
really changed, she wondered, besides the plain fact that they
now lived together? He continued to treat her just as he had
when she had been his student: formally (though pleasantly,
mostly kindly),
—some days only tolerantly, which both
then and now disheartened and unsettled her—and sometimes
with pride (then, when she had sung particularly well; now, when
she behaved the way he wished her to—graciously, unchildishly,
"as befits a gentlewoman." Yentlevoman, he would say).
The form of their relationship had certainly changed, Esther
thought, but what about the content of it?
was such a coolly
grown-up question that, for just a moment, she was pleased, and
praised herself for thinking of it; and then for the first time in a
long time she thought of her English
Mr. Inemer—her
favorite teacher, the best one she'd had at Lincoln. He was the
one who had taught her, junior year,, to think about form and
content—and all at once, as if it had been only last week that
she'd sat in his classroom, she could hear him saying sound, di
rection, rhythm, predetermined limitations, technique, imagery, devices.
Wouldn't he be pleased, and proud of her? But this thought was
so incongruous drew her up short. What could she be think
ing of? she wondered. This was her life, not a poem. And yet—
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form, meaning structure, shape—she could not only hear him, she
could see him perched on the front edge of his desk, counting off
what he said on his fingers, word by word, just as he always did,
although it made no sense to count. What do I mean
content?
Anybody? Subject matter, theme, motif. Can anybody tell me what
motif might be?)
But this was her life, she told herself, not poetry or art or
music. This was just her life, and Room 325—last row, first seat—
was thirteen hundred miles away. Mr. Inemer was at this very
minute saying the same things he'd said to her class to a group
of kids she wouldn't even recognize.
And she was here, in the Bohemian Cafe, beside her hus
band and her son. Of course things had changed—just look at
how they've changed, she thought. It was her wedding day!
She was Janos Bartha's wife now, not his student—no one's stu
dent anymore.
Unaccountably, tears filled her eyes: the only tears she'd
shed today. She had been dry-eyed throughout the ceremony,
though she had imagined she would cry, and she had even won
dered whether or not she would hide her tears from Bartha. She
glanced at him now, discreetly. He was pondering the wine list—
he wasn't looking at her. When he spoke her name, pronounc
ing it as if it were a question, Esther jumped; before he could say
anything, she said, "I'm fine."
She held her tears back, blinking, as he turned to face her.
He looked at her quizzically but said only, "Will you drink a
little something? I have found a good wine." He took one hand
off the baby, briefly setting atop hers where it lay on the tiled
tabletop before returning it to its place beneath Alexander's head.
"Or...here is another which is very good." He closed his eyes,
deliberating. "Perhaps we might try both."
"Both, yes!" Vilmos said. He slapped his menu down and
rubbed his hands together like a character in a book or a movie.
"Two bottles of wine, why not?" And to the waitress, he said,
"We
celebrating, you see."
"The waitress isn't interested," said Clara. "Let her do her
job."
"Did you hear this, Alexander?" Vilmos said, and Esther
thought he was about to complain about her,
once, even if it
was just to the baby, but he said, "See, we
ordering some
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good wine so that we may drink a toast to your health. Your
family is all around you, little one." He half-stood and leaned
over the table so that he could look down at the baby in his
cousin's lap. "Still sleeping? Alexander, you are missing
whole party! Time to wake up, darling boy."
As if he'd heard and understood, the baby did wake up then,
for an instant—opened his eyes, yawned and smiled, reached
out with one hand toward Esther—and then was asleep again,
exhaling a great sigh, before Esther had had the chance to take
him out of Bartha's lap. His right hand had fallen palm-up on
his forehead. "Look at him," Vilmos said as he sat down. "I
think he is saying to us, 'All of this happiness is making me very
tired. Please go ahead and have the party without me.' He is a
very thoughtful baby, think."
"Or else he's just bored," said Clara.
"Bored? This baby? Never!" Vilmos said. "He is too clever
to be bored. The brilliant are never bored, and our Alexander is
a brilliant baby."
"Indeed," said Bartha—diyly, Esther thought.
"Well, he is," she heard herself say, though she hadn't meant
to speak, and she understood that Vilmos wasn't serious, at least
not altogether serious.
But Bartha wasn't listening now anyway. He was busy with
the waitress—telling her which wines he'd chosen, and which
one of them to bring out first. As soon as he finished, as the
waitress turned to leave, Vilmos called to her, "Excuse me, miss,
but have you ever in your life seen such a baby? Tell the truth."
Esther couldn't keep from laughing then, and Vilmos beamed at
her.
"A beautiful baby," said the waitress, without turning.
"Yes, that's right," Vilmos said. "A beautiful and brilliant
baby. An excellent baby! What more could one hope for? My
own cousin! My own—oh, now you must tell me, Clara"—he
winked at Esther, who smiled back although she didn't know
what the wink meant—"tell me if I have this right. My own first
cousin...three times removed?"
"No," Clara said. "And I don't see why this is so hard to
remember."
"I don't see either," Vilmos said sadly, "yet somehow I can
not." He reached for his wife's hand and at the same time winked
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again at
—who was mystified but grateful nonetheless for
the collusion it suggested.
"Tell me once more, Clara, please," Vilmos said.
"Only once more," Clara said, "that's all." To Esther she
said, "I've been through this with him half a dozen times. He
just can't keep it in his head." She shrugged, and Esther shrugged
too, looking down at Clara and Vilmos's linked hands. It al
ways came as a surprise when Gara spoke to her. "Listen this
time," Clara said, "all right?" Then, in a singsong: "You and
Janos are first cousins twice removed. Your grandfather was
Janos's first cousin. Your great-grandfather, Jozsef, and Janos's
father, Bela—"
"I remember him very well, my cousin Laszlo," Bartha in
terrupted her. "We
good friends, very close. But that was
long ago. saw him last before the war, in Budapest. His father,
my Uncle Jozsef—you have an excellent memory for names,
Clara; it is remarkable—he was quite something. Such a tem
per! Laszlo used to come—"
"—were brothers," Clara cut in, raising her voice, "and there
fore you are twice removed as a first cousin to Janos, because
you are two generations removed from his first cousin. But
Alexander and your father are of the same generation"—here
she paused to cast a meaningful, angry-looking smile at all of
them—"which means that they are second cousins, and you"—
once more she flashed that cold smile like a triumphant scowl—
"are thus a second cousin once removed from Alexander."
Vilmos slapped his forehead. "Therefore? Thus? To me it's
not so simple, not so obvious." He sighed. "Janos is right. You
are remarkable."
"Don't be silly," Clara said. "It isn't difficult at all. It's per
fectly logical. It follows rules."
"Yes, for a bookkeeper, it's logical. But for me..." Vilmos
shook his head. "Esther, tell me. What do you think?" But
fore she could respond—I'm no bookkeeper either, she was going
to say (and was just as well she didn't have the opportunity,
for Clara hated being called a bookkeeper, even though there
was no other word for what she was in the insurance office where
she worked part-time. She kept the accounts; thus, Esther
thought, with a smile she hoped nobody
she was a book
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keeper)—Vilmos said, "All right now, you must tell me once
again—just once more, and I promise you I'll never ask again."
"I don't think you really listen when tell you," Clara said.
"I don't know why I tell you anything, really don't." And yet—
surprising Esther—she began again: "Jozsef and Bela," she said,
"were two brothers, out of five. The other three..."
Bored, Esther stopped listening. (It occurred to her to won
der if Vilmos was right: if she were brilliant, would she not be
bored?) But she was not only bored, she was insulted, too, she
recognized belatedly, by the way Clara had spoken of Vilmos's
father and the baby as being of "the same generation." Between
Alexander and Vilmos's father—another Jozsef (whom Esther
had never met, and who lived in Fresno, California, the other
city Bartha had considered settling them in when they'd first
discussed the possibility of leaving Brooklyn)—there had to be
half a century.
Esther didn't doubt that Clara had meant to insult her—to
remind her, subtly and coolly, of the "inappropriateness" of
match between her and Bartha. She had heard Clara use that
word, speaking privately to Vilmos—she hadn't meant to eaves
drop, but she'd heard (she heard a lot of things she wasn't meant
to hear, living with them)—not long after they had first arrived
in Omaha. She should not have been surprised by anything Clara
had said to Vilmos (it had not been so unlike what Esther's fa
ther had said that last night in Brooklyn, the night she had told
her parents she was pregnant, and by whom—although her
father's language had not been coldly polite, like Clara's, but
vicious and hateful). She should not have been surprised, and
yet she was. Bartha had told her they would be welcome here—
and hadn't he implied that she and Clara would be friends, good
friends, before long?
Clara was droning on still: first removed, twice removed,
third cousins, grandfathers, great-uncles, even a stepbrother.
Vilmos interrupted her repeatedly, encouraging her to name all
the brothers if she mentioned one. (In her old life, it seemed to
Esther, she had never been bored; this was something new, some
thing that had set in only since she had left home.) Evidently
Vilmos had taught Clara the names of all his relatives, most of
them long dead, in Hungary, and now he was showing off her
memory to Bartha (who kept joining in, irrelevantly, interrupt
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ing both of them to reminisce about Laszlo and Laszlo's younger
brother—yet another Jozsef—or his favorite uncle, Oszkar, or
Oszkar's beloved only son, Karoly). Uncles, nephews, fathers, broth
ers. Why were there no women in this recitation? Esther won
dered. Hadn't eveiy one of these nephews and great-grandfa
thers had a mother?
She realized that she was angry all over again. She mar
veled over as she paused to consider—to appreciate—how an
gry she was, for there had been so many times she'd told herself
she should be angry with Bartha and yet was not, could not be.
When he was short with her, when he spoke to her as if she were
a small child, when he seemed to dismiss her—as if what she'd
said was too foolish or trivial for him to think of taking seri
ously—or when he berated her for carrying the baby around "all
day long" ("Put him down," he would say, "please, for half an
hour, even. This cannot be good for him, to be held in your arms
for every minute") or when he ignored her, lost in his own
thoughts, so that she'd ask a question and he wouldn't even look
at
much less give her an answer—at such times she would
feel sorry for herself, but she would not get angry (although she
would often think about how someone else would certainly be
angry—she would think of Eleanor and Kathleen, whom she
hadn't spoken to in so long now, who would not have stood for
being scolded, or for being lectured the way Bartha lectured her,
or for being treated as if they could not be seen or heard, she felt
sure—and inevitably she would think then of her mother, too,
who would not have gotten angry but would have become de
pressed instead: infuriating
who had always been able
to see for herself when her mother should have become angry
and had not). She would tell herself that she had a good reason
to be angry, but it didn't matter:
wasn't whai she felt—she
only felt unhappy. And because she'd started thinking of her
mother, and of Eleanor and Kathleen, by then she would be feel
ing lonely, too. She was tdo sad and lonely to be angry—that
was how it always seemed to her.
And to be angry now, today—today of all days!
On all those other days; instead of being angry as she knew
she should be, she would start to cry. And when she did, she
would sometimes make an effort to keep this hidden from Bartha,
while at other times she would make sure he saw—depending
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on her mood (what she thought of as mood: depending on
whether or not she wanted him to ask her what was wrong, which
in its turn depended both on whether or not she wanted to have
to answer him, and whether or not she thought it would make
her feel worse if he saw her crying and then didn't ask). If she
wanted to be left alone to cry, she would lie down with the baby
on the bed—Vilmos and Clara's fold-out sofa, which since
Alexander's birth she had stopped bothering to close up in
morning—and, holding him tightly to her chest, his back to her,
curl herself all around him, her knees almost to her forehead so
that she came close to making a full circle with her body around
his, and then silently she would begin to plan a letter to her fam
ily, which she would write hours later, after Bartha and the baby
were asleep. Just thinking about what she would write made
her feel better (although she'd learned that if she didn't actually
write the letter in the first hours after midnight, before Alexander
woke up crying for her, the effects of having planned it would
wear off by morning—like a magic spell, she thought, although
she couldn't think of any fairy tales that had to do with writing).
Sitting at the little table Vilmos had moved down into the base
ment for them, the desk lamp she'd bought at a garage sale—a
spindly red Tensor lamp just like the one she'd left behind at
home—making a tiny spotlight for the piece of paper and her
moving hand, she'd write page after page on stationery she kept
hidden in the bottom of the diaper bag, stopping only when she
had run out of things to say. Then she'd hide the letter in her
purse, and in the morning, when she took her first walk of the
day with Alexander, she would mail it.
She knew that no one would answer. None of the
she
had written had been answered, and while she had never counted
them, she guessed that by now there had been at least ten, maybe
fifteen. As far as she knew, nobody was even reading them—
although, since they
not returned to her unopened, some
one might be reading them (she thought someone—she couldn't,
even as she wrote, bring herself to think Daddy, Mom, or Sylvia),
so it was not impossible that someone, sometime, would write
back (who, though? she wondered every time she caught herself
thinking this way. Her father? Not a chance. Her mother? She'd
have to defy her father, and it was impossible for Esther to be
lieve she would do that. And Sylvia had only been eleven when
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Esther had left, and they had never really liked each other in the
first place. Chances were that Sylvia would not have answered
letters from her even if she'd left home in a normal way—chances,
anyway, were that her parents didn't let Sylvia see the letters,
even though they were addressed to The Savarises and Esther
headed every one of them
Family).
Either someone opened them and read them, and just didn't
answer, or they were discarded each time without being opened
(or placed in a drawer, just as they were? In books she had read
this sometimes happened, but because she could not picture her
self doing this, she couldn't picture anyone she knew doing it
either. She could, however, easily—too easily—picture her fa
ther extracting an envelope he recognized as coming from her,
separating it from the small pile of bills and advertisements, TV
Guide, and perhaps a more welcome letter from somebody else,
and holding it between two fingers as he carried it out to
trash can in the alley). Did it matter if nobody read them? Esther
wondered sometimes, because when she wrote, she never
thought about anyone reading what she'd written. When she
was thinking of what she would say, she never asked herself,
W/wf will they say to this? She concentrated only on what she
was saying—as if the letters weren't, in fact, being written to
anyone. This had been true from the
from the first letter
she had written home, a few days before Alexander's birth. She
hadn't thought about anyone answering; she had simply writ
ten down whatever came into her mind (which had turned out
to be quite a lot: six and a quarter pages' worth—she could re
call that clearly, just as she recalled exactly when she had sat
down to write the letter: just past midnight after the long day
that was supposed to have been her due date), and she hadn't
been surprised or even very disappointed when no one wrote
back.
She couldn't say why she had written that first letter; she
didn't know how it had happened. In her memory, the pen was
in her hand already; she was sitting at the table. How or why it
had occurred to her to do this, or what she'd imagined the result
of it would be, she didn't know. As for why she had kept on
after the first one—how could she account for that? It was a
good thing, she had often thought, that there was nobody to
whom she was obliged to give an explanation. She could not
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have said—not honestly—that she was comforted, or soothed
(on the contrary, she would sometimes become so agitated as
she wrote that she would ask herself why she was bothering).
The letters she wrote didn't make her feel less lonely or less full
of pity for herself—they didn't make her feel less of anything
bad that she was feeling. But somehow, although her writing
didn't lessen her unhappiness, it loosened it from her: all it took
was for her to start writing a new letter in her mind, and the bad
feelings that had seemed so settled in her would begin to shift
' and stir, as if they were becoming restless, and then bit by bit, as
she went on, she'd feel them pulling loose—coming unstuck.
As she lay coiled around the baby, thinking and rethinking what
she meant to say this time, and how, it was as if she saw her own
unhappiness:
hovered everywhere around her, near enough
to touch. It wasn't until later, when she sat down at her little
table with her stationery and her pen, that the bad feelings would
begin at last to drift away—not out of sight, but far enough away
so that while she was still aware of them she couldn't have
reached out for them if she had wanted to.
By morning they'd be gone. She would wake up feeling light,
unbound, unburdened—almost weightless: free. She would
sing to Alexander and dance him around the room. Sometimes
she'd catch Bartha looking at her strangely. "What?" she'd say,
as if she couldn't guess what puzzled him, but she would blush,
and flutter over to him for an instant—long enough to kiss his
cheek or touch his hand—then fly away again before he could
reach out for her or look at her too closely (as if he could see, she
mocked herself, what she'd been doing while he was asleep).
He would shake his head and mutter, "Moods, such moods, who
has the strength for this?" but that was all he ever said; he never
asked her any questions, and Esther supposed that he was
pleased enough, or just relieved enough, to see her happy once
again so that he wasn't troubled by—or even interested in—how
this new mood might have come about. Like every other morn
ing, after breakfast at the table (tea and toast and jam for him,
and for her —"to keep up your strength," he said each time she
pleaded with him not to bother, she was not that hungry—
oatmeal and a glass of milk as well), he kissed her and Alexander
and left for his studio. If he'd asked, she told herself once he
was gone, she would have told him. That he hadn't asked—that
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it seemed he would never ask—made her feel, for the first few
minutes after he had left, grateful and sad at the same time; then
she picked up the baby and resumed her singing and her danc
ing.
Silence fell around her now so suddenly that she was forced
to notice it. Briefly, she panicked: was it possible that she had
been thinking aloud? What could she have said that would
abruptly cease all conversation? Then she saw the waitress in
her dirndl skirt and peasant blouse (and that foolish hat!) prof
fering a bottle of wine for Bartha's inspection; he was looking at
the label. Vilmos had put up his hand to silence Clara.
"Yes, fine," Bartha said, and as the waitress poured, Vilmos
announced that he wanted to make a toast. "To you, Esther my
dear," Vilmos said, "to your health and happiness and a long life
thaf s full of love." Esther blushed.
"Qara, lift your water glass, please," he said. "Esther—you,
too, lift your wineglass. Just this once it's all right." She picked
up her glass and glanced at Bartha—he was the one who had
taught her that one mustn't drink a toast to oneself—but he
smiled and gave her a slight nod as he held up one finger (just
this once, yes), so she brought the glass to her lips and in three
long swallows she drank the contents of it.
"Slowly, Esther, slowly," Bartha said. But Vilmos was laugh
ing and already reaching for the bottle to refill her glass. She
waited for him to tell Vilmos not to, but he didn't.
"And now let us drink to Alexander," Vilmos said, "to his
health and happiness and long life."
Esther took a single swallow this time, with one eye on
Bartha, who nodded before he took his own sip of wine.
Vilmos held his glass aloft again. "To Janos," he said.
"Who has had already a long life," said Bartha.
Vilmos smiled. "To his health and happiness, and to the
many more years he has
to come."
They smiled at each other fondly. Esther took another, longer
swallow of her wine.
"Let us drink to you now, Vilmos," Bartha said. "Esther and
I both
very grateful for all you have done for us. You have
been a good friend."
"Let us drink to friendship, then," said Vilmos.
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Esther drank to friendship, draining her glass. She felt her
eyes fill as she set down the empty glass; the tears took her by
surprise. She'd stopped missing Eleanor and Kathleen even be
fore she'd left home: it had been so long since she'd felt free
talk to them—she'd grown so used to pretending with them,
daily—that by the time she'd left she had felt almost glad she
wouldn't have to see them anymore. She never thought of writ
ing to them (what would she say in a letter? She had never told
them she was pregnant; she had never told them she and Bartha
had begun a romance—how could she have told them? Even
now, after much had happened, she couldn't think of how
tell them that, that first essential fact). It was not her friends
these tears were for, she thought, so much as it was friends.
It was true that Vilmos had been good to them; he had been a
good friend to her and Bartha both, as Bartha had said. But this
was a different sort of friendship than she'd ever had before. In
its way it took much more for granted—she never felt she had to
worry about whether Vilmos would "still" like her, and she could
not imagine Vilmos feeling otherwise himself—but it was not a
talking friendship. That was what she missed. She missed the
conversations not just with her closest friends, but with the other
people she had known at school, people she had never thought
of then as friends but wondered about now (the girl—Marisa?
Maria?—who had sat next to her in homeroom last year, whom
she'd never talked to, never even
except for that brief pe
riod each day, when they had had hurried, intense conversa
tions in a whisper, mainly about parents—and mainly Marisa's,
or Maria's, who were probably about to get divorced; or the girl
in her gym class junior year who always hid with her, both of
them shivering in their gym bloomers, in the stairwell behind
the gymnasium when the class played dodge ball—she could
not remember what they'd talked about, and that they'd talked
often, for as long as half an hour each time, seemed amazing
to her, looking back; or a soft-spoken, skinny, small boy named
Ramon whom she'd met her first week, and his, of high school,
when they'd both auditioned for the Drama Society, and who
used to talk to her so seriously, if only for ten or fifteen minutes,
every week before the Drama meeting started, about art and
music, poetry, the theater, love and death and even heaven, which
he wanted to persuade her to believe in).
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She even missed the conversations she'd had with the people
in the candy store, where she helped out behind the counter most
days after school and all her after-school activities. People came
into the store for cigarettes or the Post or a cup of coffee and
started talking about anything: their own private troubles or an
idea they'd just had about something—God or baseball or poli
tics or science—or a funny thing, or something terrible, that had
happened to them (a long time ago or yesterday or a "just
minute, just before I came in here today"). And they would al
ways say, after a while, "So what do you think? What do you
make of that?"
Until she had left home, she'd never noticed how much of
the time, her life, was spent in conversation. She would never
have imagined that she might look back someday and marvel
over it, or think with longing (think at all!) about the people in
her neighborhood who dropped into her parents' store each day.
Certainly she'd never thought of them—the "regulars"—as
friends. She had known them her whole life: she'd been working
in the store in exchange for her allowance since she'd
seventh grade—and before that, all through grade school, she'd
sat at the counter doing homework every afternoon, nursing an
egg cream or a cherry lime rickey for hours, eavesdropping bn
the teenagers who gathered there and hoping one of them would
speak to her. The teenagers—fourteen- and fifteen-year-olds!—
she had spied on and admired so much had grown up and with
hardly an exception stayed around the neighborhood (some had
gotten married right away and moved into their own apartments,
some had gone to Brooklyn College, and some had commuted
up to Hunter or to City; two or three had left for upstate colleges
and then returned once they had graduated) and then joined the
ranks of "regulars," chatting for a while with Esther after she
had counted out their change. There was almost no one who
came in whom Esther didn't know, by sight if not by name, and
yet if she'd been asked, back then, about someone who'd come
into the store, she would have said, "He's just somebody from
the neighborhood."
But all of those somebodies from the neighborhood, all
familiar almost-strangers, had talked to her. No one talked to her
now, not that way. Not that way, and not the way the girl whose
name had been something like Marisa had talked to her—and of
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course not the way Ramon had talked to her, either (who would
ever talk to her that way again?). She had not expected—had
not even hoped, she told herself—that she would ever find friends
like Kathleen and Eleanor again, that she would ever talk to any
one as she had talked to them, with them, since second grade or
even earlier. She'd known them both since the year they were
bom; she could not remember when they had begun to talk so
earnestly and urgently to one another (though she could recall a
few specific conversations from as long ago as ten, perhaps
twelve, years). They had talked for hours each day: on the way
to school, at lunch, on the way home, and on warm nights on
Kathleen's stoop until her mother sent them home and told
Kathleen to go to bed; on cold or rainy nights they took turns
talking on the phone—Esther called Kathleen, Kathleen called
Eleanor, and Eleanor called Esther. But that had changed, Esther
had to remind herself, before she had left home (and she still
didn't know if she had started making up excuses to avoid them
out of fear she'd give away her secret if they talked—or if
had begun avoiding them because they hadn't guessed she had a
secret from them, and guessed what the secret was; or—but this
had never crossed her mind before—if they had been avoiding
her because she had become so secretive and strange: what was
the point of talking to her anymore, they might have thought,
when everything she said was dull and cautious?).
At first she hadn't even missed talking to them. Of course,
their conversations had changed so much by the time she had
left home that there was nothing,
left for her to miss. Be
sides, she'd had Bartha to talk to then—though that was a differ
ent kind of talking, she saw now. She hadn't noticed at the time,
during their early days together, that it wasn't conversation they
were having. He had told her stories, and she'd listened—she
had loved to listen to his stories, and she'd heard some of them
so many times she had learned them by heart, down to the par
ticulars of dialogue. But it had been a long time now since he
had told her any stories—it had been a long time since they'd
talked at all beyond the pleasantries (Good
they said,
and How did you sleep? And later on, Good evening. How was your
day? And, at last, Good night, sleep well) they exchanged without
fail each day; he might, at dinner, speak of something he had
read in that day's newspaper or mention a new student—he had
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started giving lessons again—or she might tell him something
Alexander had done in his absence (managed to roll over, closed
his hand around a rattle, uttered a new sound). As for talk, real
talk—about ideas or feelings—there was none, not ever. Not
with Bartha, not with anyone.
There had been a few occasions when she had
early
on, to talk to Vilmos. But he'd looked at her as if she had just
spoken in another language—a third language, neither his own
nor the second one he'd had to learn as an adult. He looked so
baffled it seemed hard-hearted to persevere, and so she didn't.
By now she knew not to try. But she still found it curious. She
wondered sometimes if, when they were by themselves, Vilmos
and Clara talked—if Vilmos simply couldn't talk to her, to Esther,
or if conversation, any conversation, seemed to him to be con
ducted in that other language he had never thought to learn.
With Clara, of course, Esther couldn't talk at all. How could you
talk to someone who disliked you so? How wrong Bartha had
been about her, Esther thought. Imagine them as friends! And
yet still, sometimes, Esther would find herself thinking that if
only Clara had not been determined to dislike her from the start,
they might have become friendly at least: they might have
shopped together, taken walks around the neighborhood or
down for a Coke together, chatted—at least chatted, even if they
couldn't really talk—even if Clara would never understand her
in the way that Eleanor and Kathleen had (in the way she had
thought they had, Esther reminded herself)—and maybe that
would have been better than the nothing she had now.
There were limits to understanding, anyway, as she had
learned already. If Eleanor and Kathleen hadn't understood her,
hadn't known her,
even with all of that talk, who would?
Perhaps she was better off not talking—better off not having
anyone to talk to—for this way she wouldn't, couldn't, be fooled
into thinking she was understood completely. Perhaps she would
never talk again! Perhaps she'd take a vow of silence.
It dawned on her then that she was getting drunk. It wasn't
altogether a familiar feeling, although she had been drunk four
times that she could name. Bartha had introduced her to wine
shortly after they had become lovers (often, right after her les
son, they would drink some wine together before opening the
velvet couch that folded out into a bed) and while he was careful
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not to let her drink too much, he didn't seem to know how little
it took for her to get drunk.
She noticed that her glass was full—Vilmos must have re
filled it—and now she saw the second bottle on the table;
waitress had already come and gone without her noticing.
Vilmos had raised his glass again. "Just one more toast," he said.
"The most important one. To Esther and Janos—to their mar
riage, to their love."
She picked up her glass and drained it quickly; then she
waited for Bartha to scold her. It was time for him to
her that
she'd had enough to drink, that it wasn't good either for her or
for the baby for her to drink too much wine.
But he didn't say anything, and as she watched him for a
moment, sipping his own wine and keeping silent, she saw that
he wasn't going to. That he could surprise her was itself sur
prising; it was disagreeable—and yet didn't it confirm what she
had just been thinking: that no one knew anyone, not really?
This was a reminder that one must be vigilant. One must not
ever think that anyone was known, predictable—it was too easy
to be fooled.
It was too easy to be fooled in ways both large and small.
"More wine?" Vilmos said. He refilled her glass before she
had a chance to answer. "One last toast. Just one, all right?" He
spilled a little wine as he lifted his glass this time, and it occurred
to Esther that he must be getting drunk too—none of them had
eaten yet today. "Let us drink to passion," he said. "To true,
beautiful, life-altering, great passion."
Esther took a sip of wine. To passion. She peeked at Bartha,
whose expression hadn't changed. Vilmos was definitely drunk
(but drunk or not, this must be how he saw them, her and
Bartha—as two people caught up in a passion. Was it true? she
asked herself. Was that what had happened to them?).
"When I first laid eyes upon my wife, I knew—I could see it
for myself already, at that instant: she had changed my life for
ever." Vilmos reached for Clara's hand and clasped it. "And
now, after seven years, perhaps you wonder how I feel?" He
addressed himself to Esther. "Yes? You want to know? Well, I
will tell you." He removed his hand from Clara's and slapped it
to his chest. "I feel just the same!"
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Esther stared at him. Vilmos and Cara! She couldn't tell if
he was serious; she couldn't tell if Clara took him seriously ei
ther. But why shouldn't he be serious? Why shouldn't he feel
what he said he felt? A strange thought came to her—that
trouble between friends was not a lack of "understanding"; it
was not a question of one person fooling himself about how well
he knew someone else, or of fooling oneself about how well one
was known,
much as it was the inability to be anybody else.
For what if Eleanor and Kathleen had considered the idea that
for the first time in her life Esther might have a secret from them?
They could not have guessed the truth—how could they have?—
when she had done something, felt something, neither of them
would have done or could have felt. What had happened be
tween her and Bartha was, for them (she knew—she didn't have
to hear it from them; she had heard enough from them before
anything happened), simply unimaginable.
She had had the right idea, then, she thought grimly: no one
could know anyone, not really. There was always the chance that
someone you thought you understood completely would do
something that you could not understand—something that you
could not picture yourself doing. And what of finding yourself
doing something unimaginable, something that you surely hadn’t ever
pictured yourself doing? This thought came unbidden and she
chased it away (as if somebody
had asked the question, in
terrupting her)—Please, let me be, I'm talking about something else
now. Why, just think of Vilmos—whom she'd never even thought
she knew that well; she never would have said she "understood"
him. And yet how he had surprised her! And even though she
had just heard him, with her own ears, declare how he felt about
his wife, didn't she still doubt that what he'd said was true? But
why should Vilmos not be in love with his wife? Because she
found her unlovable? Yes, that was why. And this just proved
her point, she thought. She could not even pretend she under
stood him.
She had begun to cry, she realized—she felt tears sliding
down her cheeks. "Too much wine, Esther," Bartha said. Startled,
she set her wineglass down, too hard and too quickly. Bartha
had to reach for it and right it before could break or any wine
spilled out. "Just wait a bit," he said. "When the food comes
you may want then to drink a little
For now, I think per
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haps you've had enough." She nodded yes, and looked away,
embarrassed. The tears were still slipping down. She couldn't
understand why she was crying.
She felt Bartha's hand on her neck, under the thick, loose
knot of hair that she'd twisted and pinned into place for this
occasion—it was the way her mother always wore her own long
hair bn special days, and she thought it would make her look
festive as well as more like a wife (she wasn't certain it had
worked—she hadn't been able to find a hand mirror this morn
ing, So that she could check the back of her head in the bathroom
mirror).
Bartha stroked her neck; he touched the nest of hair, tenta
tively, and then he stroked her neck again. He didn't say any
thing. He hadn't said anything this morning when she'd emerged
from the bathroom and spun around for him, although he must
have noticed that her hair was different, since she always wore it
loose—she never even put it in a ponytail, or braided it. With
two fingers now he stroked her hair beneath the bun, where it
pulled upward from her neck; with his whole hand he stroked
the sides, above and underneath her ears. She remembered sud
denly how he had stroked her hair and neck after he had made
love to her for the first time. She had been crying then—she had
not been able to stop crying for a long time. He had guessed that
she was crying because she was sorry, that she was ashamed of
what she had done, and when she swore she was not—"I don't
care," she told him, "1 don't care about that, about shame"—he
asked if he had "hurt" her, if that was what was wrong, and
when she shook her head, he gave up, he stopped asking. He
stroked her hair and waited silently for her to finish.
She wished he would be silent now, but he had started mur
muring, "All right? Yes? Better?" She didn't answer him. She
was flunking of that afternoon when he had first made love to
her. She could remember everything about it, still; she could
remember every little thing: the way he had leaned over in the
middle of a lesson—they were sitting alongside each other on
the piano bench—and kissed her, holding her head in both of his
hands as carefully as if it were one of the fragile things he kept
arouhd the studio perched dangerously on the cluttered tabletops—the thin colored glass bowls and the crystal vases she had
never seen with flowers in them). The kiss lasted a long time—
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like kisses in the movies, she had thought—and she remembered
telling herself that this was exactly what she had imagined kiss
ing would be like. When finally she noticed that his lips were
not closed altogether, she opened her own mouth, just a little,
just like his, and as she did she told herself. Now everything
changes—and all the while that he was kissing her
after that
first kiss, he paused and then kissed her again> and then again)
and stroking her arms, to the green velvet
(which she learned
only later—the next time—converted to a bed), she kept think
ing, Now I am no longer myself, I am someone else—I am becoming
someone else. And while he undressed her, then undressed him
self, she thought, Soon—soon I will no longer be myself. She wasn't
afraid; she wasn't even nervous. She assumed that she would
feel some pain but she was not afraid of
—it seemed so small
a toll for a new self, a whole new life—but she did not, or she did
not especially, feel any pain; she was only uncomfortable, and
only for a little while; and then was over. She lay in his arms
and waited, but she felt no different—she felt nothing much at
all. It was then that she began to cry.
She wasn't crying now, not anymore, but Bartha was still
murmuring, still petting her. He had one hand on Alexander
and one hand on her. On his wife. Wife, she thought. Wife! Wife
and husband. Marriage. Magic words—and here she sat again
(again? still!) waiting for a transformation. Always waiting, she
reflected. Always disappointed. Always thinking, That'sail? But
how can that be? That's all there is to it? When she first began her
love affair with Bartha; when she found out she was pregnant;
when she told her parents, and her father for the first time slapped
and said things she couldn't bear to think bf even now, and
ended up by saying that he never wanted to see her again and
then burst into tears, which shocked her more than the slap had;
when she left home for good that same night after everyone had
gone to sleep, taking just one small suitcase, leaving most of what
was hers behind—she had imagined, each time, that she was
poised on the brink of some momentous changb. And each time
there had been momentous change—but not within her. Always,
she felt that whatever happened hadn't worked: that her experi
ence of what had happened—her experience of the experience—
was smaller than it was supposed to be. Even during her first
months in Omaha, lonely and restless (fidgety, her mother would
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have said); even when she felt the baby's own first restless move
ments (and caught herself thinking fidgety) inside her—even
during childbirth; even when she first saw Alexander—what she
felt was never what it seemed to her she should have felt: it was
insufficient. But what happened never seemed sufficient. It was
never as momentous as she had imagined it would be—never
momentous enough.
And you'd think, she told herself, that by now she'd be used
to this. She should be used to disappointment; she should ex
pect that if she expected anything. Yet here she was again. Still.
She'd convinced herself that this time, this great change, would
be sufficient finally to change her. She had tricked herself—had
tricked herself again!—for, married or not married, she was still
herself, the same person she had been this morning. She would
always be the person she had been this morning—the same per
son she'd been yesterday, last month, last year.
Always, she thought. Now and ever after. Forever.
How was it that she'd never understood this before?
She seized Bartha's wrist. “Please," she said, lifting his hand
from her neck. And then she forced herself to add, politely,
"Thank you."
He looked at her curiously.
"I'm all right." Brisk. Grown-up. "Thanks."
It took him a minute to make up his mind not to say any
thing. Then he gave a little shrug and used the hand she'd freed
to cup the baby's head again.
"No," she heard herself say. "Please—I want to hold him
now." She held out her arms.
"Now? The food will be here in a moment. When it
comes—"
"I know, you'll put him in his carriage. don't want him in
his carriage." She was surprising herself, but she couldn't seem
to keep from going on. Her voice rose. "It's not fair. This is his
celebration too."
"Of course it is," he said, so soothingly she flinched. "But he
can celebrate with us equally well from inside his carriage. And
you cannot eat while holding him."
"I can eat with one hand just as well as you can drink with
one hand."
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There was silence then, and as she waited for him to say
something she wondered if he might allow himself for once to
argue with her. But when at last he spoke it was only to say,
"Fine. As you like."
As soon as she had Alexander in her arms she realized that
she should have taken him back long before this. It was too easy
to take for granted how much better she felt, holding him—too
easy to forget, once she'd been holding him for a long time, that
she was always better off with him in her arms than she was
without him (and then, when she had him back again, and she
remembered, she would ask herself why it was necessary, ever,
for him to be anywhere but in her arms). She slipped one out
stretched finger underneath the half-curled fingers, poised as if
to play a miniature piano, of his right hand. Lifting it, she kissed
it—kissed first below the ridge of tiny knuckles, then turned it
around, her index finger and her thumb making a circle (the
smallest of bracelets, and yet still too loose for him) around his
wrist, and kissed the open palm. His fingers curled reflexively
into a fist, closed tight, and Esther kissed that too, then laughed
as it sprung open like a locked box in a fairy tale.
Why had she ever let him go? She bent her head to kiss his
cheek and then his forehead. She might wake him, she knew,
but she told herself that he had slept so long already, would
probably be better if he did wake up, or else he wouldn't sleep at
all tonight She picked up his hand again and kissed each dan
gling finger, and when she was through she started over, at
thumb, and kept on kissing fingers until he began to blink and
stretch. She could feel the milk already leaking from her as she
watched him. Now came the strange little sounds he always
made before he truly woke: desperate sounds, half-gasps, half
moans—as if he were in pain, or terrified (and maybe he was,
she thought; maybe for him each waking was like being born,
for how would he know how to tell the difference between not
bom yet and sleeping?). When he understood that he had woken
up, she knew, he would.begin to cry (in outrage? That was how
it sounded. Or was it not fury but still greater
—or fear con
firmed—she heard? Or, as Bartha had once speculated, was it
grief? "He cries so bitterly," he'd marveled in the first days of
the baby's life, "you would think the world were coming to an
end").
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She intercepted him, this time, before the crying started—
before, she hoped, the others noticed that he was awake. She
untucked her blouse from her skirt and whispered, "All right,
it's all right, I promise you, I do," while she undid the last two
buttons, glancing up as she drew him in toward her. No one
was paying attention—they
all talking again—which was
a relief to her. She hated being watched. Even though she didn't
feel nearly as self-conscious about nursing as she had in the be
ginning (in the beginning, she hadn't even wanted to think about
it, much less do it. When Bartha had first brought it up, she had
been shocked; she'd never heard of such a thing, she told him,
not in normal life. "In what life, then?" he asked, amused, she
knew, but she was serious—she meant she'd never known, or
even known of, anyone who had breastfed a baby. "In novels,
yes," she said, and Bartha said, "So then!" as if this proved some
sort of point. "Not in novels written in the nineteen sixties," she
said. She assumed that this would be the end of it, but Bartha
wouldn't let it drop. He kept insisting that it wouldn't hurt to
"try it, only try, for two weeks, no more. Then if you don't like
it, you can stop"—until, worn out, she gave in: she told him she
would try. She gave in grudgingly, in her ninth month, without
the slightest doubt that she would hate it. Instead, by the begin
ning of the second week of what Bartha had dubbed "the trial,"
she found that she so loved it—oh, and how she loved it! It
astonished her how satisfying it was to know that her body, her
own body that had always seemed a thing apart from her, her
true self, was so useful: that it, that she, could provide her baby
with the very thing he needed most!—she could hardly bear the
thought that she had ever meant not to feed him this way) and
by now she'd grown accustomed to having to nurse him some
times when there were people around, still she preferred pri
vacy even from Bartha, who could not resist making remarks
that irritated her, as harmless as they were ("Ah, look how hun
gry he is!")—but especially from Clara, who stared openly and,
it seemed to Esther, with hostility. Strangers, in a way, were easier
for her to deal with: they never said anything, and when they
stared they tried to hide it, so that she could act as if they weren't
staring if she wanted to, and she had taught herself to look up
coolly at the ones who really bothered her, which nearly always
made them turn away.
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When the food came, Alexander was still nursing. Esther
freed one hand and picked up her fork, though she wasn't hun
gry. Bartha always noticed if she wasn't eating, and she knew
that if she didn't at least manage to look as if she were interested
in the food on her plate, he'd insist she put the baby down and
"concentrate on eating." Concentrate on eating!—that was what
he always said. As if food were something to be concentrated
on.
And, in fact, he and the others were not only concentrating
on their food, they were talking about it again. As Esther poked
her fork into a piece of chicken and stirred into the noodles
Bartha had made such a big to-do about, he was reminiscing
about food he'd eaten long ago in Prague and claiming that the
meal that they
having now, "while not bad—I don't say
that it's bad," was only an "approximation" of the wonderful
meals he remembered. "Oh, is that so?" Clara said. "The way
you talk sometimes, you'd think your last good meal was thirty
years ago."
"No, not at all," said Bartha. "I have had many good meals
in this country. Not so much in Omaha, perhaps—"
"Uh oh," Vilmos said. "Now here it begins again..."
"What a snob you are!" Clara told Bartha. "And I thought
you liked this place."
"Omaha?" said Vilmos. "Or America?"
"This restaurant," Clara said, as if she couldn't tell that he
was making fun of her. "I thought it was his idea to come here
for lunch today."
Esther didn't like the way she'd said today. She wanted some
one to scold her, to tell her to show respect.
"Oh, but I do like this place," Bartha protested, and instead
of telling Clara it was impolite to sound ironic about someone's
wedding day, he went on to say that in spite of its shortcomings
(which he then enumerated: the food itself, of course, invari
ably overcooked as well as incorrectly spiced; the gaudy, inau
thentic "Czech" decor; the idiotic costumes on the waitresses), it
was "very nearly brilliant" in comparison with all the other res
taurants in Omaha—"and in particular the steak houses for
which, I am
often told, this city is so famous, and yet where
one cannot find a steak so good as can be found in New York
City." And he added, slyly, with mock-naivete that Esther recog
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nized from when she'd been his student: "Perhaps the trouble is
that they send to New York all the best steaks of Nebraska? Or"—
pausing, pretending to think—"perhaps the explanation is that
is not one person
who knows how to prepare prop
erly a steak, that no matter how excellent the meat, is ruined
in the preparation?"
Was it possible, Esther wondered for the first time, that he
said such things just to tease Clara? Surely he knew as well as
she did how Clara would respond to this.
"You're not saying you believe there isn't one good chef in
Omaha!" Clara said, as Esther knew she would.
"Oh, yes," said Bartha, calmly. "Yes, indeed I am. If some
one should learn such a skill, or discover in himself so great a
gift, would he not upon that instant run away from here?"
Esther winced, despite herself. It was Bartha who had told
her how proud Clara was of having come to Omaha to live.
Vilmos had told him, he'd said, that she had "run away" as soon
as she was old enough to leave her family behind in the small
town—the name of would not stay put Esther's mind—that
she'd grown up in, somewhere the middle of Nebraska. Vilmos
had met her soon
when he'd come here on a business trip,
and Clara had (so Bartha joked, or Esther assumed it was a joke)
"with feminine wiles arranged for him to stay forever."
Omaha, as far as Clara was concerned, was the city—maybe
even not differently, thought Esther, from the way she'd grown
up thinking of Manhattan: the place she had aspired to escape
to. And like Esther (or, thought Esther, like the way she used to
be, before she'd come to Omaha, since now she had no choice
about
she seemed not to be aware—or not to care—that there
were other cities. About anyplace but Omaha she had no curios
ity. She'd never asked Esther a single question about New York,
and when conversation turned to California, where Vilmos had
lived in a series of
—Northern, Southern, Central, coastal
and non-coastal (he'd hold up his right hand and tick off the
categories on his fingers, just like Esther's English teacher used
to do)—before he had met and married Clara, she expressed only
suspicion and disdain. When Esther asked her once if she had
ever visited the
Clara said, "Why would I?" And Esther,
sorry that she'd asked, said, "I don't know, I guess...maybe to
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see Vilmos's father?" Clara looked baffled. "If he wanted to see
us, why wouldn't he come here, the way my parents do?"
Esther put down her fork and picked up her wineglass, won
dering if Bartha would tell her again that she had had enough
drink. But he didn't say anything and she took three sips before
she set down the glass. She tried to think again of what the town
where Clara's parents lived—the town Clara was from—was
called, and she found herself thinking Long Island? That can’t be
right. And not
Beach, either— but it was something that re
minded her of beaches, she thought. Rockaway? Rock Island. No,
that was from a song. The Rock Island line is a mighty fine line.
The baby had slowed down his sucking; his eyes were closed.
Was he going back to sleep? Esther joggled him a little on her
lap to perk him up and it worked—he began to nurse again in
earnest. He was more like her than he was like Bartha, she re
flected: Bartha never had to be reminded to "concentrate on eat
ing." In solidarity, she stabbed a piece of chicken and made her
self put in her mouth. She should eat something, she knew
that. She didn't have to wait for Bartha to remind her.
Grand Island—it came to her unexpectedly. That was the
name of Clara's town. She almost said it out loud (almost told
Clara how strange a name that seemed to her for someplace
how beachy it sounded), but Clara was busy telling Bartha, once
more, that he was a snob. And when he agreed with her, "com
pletely," and Clara told him this was nothing to be proud of, he
said, "Oh, yes, know that. You are absolutely right." He was
laughing, and it occurred to Esther—something else that she had
never thought of until now—that arguing with Clara amused
him. Maybe it even amused Clara. Otherwise, why would they
bother jumping into it—the same old argument—again and
again? Now Clara was launching into a defense of restaurants
she liked in Omaha, a list that even Esther could recite by heart:
Johnny's, which was near the stockyards, and the Black Angus,
and King Fong's, downtown,
Bartha claimed he'd had
the worst Chinese meal he had ever had.
How could this amuse them? But must. Bartha sounded
cheerful as he said, when Clara finished: "Alas, is hopeless,
Clara. We will not agree, not ever."
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"You are hopeless," Clara said, and Esther tried to figure
out if she was genuinely angry, or if this was banter. "You are
impossible to please."
"Not at all. To please me is quite simple, as long as—"
"You're in New York. Or Prague or Budapest. Or Paris.
Or—"
"Or Vienna," Vilmos put in, clasping his hands to his chest.
"Ah, my friends, the sausage!"—imitating Bartha—"sausage
such as I may never hope to see again. And such excellent home
made sauerkraut! And the bread!—I weep to recall it. And now?"
He thumped the tabletop in mock outrage. "Now I am to be sat
isfied with the American red frankfurter with its curlicue of yel
low mustard and eight skinny limp gray strings of tinned kraut—
as your vendors so charmingly call it—on a white bread roll that
tastes like...ah, like—"
"Like
Bartha said obligingly. "Like emptiness. Like noth
ing."
Clara shook her head. "Oh, yes, that's very funny." Both
Bartha and Vilmos were laughing now. "But the truth is you've
been in America long enough to have grown accustomed to—"
"To your hot dogs buns? A lifetime would no t be long enough
for this."
"They're not my hot dog buns," Clara said. "Besides, nobody
really likes them. That's not the point."
Esther was mildly tempted to speak up herself then, to ask
Clara what the point was. How was it possible to talk so much—
to care so much—about food? That Bartha devoted as much
energy as he did to thinking about what he ate and where he ate
(and also when and how he ate: he liked to have his dinner at
eight-thirty, with the table set correctly, and he had to have his
salad after—not before or with—the main course) was unfath
omable to her. She would just as soon have lived on tuna salad,
cream cheese and grape jelly, and bologna sandwiches—and
when she felt the need for something more substantial, side dishes
included, heated up a TV dinner. As for where and how and
when, she'd just as soon have eaten sitting up in bed or on the
couch, with paper plates and plastic cutlery, whenever she was
hungry.
She'd never dared to tell him this. She never would, she
thought—he'd be too disappointed. Maybe even horrified. And
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although she thought now, briefly, about telling him that she liked
hot dog buns—or at
didn't see what there was to dislike—
she didn't dare to do that, either.
Not that she could have edged a word in if she'd tried. He
and Clara were still at it: she was telling him about a restaurant
he hadn't been to yet, one that she insisted was "out of the ordi
nary"; he interrupted her to say he'd given up all hope of having
an extraordinary meal in Omaha, that he "would gladly settle
for acceptable—like this one." While Clara took umbrage at this
insult to her city, Esther looked at Vilmos, who evidently never
felt obliged to come to Omaha's defense, though it was his home,
too. She knew that Bartha was quite sure his cousin would pre
fer to live elsewhere, but it didn't seem to Esther that he minded
living
at all. She'd never heard him say a word against it,
or— for that matter—express any affection or nostalgia about
any other place he'd lived; certainly he didn't long for Califor
nia the way Bartha longed for New York.
This thought surprised her: she had never put to herself
that way before—that Bartha longed for New York. Was it true?
He was talking now, with what might be longing, about the res
taurants he had loved rhost in New York. Esther knew which
ones he meant before he said it—not any fancy ones, or famous
ones, but the small places on the Upper East Side of Manhattan
that he used to go to so often, little Hungarian restaurants run
by families. To get to any of them he had to change trains twice
and then walk for what had seemed to her a long time (though
she'd known better even then, in the first days of their romance,
than to say that), the one time she had gone with him.
Alexander had slowed down again, and Esther glanced at
Bartha as she rearranged the baby in her arms so that he could
switch to her other breast; she was still expecting Bartha to ob
serve that she had hardly touched her food and to tell her to put
Alexander down (she was all set to say, "I can't now—look, he's
nursing, can't you see?"—and, indeed, he had begun to nurse
again with renewed interest) but Bartha was telling Clara now,
in great detail, about the food served in those little restaurants
(he made it sound much nicer than what Esther could recall from
her one visit: a brown heap of meat for each of them, dumplings
and gravy, noodles—again noodles!—mounds of mushy veg
etables, saucers of sour cream). She'd gone with him only once
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because it was so hard for her to get but in the evening; she had
to tell her parents was something to do with school, that it was
required (forthem, this word was practically magical). Between
the lying, which she wasn't used to, and the hour-long subway
ride and then the long walk at night from the subway station to
a neighborhood she'd never even known existed, she was so
uneasy by the time they reached the restaurant he'd chosen she
could not have had fun under any circumstances; as it was, she
had a miserable time. Bartha hardly spoke to her, he was so
busy chatting with the waitress and the cook, and exchanging
greetings with some of the other people eating there. She'd never
heard him speak in his own language before, and it was unset
tling to her somehow—despite (or because of?) seeing what a
pleasure it was for him; it made her wonder dimly if the rest of
the time, forced to use another language that was not his own
with students and with friends and neighbors—with her—he was
less than happy. And the food (which he told her was the food
of his youth, "exactly") was too heavy and too rich for her; she
ate almost nothing. Worst, perhaps, throughout the meal she
could not stop herself from worrying about her lie, and getting
caught in it. How would her father punish her? (And how, she
wondered, did so many other girls her age lie so assuredly and
frequently—behave so recklessly, so badly? What she overheard
from girls she didn't know or hardly knew in school astounded
her. How did they cause their parents so much grief and worry
without ever worrying themselves?) By the time she got home
she was so exhausted she was close to tears, and she was just as
glad when after this one evening out with her Bartha resumed
his habit of so many years of going to these restaurants alone.
He must miss them, she thought, using the back of her fork
to nudge her vegetables up to the edge of her plate. How could
he not miss them? He used to go twice, three times, a week. How
was it she had never given any thought to this—or to the other
things he must miss, too, at least as much, and maybe even more,
than restaurants? The opera and the Philharmonic and Carnegie
Hall. And museums—especially the Metropolitan Museum, to
which he had taken her on every one of the occasions she had
managed to slip away from her parents and the store on week
end afternoons, but also the Frick, where he had promised to
take her but never had the chance to, "to see the Vermeers, the
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best paintings in the world," and the Museum of Modem Art,
which she had never been to with him (though she'd been there
herself on class trips, once almost every year) but which he had
told her he liked to "drop in on, once each season, at its start, to
mark time's passage."
Not to mention how he must miss Sheepshead Bay, where
he often walked, admiring the docked fishing boats—which
made him feel, he said, as if he'd slipped away to somewhere
else entirely ("but then it is so reassuring to find that one is still
here!" he said, and laughed); sometimes he would talk for a few
minutes with the fishermen, whose accents clashed "so beauti
fully, with such great charm" with the stories they told. And
how much he must miss the boardwalk along Brighton Beach,
and the pavilion on the boardwalk, where he used to sit on Sun
days in fine weather, looking at the ocean while he listened to
the men who played accordions and fiddles there and told each
other jokes in Yiddish. How much he must miss a place to sit
where
was anything to see, to hear! (When they'd first
come to Omaha, he'd sat once for an hour on Vilmos and Clara's
front porch, and Esther recalled him saying afterwards that he
had seen "a hundred cars fly down the street, and not one per
son walking.") Why, he must miss walking in a place where
other people walked! He must miss New York's streets; he must
miss seeing crowds of people. He must miss subways, buses—
everything, she thought, and that she'd never thought of before
filled her with shame.
Think how much he must miss his studio, she told herself.
Think how much he must miss his own belongings! There'd
been nothing in her parents' apartment that had felt to her as if it
were hers, that meant enough to her for her to think of taking
when she left, and even so there were times when she missed
some object (the round blue plaster of Paris box with the doll's
head—head, neck and shoulders, cascading blond hair—that
topped it, a gift from the first-grade teacher for whom she'd
worked as a monitor when she was in sixth grade; the tall lamp
beside the loveseat in the living room that had three colored glass
globes that could be lit separately—red, blue, or green—or all
together, that she used to read by, choosing lights in different
combinations; the eight-inch-tall "grandfather clock," its face
painted with the tiniest of flowers, that stood on the dresser in
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the room she shared with Sylvia; the small brass bowl on the
bathroom shelf in which she'd kept her hair pins and barrettes)
that she had looked at without feeling anything her whole life.
But Bartha had left behind things he'd collected—things he'd
chosen. And even the things he hadn't left behind but had
on from Brooklyn were not with him now but were in storage,
for there was no room for them in Vilmos and Gara's basement.
He'd rented an old upright piano, while his own grand piano
remained locked up in a warehouse, and he kept it in a rented
room
He had told her at the start, as calmly as if it were
nothing to him, that "for a little while," until they were able to
a small house of
own, he'd manage with a rented room
that he'd use as a studio—"until there are more students," he
had said, and somehow he had made it sound as if this might
occur at any moment. The few students he'd found so far—there
were two of them (there'd been three, but one had not returned
after the second lesson)—had come to him through Clara, who'd
hung up a flyer (NEW YORK SINGING TEACHER WILL GIVE
LESSONS TO YOUR CHILDREN AT A REASONABLE PRICE!)
she had typed herself, in her office; Bartha had taken out an ad
in the newspaper, too, but so far that had come to nothing. He
spoke as if he had no worries, no regrets, he acted—they both
acted—as if it went without saying that she'd left behind much
more than he had. The only time he'd spoken of how he felt about
leaving was when they had first discussed the possibility of do
ing it, and what he'd said then (she could remember this exactly:
they were in a luncheonette on Coney Island Avenue, one nei
ther of them had ever been in before, in a back corner booth;
they had been sitting there and talking for more than two hours
already) was that leaving New York would be "nothing" to him,
that would not trouble him at all, that he was worried only
about her—about her leaving school, her family and friends, the
only place, the only people, she had ever known.
He had been lying. She had not even considered this as
had sat across from him over the litter of two hours of coffee
refills—tom-up sugar packets, crushed and scattered Half and
Half containers, balled-up napkins, dirty spoons; it had simply
not occurred to her that he would lie. But what choice had he,
really, then? She had asked him if might be better "just to go
away"—they were talking about what to do if her parents re
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sponded to the news she had for them as she feared that they
would—and he had answered without hesitating. Yes, of course.
I have some family, I'll write to them.
She asked herself now how it could be that she'd never
stopped to think of how was for him. In the beginning, in their
first weeks here, he'd asked her nearly every day if she'd begun
yet to regret what she had done, and she'd said no and meant
it—and yet he would ask again (because he thought that she was
lying? Or did he think she might have changed her mind, from
one day to the next?). Now he had stopped asking—she could
not remember when. Did he believe her, finally? Or had he
stopped wondering about it? Or—could it be?—had he just
grown tired of asking her what he was waiting for her to ask
him?
She felt her eyes fill with tears again—again! Dry-eyed
throughout the ceremony, and so many tears since. And why
was she crying now? Out of sadness for Bartha, who, despite
what he had said that day in Brooklyn over all those cups of
coffee, must have felt that he was much too old to have to
all over somewhere else? Or out of remorse for never having
asked him how he felt: for taking him, from the beginning, at
his word—his lack of words; for never having pressed him for
the truth?
For you only, I worry. For me it's nothing to leave.
Nothing? How could it have been nothing? How could she
have believed him when he said that it was nothing? She tried
to imagine now what he must have been feeling as he contem
plated making such a change more than two decades after he
had settled himself for what he must have thought would be
rest of his life.
But of course she could not imagine it. How could she imag
ine it? And even now, even after everything that had come to
pass since then, even after living with him for so many months
in Vilmos and Clara's yellow shag-carpeted and mock woodpaneled basement under three strips of fluorescent light, she had
no idea how he felt or what he thought.
No idea at all. How was that possible? She put down her
fork, which she'd been using to push vegetables around the edges
of her plate. She put it down carefully, as if the way she did it
mattered: she lined up precisely alongside the knife she hadn't
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touched and made sure that it didn't make a sound against the
tile.
He was a stranger to her. Her husband, she thought, and a
He never told her what was on his mind. He didn't volun
teer it and she never asked—the truth was that she couldn't even
picture herself asking. He had never even told her that he loved
her, and how could she ask him that? She had told herself he
must, of course, for otherwise how could things have turned out
the way they had? If she allowed herself to wonder why he had
become involved with her in the first place, she became fright
ened—as if that question
a door behind which lay in wait
the vastness of everything she didn't know or didn't understand,
and if she opened it more than a crack she might be pulled in,
deep into that blackness.
What would happen td her then?
What would happen td her now?
The question startled her; she wasn't even certain what she
meant by it. Now she was married. The question of "what would
happen" had been settled. Why, then, she thought, did she still
feel
unsettled?
She looked at Bartha, as if he could tell her. He was talking
to Vilmos and Clara—about what, she couldn't guess, she'd long
ago lost the thread of their conversation—but he caught her eye
and smiled at her reassuringly. Reassuring her of what? she
wondered. To be reassured, she'd have to have been sure of some
thing to begin with, and it seemed to her that she was sure of
nothing.
She thought suddenly of the stories he used to tell her about
himself—about his singing career, his travels, all the things he
had done during the war (that war—his war, as she thought of
it—a war out of history). She used to lie beside him on the
sofabed's thin mattress, in the curtained darkness of his studio
after he had made love to her, and listen as he told her stories. It
was like going to the movies—the daylight shut out, another
world opened up. She already knew most of the stories he told
her by heart, but that never bothered her; in fact, it added to the
pleasure, the same way the second or third time she saw a movie
was more satisfying to her than the first, for everything that was
lost in surprise was made up for by the strange, thrilling
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that everything that happened was inevitable. (She had gone
see '"The World of Henry Orient" three times—once with Eleanor
and Kathleen, and then once alone with each of them—and it
got better every time; they'd gone together twice to see "To Kill
a Mockingbird," and she'd seen "Hud" twice, too, once with both
her friends, who hated it> and once by herself, which she'd never
done before but liked so much that when "West Side Story,"
which she had first seen when she was in ninth grade, came back
to the Oceana for two weeks, she went by herself three times
after she wore out Eleanor and Kathleen, who went to see it with
her on the day opened and then went back with her
apiece,
which they said was enough. She'd have gone more than six
times if her father hadn't put his foot down finally. By the fourth
time—the fifth time, if she counted the first time she'd seen it,
three years earlier—she had started crying during "Something's
Coming"; by the sixth time she had felt her sorrow starting while
she waited in the dark before the movie even came onto the
screen.)
When she left his studio was a lot like when she left a movie
theater, too: she would stand for a moment, dazed, on the side
walk before she started walking home,
blinking in what was
left of daylight. Every Tuesday and Friday afternoon she would
just stand there for a little while outside his building, letting the
stories and the lovemaking, all mixed together in her mind, be
gin to melt away before she started her walk through the neigh
borhood. If she stood there long enough she might see Mrs.
Pulman (Tuesdays), who taught second grade but loved to sing,
or Naomi Foote (Fridays), who went to Brooklyn College and
sometimes turned up in the candy store; if she stood there long
enough, and Bartha had the window open, she might hear them
singing scales. It wasn't a bad feeling, being outside while he
gave a lesson. It wasn't bad to have a secret, and to be reminded
that as other people went about their normal business you knew
something they knew nothing—absolutely nothing—about. And
it was good, too, to be reminded that ordinary life was still go
ing on—it helped her make the transition, back into her life at
home from her secret life with Bartha and the things she knew
about him.
There were a dozen stories he'd told her a dozen times or
more as she lay next to him, her eyes closed, a thin wool lap
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blanket over her, its fringes brushing her bare ankles: stories
that concerned adventures he had had in Paris, London, Prague,
Vienna—in his stories, he was always traveling. Even during
the war, when most travel, for most people, had been banned,
he had continued traveling to give performances. "I was very
popular," he had explained—not once, but many times—"and
the Nazis, I suppose, said to themselves, "Ah, this is good pub
licity for us. Why not let him go about freely?" Thus it had
seemed "only natural," he said, "given the circumstances," for
him to become a sort of spy, and soon he began to carry secrets
for the Allies out of Budapest. What sort of secrets, and how he
acquired them, he had never told her; perhaps he'd thought these
details would not have been interesting to her, and perhaps they
wouldn't have been—for she hadn't wondered then; was only
looking back, thinking of all the things she didn't know, that she
found herself wishing for more facts, more information. His
wartime stories in particular were full of missing pieces, myster
ies, and contradictions, and characters he'd never named or told
her quite enough about.
There were stories about secret meetings with spies who had
been apprised of his arrival only by the broadsides that had ad
it—stories in which passwords, whispered conversations
at stage doors, and dark corners of cafes figured largely.
was a story about how, when the Hungarian government tried
to shift away from its position of sympathy toward the Nazis,
and the Nazis responded by taking over Hungary by force, he
was abruptly told he would no longer be allowed to travel and
he understood that he'd become the object of suspicion ("like so
many who'd been in the former government's good graces"); he
went into hiding then. He hid in the cellar of a house belonging
to a woman who admired him, the mistress of a high-ranking
member of the new pro-Nazi government. "Therefore, you see,
no
was ever made," he said at this story's end, and Esther
nodded gravely and said, "Ah, I see," as if nothing about what
he had just told her puzzled her, although she wondered if the
woman who had hidden him had been his mistress too—for why
would she have taken such a risk on his behalf if she were not?
(And this was not the only story he told in which an unnamed,
unexplained woman—identified, always, with a single descrip
tive sentence: "the daughter of an old school friend," "the young
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wife of an excellent composer I used to sometimes have a drink
with"—played a leading role. He never offered an account of
his relations with them and she never thought of asking—no
more than she would have thought of asking die projectionist to
halt the showing of "West Side Story" while she interrogated
Tony and Maria about what their lives had been like in the years
before the overture.)
She would murmur, "Ah, yes," dr, "I see," or even, "Good
ness," when it seemed that it was necessary to say something,
but she never asked him anything, hot even when he told
grandest and most complicated—and most puzzling—of his sto
ries, about how he had escaped from Hungary after the many
months he'd spent in hiding. With his savings from what had
already been a long and lucrative career—savings he had had
the foresight to convert into gold well before the Nazi's mistress
had taken him in—he bribed the conductor of a train bound else
where to take him (him, the train, and all its passengers) from
Budapest to Istanbul, where he had British contacts he was cer
tain would arrange safe passage for him to America—which in
deed they did. In America, he was granted instant citizenship by
Presidential decree.
To make sense of such a story, Esther thought, she would
have to know more history than she did, and history had not
been among her best subjects, not like English or music or art.
Once, when they were
in Brooklyn, she had gone to the li
brary and found a simple histoiy book in which there was a chap
ter titled "Hungary During the Second World War." She read it
carefully from start to finish, but when she was done she felt she
hadn't learned much—in any case not much that helped her
understand what Bartha had lived through—and in fact her hav
ing read what turned out to be a dry recitation of dates and events
made matters worse, for the insistent, unembellished emphasis
on what had happened when forced her to contemplate directly
what she never thought about, that when Bartha was carrying
his secrets out of Budapest into Istanbul, meeting British agents
on streetcomers and in dimly lit hotel lobbies between perfor
mances of Lucia di Lammermoor, she had not yet existed: Dr.
Azogue had not yet helped her to escape from her mother ("for
the first time," as she had said to Bartha, telling him the story of
her life, nearly ten months ago, as they rode the train to Omaha—
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trying to be witty to prove that she was not sorry or afraid, and
choosing her words carefully to let him know that she consid
ered this too an escape and not a banishment).
After that, she didn't look for books to help her understand
the stories he had told her. The fact was, she had never minded
very much—not then, at least—not really understanding. She
never even thought of interrupting him to ask a question, even
when he mentioned without explanation something she had
never heard of, or hinted at things she might have liked to have
known a little more about. She'd acted, she supposed, as if his
—his whole life—were on a movie screen in front of her.
Or as if the things he told her
parts of a novel—a difficult,
beautiful novel, maybe one that she was reading in translation—
or an opera. She didn't have to understand it, then; she could
just be in its world for a while. "Don't work so hard," she used
to tell Eleanor and Kathleen when they went to the movies with
her, or she got them to listen to Madama Butterfly or La Boherne,
whenever they complained about this or that detail that made
no sense. "Just let it come over you," she'd tell them. "Under
standing isn't necessarily the most important thing."
And yet, once she and Bartha came to Omaha, she found
that she was thinking of his stories in a new way—that she was,
indeed, thinking about them. There was very little else for her to
do. She could read or listen to the little radio Vilmos had given
them, since Bartha's stereo and all his records were in storage, or
take solitary walks without a destination (which left her feeling
restless—more restless than before she had set out—and a little
stupid,
in Brooklyn, would never have occurred to her
set foot on the street unless she had somewhere to go—but here
there was nowhere to go, and she could not stay locked up in
Vilmos and Clara's basement all day long, day after day). She
did go to the libraiy—in the beginning, with a shopping bag
that she would fill with novels once a week, and later, when it
was all she could do to steer her own weight through the half
mile trip each way, she made two or three separate trips each
week, two novels at a time—and also to the Hinky Dinky, where
she would shop for groceries among the worn-out, weary look
ing women three times her own age (which left her feeling wornout, too, and gloomy; she would always take a long nap
wards).
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With so much time on her hands, she passed entire after
noons telling herself the stories Bartha had told her. She took
them apart, isolating details and considering them in as many
different lights as she could think of. She was trying to get at his
stories as she'd never even thought of doing when he was still
telling them to
She started, too, then, to wait for him
resume his storytelling, and the way that she was waiting, try
ing to prepare herself for what might come next, reminded her
of how she'd studied math last year—how hard she'd had
work at trying to make sense of what she had already learned by
rote before the teacher went on to something more difficult that
she knew would
her to understand and not just know
what she had learned before; reminded her of how often she'd
failed at this. The class had been called "Fusion"—trigonom
etry and advanced algebra, combined. Math had not been one of
her best subjects either.
When the baby came, she was much busier, of course, but
she had started something and at first she couldn't stop. While
she sat on the bed and nursed him, or rocked him in the rocking
chair Bartha had found for her at a garage sale on his way home
from the studio one afternoon; while she walked him round and
round the same small
in their basement room, or wheeled
the carriage slowly, aimlessly, along Saddle Creek Road—what
ever she was doing, for the first few weeks after his birth—she
kept turning Bartha's stories over in her mind, and sometimes
she even murmured one of them to Alexander, saying "I" as
Bartha had, pretending that the story was her own to see what
feelings produced in her; but she could never manage it—she
never really fooled herself, so she never felt anything. She told
herself that this was not her fault, that there was too much back
ground missing for the exercise to work, but still her failure left
her feeling stupid, just as Fusion had.
Alexander whimpered now and Esther bent to brush her lips
to the top of his head. "Hush," she whispered. "It's okay." He
stared up at her; his mouth had a worried shape. Sometimes she
could swear he knew what she was thinking—not that he could
understand it, but that he could sense it. And yet was so often
so hard for her to figure out what he was feeling. He would cry
and she would try to nurse him and would turn out he wasn't
hungry; something else was wrong but she didn't know what.
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Then she would start tiying things, asking herself was he tired?
Bored? Cold? Hot? Dirty or wet? Was the light too bright? Did
something hurt him—his stomach? His bottom? Did babies get
headaches? She would put him in his crib and pat his back, and
when that didn't help, she'd take him out and rock him in her
arms and sing to him; she would put him on the floor with all
his rattles and stuffed animals and play with him; she'd add
clothes and remove clothes, change his diaper, turn the light out,
rub his belly—she'd try everything, and sometimes nothing
worked, he just kept crying, and she would still be fretting, mak
ing guesses, when he fell asleep, spent from his efforts to com
municate his troubles to her.
This was backwards, she knew. She was supposed to un
derstand him better than he understood her, but when she was
feeling anxious or afraid and he looked at her solemnly, so
steadily—as if he were trying to say, "Don't be frightened, ev
erything will be all right"—or when she felt good and he gave
her one of his goofy, toothless smiles, how could she help think
ing that he knew her well enough to read her mind? It seemed
to her that half the work of taking care of him was trying to stay
even just the slightest bit ahead of him.
She wasn't sure exactly when she had stopped thinking about
Bartha's stories, but she knew that it had to do with this, the
effort to keep up with Alexander. Her days were so full of him
(what he needed, what he might need
—what he had needed
that she hadn't figured out an hour ago, but was still trying to
work out as he slept it off) that it had been weeks—months—
since she'd given any thought to Bartha. It was as if she had said
to herself (as she used to when she took a test and there was only
much time left and one too many questions still to answer):
Which of these problems do I stand a chance of solving? All right,
then—concentrate on that one and forget about the other.
But even though she had set it aside, she'd kept expecting
that the answer to the other question would come to her some
how—that the stories Bartha had already told her would begin
to fit together, and that as new stories came she'd have only to
slip the bits of information that had come embedded in them
into the blank spaces she had held for them in her mind; until
there occurred a moment of pure comprehension—when she'd
see, at last, the meaning of the bits and pieces (of his life—of him)
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she had been collecting for so long. She had imagined some
thing like the moment when she'd finished up the central part of
one of the big jigsaw puzzles that her mother used to buy her
when she was stuck at home, sick with strep throat or the flu:
that sense of triumph, even
when she realized that she had
put together enough of the part that mattered to see what
was supposed to see (and she would put the puzzle away then
and never take it out again, for she never had the patience to go
on with it, nor saw the point of starting it anew, once she had
mastered the most crucial part).
But what she'd been expecting all this time had never hap
pened. It was as if with Bartha, there were no central, most im
portant part—or, if there were, there might as well not be, since
too many of the pieces needed to complete it (or even to com
plete enough of it so that she could begin to see it—enough to
form at least a partial, blurry outline of something she could rec
ognize and name) were missing, and Bartha seemed to have no
interest in supplying any more of them.
Or perhaps there weren't any more of them.
This thought stopped her; it shocked her. It had never crossed
her mind before that he'd already told her everything that he
would ever
her—that what she already knew about him was
all that she'd ever know. (But how could that be, she thought,
when she still didn't know enough—when what she knew
amounted to a scramble of amazing isolated facts, and what she
understood amounted to much less than that?)
She looked at him now in wonder. Was she really meant to
make do with no more than this? With these assorted, too-few
scraps, these odds and ends? She stared at him— daring him to
read her mind as Alexander could, and to respond, to tell her,
"Of course not. Just wait and have patience." But he only smiled
and patted her arm without pausing in his conversation. He
was talking about his much-admired cousin Laszlo again now—
about his wedding day, in fact—and as he spoke of "the charm
ing, marvelously beautiful young woman" he had married
("who, as you well know, Vilmos, was destined to become your
grandmother"), Esther felt herself shrink from his hand and from
his absentminded smile—from him.
He had tossed her handfuls of his life, she thought, the way
he'd fed his table scraps to the stray cats and dogs in his court
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yard in Brooklyn: a little here, a little there—nothing to count
on. Casually, when it happened to occur to him, he'd hand out
another rich, exotic bit. And just like those lost (or more likely
abandoned, Bartha always had said—and she'd clap her hands
to her ears and pretend that her refusal to hear this was only
playful), half-starved cats and dogs, she'd been excited beyond
reason every time. She'd never—no more than they had—con
sidered how these treats might be affecting her, and Bartha hadn't
either (no more, she supposed, than he had thought about how
cabbage cooked in vinegar and sour cream or Black Forest ham
or brie or jam-filled pastries would affect his strays).
How could she not have seen that there would come a time
when she'd require something more substantial? She hadn't the
excuse the poor
had. As far as they knew, crumbs and
rich leftovers were all there ever was and all there ever would
be. But how could she have taken what he offered without ask
ing any questions? How could she not have known (they couldn't
have, of course, but what had she been thinking of? How could
she not have thought ahead to this?) that Bartha's offerings would
someday, suddenly, come to an end?
But in fact she knew how, she thought. She Could remember
very well how thrilling she had found the stories he had told
her: she had been enthralled by them, enchanted. She had been
unable to think reasonably; she could not have thought ahead.
Bartha's stories had so captivated her that it had seemed to her
sometimes that it had been them, the stories he had told her—
along with all the operas he'd performed in, and his voice itself
(which even now was still astonishingly beautiful, and which
had made her
constrict with what she'd had to guess was
love—real love, this time—when, after she had studied with him
for a year, she had at last persuaded him to sing for her)—
had drawn her into his bed.
Indeed, it had come into her mind more than once during
her pregnancy that what had impregnated her had been the sto
ries he had told her of his brilliant long-ago career, his wartime
life, his youth in Europe; the operas she had listened to on record
albums borrowed from him, one each week; and the aria Vesti la
giubba, which he had sung for her the afternoon he had first taken
her to bed. As she drifted through the second, then the third,
trimester in Vilmos and Cara's basement, moving from the couch
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to first one kitchen chair and then the other, then to the shag
carpeting—where she tried sitting cross-legged, then on her knees
with her rear end against her upturned heels, and finally with
her legs stuck straight out in front of her, before she gave up
sitting altogether and lay down (on her left side, as recom
mended), trying vainly to get comfortable—she had let herself
daydream that what she was carrying inside her was a bellyful
of intrigue, a great vanished world (so she thought of Bartha's
Europe), Cavalleria Rusticana and Pagliacci, and a voice which
grew bigger and more marvelous each day. Not a baby—or, as
she had said to herself then, "not just a baby"—after all.
And yet of course
course!) it had been a baby. She'd been
playing, trying to amuse herself—telling herself a sort of story.
And telling him, it struck her now. Telling the baby. She had
been telling him the story, too—telling him the story of himself,
of his beginnings. This is who you are; this is what you are made of,
where you come from.
Just then he let out one shrill, angry-sounding cry. It made
her jump. But before she could do anything to comfort him,
he'd stopped: one cry (of
She could have sworn
was what it had sounded like) and he was done. Now he gazed
solemnly at her. He had raised both of his hands when he'd
cried out, then dropped them, fingers curled but not quite fisted,
near his ears. His elbows stuck straight up. Esther smiled; she
couldn't help it. He looked so serious and comical at the same
time. He was a little opera in himself, she thought.
As if to demonstrate the truth of this (as if those daydreams
she'd allowed herself while she was pregnant had affected him—
and why not, when he had lived with them, within them, all
while he was becoming himself?), he struck his forehead with
the back of one hand, closed his eyes, and turned his head away,
just for an instant. When he looked at her again—gravely, ex
pectantly; his half-closed hand still resting palm-up over one
faint, tiny eyebrow—she felt as if she should applaud. This was
far from the first time she'd had the feeling that he was perform
ing for her—it had happened often, starting when he was only a
few days old—and there were other times she hoped he was, for
how could he endure it if he actually felt all the things that he
appeared to feel, when sometimes his emotions seemed to change
so rapidly and drastically that she was at a loss to figure out
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which feeling to respond to? How quickly he could move from
one thing to another! He was so calm and watchful now that it
was hard for her, just these few seconds later, to imagine that the
wail of protest (protesting her explanation of his origins? Or her
having troubled him—plagued him?—with it at such a delicate,
portentous
she'd heard had been his cry and not someone
else's—or, in fact, that she had heard a cry at all.
No one but she, it seemed, had heard it. Clara was attend
ing to her food, Vilmos was laughing at an anecdote Bartha was
telling—either about Vilmos's father or one of the other Jozsefs—
and Bartha was concentrating on the telling of it, or so Esther
assumed. She was taken by surprise when he turned to her and
said, "Do you see how hard he is thinking? And just look how
sorrowful he is."
Confused, Esther said, "He hides it very well then, doesn't
he?"
. Bartha laughed; he set his hand down gently upon hers
where it lay across Alexander's knees. "Look." He tapped her
hand. "Not at my cousin," he said. "At my son. You see? Heis
thinking of the many people of his past whom he will never know.
This is why he was crying out just now—thinking of the great
uncles and great-grandfathers he cannot see, only hear about.
So many people he cannot see. His own grandfather, grand
mother—" He stopped himself abruptly, and Esther understood:
he was ashamed; he had not meant to remind her that their child
would never know her parents, either, and hers by their own
choice. He took great care not to speak of things that might re
mind her of her family—as if he thought that if he didn't men
tion them she wouldn't think about them. And it seemed best
act as if she didn't think about her family, if that was what he
thought was the best thing for her.
She never even spoke of them to Alexander. She'd told her
self that even if she hadn't already grown used to keeping silent
about them, would be too confusing if she talked about them
now, then had to stop before he became old enough to ask her
questions. She would hear Bartha speaking quietly sometimes
to him about his own parents—long dead, in Hungary, of
course—saying, "How my mother would have loved you," or,
"Here is a song my own papa used to sing to me" before he sang
a certain lullaby. But if sometimes she caught herself singing a
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song to Alexander that she faintly recalled someone (her mother?
Who else could it have been?) singing to her—"By the Light of
the Silveiy Moon"—she didn't mention that to Alexander.
And he would probably ask questions anyway, once he was
old enough to know that other children had grandparents—she
was already worried about how she'd answer him. She'd have
to figure something out, she knew. But there was time for that,
she would remind herself whenever she began to worry. And it
was still possible—it was always possible—that if she kept writ
ing to her family somebody would write back before the time
came to tell Alexander anything.
She understood then, suddenly, that if Bartha were to find
out that she had been writing to her parents he would not be
angry—he'd feel sorry for her, that Was all, and he might think
her foolish. Well, she was foolish. She knew that. She knew that
writing letters no one answered was (a. phrase of her father's
came to her now) "not making good use of her time." But what
was she to do? She pictured herself saying this to Bartha—her
arms folded over her chest, speaking calmly, without tears—
"What is it I should do, then? Tell me, please. Not be foolish?
And be what instead? Be 'sensible'? Accept that I have
lost my family?"
that I have nothing now but him?
Esther shivered; she closed her eyes.
"Esther." Bartha spoke her name directly into her ear.
"Esther, am very
He squeezed her hand. He was so
certain that whatever she was feeling now was his fault. The
arrogance of this assumption was almost enough to make her
angry—and she waited, hoping, for her anger to lift her from the
deep, heavy sorrow that was settling on her. Did he really be
lieve, she asked herself, that if he said something that might make
her think of her family, she would begin immediately, as if by
command, to grieve for them?
But the anger wouldn't come. She was. grieving, wasn't she?
Did it make any difference that he could have predicted it, that
he knew how easy was for sorrow to descend on her? And
even if it made a difference—even if sometimes she wished he
were less sure he understood her, without ever asking her what
she was feeling—she could not afford to be too angry, could she?
Anger was a luxury, she thought. Anger—she had never thought
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of this before, and the idea brought with it a flash of comprehen
sion of her mother's weeping (which had always so infuriated
her) or mute, stricken-looking acquiescence at just those times
when she should have been most angry—was for people who
had choices. She'd already made her choices.
Was it grief, she wondered then, that she was feeling? Or
was it something else? Bewilderment? Fear? Or—finally—what
Bartha had for long been expecting her to feel: regret?
No, she told herself. She refused to feel
She'd made
her choices, they had been her choices. She had known what she
was doing when she'd run away with him. She had chosen him—
him, and Alexander. This was her family now. That was what
she would tell him if he ever asked again if she regretted what
she'd done. It was what he would
her if she told him about
the letters to her family. "Your family is here," he would say. He
would spread his hands. "Here we are, Esther. We are your fam
ily." She knew that, she'd assure him, just as she assured herself
now; she did not need to be told that. And yet it was only now
that she felt—felt, and not just knew—what this meant; it was
only now that she saw she had nothing, no one, else.
Without planning or meaning to she took a long, deep, noisy
breath, the way she used to do before her solos when she sang
with the girls' chorus after school, and bowed her head. This is
my life
she thought, and with her eyes still tightly closed,
she made a private, silent promise—one that seemed real to her
in a way that today's public vows had not. This is my life and I
will be true to it.
She hesitated; then, because it did not seem to be enough,
she went on, 1 will be a good wife. (It struck her that she wasn't
sure what this entailed—in fact, she realized, she had no idea
what either of these promises required her to do, exactly; still,
she felt instinctively that they were the right promises to make.)
She felt somber and grown up as she repeated silently, I will
be a good wife—and she added,
(she was certain of that
much, and that, she thought, would be an easy vow to keep).
And kind, she thought.
Inspired, she opened her eyes and began again.
I will be a good wife. Faithful. Kind. She paused. Devoted.
Sympathetic. Steadfast.
...For as long as we both shall live.
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She could do that, surely, for he wouldn't live forever, would

he?
She blinked—she had shocked herself. How awful to have
thought of such a thing! She had not wished to have such a
thought; she hadn't even known she could, have such a thought
She put one hand over her heart, which had begun to jump
so wildly she feared that it could be seen flinging itself against
her chest, straining the fabric of her blouse, and told herself that
she was only being realistic, facing facts, not cynical or cruel. But
this didn't matter. It didn't matter, she thought, because although
the facts were terrible, thinking of them had not been. Thinking
of them had been comforting.
And even now—even as she told herself that this wasn't what
counted, that what counted wasn't that a stray, unbidden thought
had snuck up on her and provided her with comfort at a time
when she had every right (hadn't she? wouldn't that be normal?)
to be apprehensive, that what counted was that she had made a
choice, she'd chosen him, and she'd made promises, which
would keep, she swore she would; even as she buttoned up the
bottom of her blouse and pried Alexander's hand loose from the
fistful of thin silky fabric he was clutching, and moved him
her shoulder and began mechanically to pat his back—she found
that what she was thinking was It won't last long. Hush. It's all
right. It won't last forever.
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PATRICIA SPEARS JONES
Emergency Eye Wash
Accidents will happen, remember
how quickly an argument turned to emergency.
Was it the price of something or the time needed
to clean out the garage? Was anything important—
no sex for weeks or an unfamiliar shade
of nail polish streaking an old pair of jeans?

Who started the heat in this kitchen?
And why
we waiting for the doctor to emerge?
My eye you screamed.
My eye!
And off we drove to hospital. Your hand sheltering
the side of you I
loved.
Your eye drowned in toxins.
Where did they come from? What had you rubbed?
I hated your being in danger.
The very idea of you half-blind.

The doctor takes you away from me.
A neutralizing agent enters your poisoned eye.
You've been purged. No residual damage. Lucky.
You're so lucky.
You'll stay a few more months.
We will kiss, fight, kiss again.
Then one day you will turn left
when you should have turned right.
Over, done, a life gone. 25.
Widowed at 22. Happy. Me.
But I tell no one. I just cry.
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DARREN HOYT
Daughters of the Rich
In movies, the daughters of the rich
are always running away. You hear
the same question popping up in
If they're rich, someone will whisper,
why are they running and to where?
Hollywood always provides the answer
that tries hardest to make us feel humbled

in the end. Since these girls are not
happy enough being unconditionally wealthy—
they want more money, of course—
everyone in the theater ends up
sympathizing, though I'm usually pleased
when something bad happens to one of them
like their snooty mother slaps them,

for instance, or their father strikes
their name from his will. Once they've escaped,
they link up with someone common, a man
who would no doubt anger
Here is where I've always wanted to jump
into the film and yell to the commoner,
"Don't do it," "It's not worth it," that sort
of thing. "She wants to forget wealth
and be like us, but she can't and will never be,"
I want to tell him. "She wants to have nothing
but lint in her pockets." But the commoner
marries her in the end. The lights come back on,
and everyone leaves the
grinning,
though vaguely. The men file out
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in flannel shirts and hats, denim workpants.
And with a wife or girlfriend on their arm,
they disappear into the streets, scanning
alleys along the way for some rich girl
who's just like them, willing
to drop what they have and start running.
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AURIAN HALLER
Port Renfrew: Thanksgiving Weekend
a blackbird beats his wings
against the deck window
eyes bearing dumbly
the beam
of a car headlight

events are sudden desperate things
on the road
out of overgrown ditches,
slipping awaythe blur of winter shorelines
easy to slip into
cariying relics to the family:
kidney stones intact,
children's teeth shown at weddings
the neighbors,
who keep their mother on a shelf
argue on occasion, bury her
for Chrissake!
these battered pines grow thick
from bending
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BETH SPENCER
809-A West Street
Every fall I say I won't but I end up driving
down West Street in Jackson. Even condemned
and boarded, our old duplex a relic, die first thing
that strikes me is the memory of red beans and rice,

shredded mozzarella and green onions. How we
cooked them for hours listening to leaves roll
wild and defeated. The night conceived
we'd dragged the mattress from its rusted springs
onto the hardwood floor in the front room,
surrounded by the streetlight of three tall windows.

A couple of weeks later, sitting on the bathroom
floor at 4:00 a.m., I wanted to take your face in my hands
and shake you. Your pale body slumped like a drowned man.
Right there we became strangers, a stone split by precise fissure.
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KEVIN MEAUX
Flood
In the tobacco shop, he stands
a few minutes longer than usual,
speaking to an older woman
about the unusual rain.
The door is open to the sound of it,
and to the smell of wet wood.
A block away, his house is empty.
The coffee pot is on.
By the Marlboro clock, he estimates
the Goldberg Variations
are entering their ninth minute
in his livingroom.
If he hurries, he will
have time
to place his ear against the speaker
and hear a full ten seconds
of Glenn Gould, softly, terribly, humming.
But she is explaining
that in a few days there will be
a high water mark in her livingroom.
The carpet will be ruined.
They are both lingering,
reluctant to leave this neutral territory
that will last only as long as the rain.
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BRUCE TINDALL
The Last of the Firewood on a Cold Dark Day
In the decay at the bottom of the wood-hoard,
margin
dead fuel falls
fertile earth,
life's inheritance survives winter:

bugs curl,
cast, termites digest,
Bess-beetles hide
chew and feed
larvae,
keep watch, and hiss at anything disturbing —

to frighten, warn, call help, lament? Some reason
passed
from birth to birth to this
day;
still,
say the hiss makes nothing happen.
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KEN WALDMAN
Depressed Thumb
Because not even penicillin
could ease the infection or pain,
he buried the thumb in wet clay
for an hour, then popped the mottled
flesh with a squeeze, draining
a rich bloody pus that smelled
like the death of his mother.
The emergency room physician
who that night amputated
the half-inch of fingertip
told him that in another day
he very well might have
everything to the wrist.

The next weeks, as the mangled
thumb with its jagged black layer
of nail healed between bandagings
and soakings, he pronounced
that word wound, and knew
at last his lifelong diminishment
had surfaced. Discarding
the last of the gauze and tape,
peeling a final dented flap
of skin, he unveiled a shorter
stubbier right thumb, a thing
without print, a reminder
of what had been. And no longer.
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MICHAEL SCOTT RAINES
Manifest Destiny
Catechism class met on Thursdays
through summer—even when hard rains fell—
at the youth minister's run-down county home.
I pulled grey flecks of paint from the porch
sitting Indian style, listening.

We laid cards on the uneven flooring
and answered questions written on each.
"Remember your Mayflower Points—
TULIP:" Dick preached,
"T — Total depravity
U — Unconditional surrender
L — Limited atonement
I — Irresistable grace
P — Perseverance of the saints."
None of us questioned why we
so lucky.
Dorothy served chess squares,
and we learned by rote
we were chosen to be God's
just as America was chosen to be ours,

just as the cards we flipped needed
to be dealt, read, and answered, in order.

I looked through the chain-link fence
separating Dick and Dorothy's pasture
from the public swimming pool.
The kids screamed and ran
as they escaped giant horseflies
torturing them until they dove headlong
into the crowded, chlorinated water.
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DON RUSS
Barron
as if that quality of her father which had thwarted
her woman’s life so many times had been too virulent and too
furious to die
-William Faulkner, "A Rose for Emily"

What are you doing in that, that's Papa's,
I say, not playing. And then I see that look
he gets, getting ready to play. I am Papa,
he says, and sets a bottle down. Look.

I have been lying here, hearing him
thump around downstairs, and here he is, big
and booming above me, his big hand bunching up
the hem: his one hand—the other
handing me a bitten pear. In this cave
of green heat, this tree gloom, his legs
and belly look pale, his papa thing fat, battening
in a cloud of its own black steam.
What's Papa got to have a nightshirt for,
it's not night, he says, his knee deep in the bed.
I see his arm sinking in black wedding cake,
and scream. Papa's headboard. I laugh.

When the sheet leaves my chin, I am little.
My hair have cut to spite Papa lies shiny
around my little girl face. Show Papa, show Papa,
he keeps saying, his fingers smelling of pears
and spittle. My spittle. I smell myself
on him. Eyes closed, smell Papa, Papa's
whiskers, Papa's whiskey, whispering
in my mouth and ears.
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Somewhere in the--. Somehow--.
Down, down, in the bowels of burnt earth,
the yellow wheels now--. Somehow
the yellow--.
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ERIC CASH
Stephen Hawking at the Corner Drug Store
Who will know us in the long run?
Hawking says that time is a slippery
concept, mated to the principle of uncertainty.

In this precarious ticking of moments,
sit on the drug store steps, pretend
not to watch the girl crossing the street,
the unified wiggle of her plum-shaped
derriere pushed behind gauzy black silk.
There must be some unwritten message in
twitch, a smooth, gravity defying event compelling
beyond all musing, confirming the mind to habit.

In fifteen years or fifty, I might be a surgeon,
a soldier, a maker of fine Rodin replicas,
a priest. But for now I can neither friend,
nor fault Hawking's concept of time. I can only
pretending not to stare, knowing
it does not matter what I believe. am human.
take quick breaths and react. I hum the tune,
play my part in it.
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CHAD JOHNSON
Seagulls

d^heck her out. She looks all right, Dennis said.

Which one? Rod asked. The one with the crew cut?
It's not a crew cut, Dennis said, It's just really short.
We were cruising the strip, Dennis, Rod, and me. We al
ways said we didn't want to, that cruising was for the desperate
losers, but all the lanes at the bowling alley were taken and you
had to be twenty-one to play pool. Besides, truth was, we were
like everyone else, looking for something to happen, to us,
anybody.
We were driving in Rod's blue Mustang, a present for his
sixteenth birthday. Dennis sat shot gun while I smoked in the
back. Me and Dennis didn't have cars and, since Rod had been
going out with Jennifer steady, me and Dennis were usually stuck
at Dennis' on Friday and Saturday nights. We watched TV or
played video games and drank Dennis' father's beer. Then, a
couple months ago, Dennis' mother took off, just left one day
without even a
Since then Dennis was edgy about me stay
ing at his house too long, about me sleeping on the couch like I
normally did. It was more difficult to avoid home then. I'd walk
to a 7-11 or something and play arcade games until I ran out of
money. Then I'd go home to find everybody at home asleep.
Just breathing, a little raspy breathing.
That's the ugliest bitch I've seen all night, I heard Rod say.
No, no, Dennis said. There's something about her, some
thing right about her.
When we cruised the strip, all we did was look for girls pass
ing by in cars or standing together on corners and tell each other
how well we'd screw them and for how long. Hours, man, hours.

Ill
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If any of them had actually singled us out, had looked at us with
a beckoning pout of the lips, we would probably have shriveled
into our seats and sped by. And there was no plan B. But we felt
powerful inside that Mustang with a thick cushion of stereo
phonic noise around our heads, electric windows sliding up to
shut off the outside world if we wanted. We were safe in that
car, we were everything. I sat in the back seat picking at the
dead skin around my thumb. There
no girls out
I
wanted anyway, not even to brag.
Stop, Rod. Pull up to her, Dennis kept saying. This was
new, this was different. I'd never heard Dennis push it so far. I
found the girl he was interested in standing with a couple of
friends in front of the glowing, pink Baskin-Robbins store. She
had
black hair and her face was white, almost a glowing
white, and her lips
painted a dark purple that looked black
in the dim light. She was dressed all in black—leather jacket,
leggings, and Doc Martens like combat boots. Areal ass stomp
ing, angel of death type. She was just standing there with her
arms folded while her friends
calling out and gesturing to
passing cars. Some Old guy in a Volvo looking for young love
honked at them as he drove by. Her friends flipped him off.
Come on, Dennis said. Pull up, I need to talk to her.
Rod looked back at me. The headlights of cars behind us
reflected off his glasses. Whadda ya think, Dylan, should I pull
up?
Hell no, I said. What are you thinkin, Denny? That girl
would kick your flabby ass.
passed the girl by and Dennis tilted his head to watch
her until she was far gone and out of view. He looked for her in
the rearview mirror and sighed, a deep from the balls sigh. I felt
a spike of guilt when smelled the breath of that sigh, I hadn't
thought he was serious.
Dennis twisted around to face me so I could hear him over
the radio. He was Mexican, Dennis was, but his face looked more
Spanish than Indian, his skin wasn't very dark. His black hair
was short and cut with a bowl style. His eyes were black and
bulged out a little from his round face. He had nice teeth but he
didn't like to show them when he smiled. And he was always
smiling, Dennis was, more than anyone I knew.
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I wanted to talk to her, he said. The way she was just lookin
at all the cars and stuff, like she was listenin for something real
far away. I don't know, I just thought she was nice.
What? Rod asked. Whal'd he say? I can't hear for this
damned radio.
Nothin, Dennis said to Rod. He looked back at me.
What would you have said to her if we'd stopped? asked.
I don't know. Maybe what I just told you. Dennis turned
his head back to the front and turned up the radio. My head was
near the speakers back and the music was loud enough now
so that I could feel a pain in my ears.
I'm sorry, Denny, I said, but he couldn't hear me for the music.
We flipped a u-tum at the doughnut shop and headed in the
opposite direction, towards downtown. Mexicans in neon col
ored low riders slipped by us and white kids in Toyota sedans.
A few white kids were driving small pickup trucks with the win
dows tinted and the bass of hip-hop music vibrating the streets.
They had
hats flipped backwards like black guys and the
guys from Seaside, the real black guys, just shook their heads at
them when they went by. Past the bowling alley, past the pizza
place, the bank with the lights turned off, the Foster's Freeze,
the 7-11, the Exxon station, all of it again and again and as slow
as we could mange without pissing anybody off, watching the
people on the street move their legs up and down to keep warm.
It was July, but it was still cold at night.
Where's Jennifer? Dennis asked Rod up front. I was the one
who introduced Rod and Jennifer, sort of. Rod had transferred
to our school from San Jose. His father was setting up some
thing with computers in Salinas and had to transfer. Rod just
happened to be in five of my classes so we almost had to become
friends. I'd known Jennifer since junior high. She was all right.
We talked when we had a chance and we sat next to each other if
we shared a class. Jennifer was pretty enough with her smooth,
brown hair tossed around her shoulders and her athletic body.
What I liked about her was the way she cut through the bullshit.
She didn't walk around school waving her ass at the water foun
tain or drawing little hearts in her notebook. You spend so much
time killing your words before you speak to people, killing them
so that the words become dead sounds that fall invisible at your
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feet. But Jennifer only laughed when something was funny and
cried when something was sad and when I talked to her my
words
into the air and
their meanings across the sky.
Anyway, I was talking to Jennifer one day after I'd met Rod.
He's a good enough looking guy with his blonde hair slicked
back with mousse and his dark eyes. He had a weight set at
home and he filled out a shirt like never would. While I was
talking to Jennifer one day before class started, Rod said hello
and I introduced them. Rod said a couple of things to me then
leaned his elbows on Jennifer's desk and asked her if she liked
movies. When she said yes he said Good. have a car. A Mus
tang. And just like that.
What? Rod asked. Dennis turned down the stereo.
I was just askin
Jennifer is, why you didn't bring her
along, Dennis said.
At home, I guess. We had a fight so I told her she could keep
her ass home tonight.
Dennis picked up a condom from the dash. Since Rod had
started screwing Jennifer he kept condoms everywhere. On the
dash, in his locker, inside his books. His wallet was so loaded
with them eveiy time he opened it up condoms fell out. If he
reached into his pockets for his keys, condoms fell out. When he
picked one up after dropping it he would always flip it into his
hand as if it
a quarter before putting it back where it came
from. It was condoms from heaven any time Rod was around.
Dennis held the condom and said, So guess you won't be
needing this tonight, huh?
I was watching the street scene out the window. A Mexican
guy stood up on a bench and whipped out his pecker. He started
screaming and pissing on cars that drove by. People were flip
ping him off, throwing bottles and cans at him. His friends stand
ing around the bench laughed or looked embarrassed depend
ing on how loaded they were. He just kept screaming and pissing
an endless electric arc. A
full of girls drove by and shouted
out the obvious, Hey Tiny, and shit like that. Yeah yeah yeah, I
thought. It would only have been interesting if somebody
jumped up there with him, pissing along with him while they
sang some old, forgotten songs. But now one did, no one in this
town had any style at all.
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Shit! Like you're ever gonna need one. Besides, there's plenty
of time for Mr. Condom, Rod said to Dennis. I need a breather
anyway. My pecker's about worn out. Jenny just can't get
enough, you know. Hey Dylan!
What, I said and watched Rod's face watching me in the rear
view.
You remember what you told me about Jennifer when I first
met you? About her eyes?
No, said and took a deep drag that sucked down half my
cigarette. I exhaled enough smoke to make Dennis cough and
wave his hand in front of his face.
Remember? You said, She has eyes like cool summer hills.
Remember that?
No, I said. It didn't sound like something I'd say, but then it
seemed I wasn't always myself.
I told her you said that. Guess what she said. Rod's face in
the mirror was wearing a wide smile, a giant, fanged crease be
tween his ears.
No.
She said, Dylan's a poet. Dylan's a poet! Can you believe
that. Dylan who got a "D" in English.
No, I said, I'm not anything.
There she is again! Dennis said. It was the girl with purple
lips. We'd come back around her corner again. There were a
couple of white guys wearing bomber jackets hanging out with
them now. The girl Dennis liked wasn't talking to them, only
her friends were. saw what Dennis meant when he said it was
like she was listening for something. Her chin was tilted slightly
to the sky and her hands were before her with her fingers laced
together. Listening for something maybe, or trying not to hear.
Do you want to stop, I asked him. He sighed again and
reached back to grab one of my cigarettes. He didn't light it, he
just rolled it around his lips then stuck behind his ear.
Nah, he said. Not now.
A poet! a poet! Rod said and giggled as he reached to turn
up the radio.
God, this is boring, Rod said; It was getting late, around
midnight. Anybody who had a place to go, a party or somebody's
house, had gone. Only the hard core were still on the strip, gangs
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of Mexicans and Filipinos, a couple of hookers looking for easy
Johns, sixteen year olds that might be only five minutes work if
they touched them right. There were a lot of cops patrolling
now and when they drove by us they shined their lights into the car we had to shield our eyes with our hands.
Yeah, Dennis said. Let's drive somewhere. Let's just go
somewhere and hang out for awhile.
I don't know, Rod said. It's getting late. I told my mom—
No, I said, Denny's right. My parents don't
if I'm out
late, Denny's pop doesn't
Hell, Denny's pop is probably
out late himself. Let7s go to Carmel and get a bonfire going. A
big ass raging fire to wake the sea gulls up.
Yeah! Yeah! said Dennis.
But my mom—
Look, Rod, don't be a pussy, I said. There's a pay phone at
the beach, in the parking lot. You can call her from there. All
right? Hell, it's only twelve. Let's roll. No way I'm going home
yet. No fucking way.
I watched for his face in the rearview, but I only saw my
blue eyes staring back at me. He didn't say anything. The CD in
the stereo stopped playing and he let the local pop station come
on the radio.
And turn that dance hall shit off, I said. It's rock n roll for a
road trip or it's nothing at all. Rod still didn't say anything. It
was Dennis that switched the radio to a college station out of
Santa Cruz playing songs no one ever heard more than once,
songs impossible to sing along with. I liked that, not being able
to crush a song by memorizing the lyrics. Just let it all pass, let it
pass. I put my last cigarette between my lips and sucked.
were all quiet for the first half of the drive down High
way 68 except for Dennis. He hummed along with the songs
and mumbled the words of the choruses repeated enough to
brainwash. I stretched out on the back seat and watched the
broken shapes the silhouetted oaks made on the top of the hills.
During the day the hills here were blonde with dried grass and
spotted orange with poppies while the oaks stretched from the
ground like thoughts working toward some conclusion. But now,
at night, the hill was a faded black and the oaks looked as if they
were the bones of dinosaurs put together ass-side up, then left
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frozen on the side of a hill to sort out their confusion. Up and up
and down and down, or something like that, something twisted
like that.
We drove for about twenty minutes, until we came down a
hill and were on the Monterey side of 68. The lonely oaks were
replaced by thick clusters of cypress and pine. The groves of
trees pressed closer and closer until a dark, hairy barricade was
built up along the side of the highway. We passed Laguna Seca
and talked about going to see the Indy car races next month or
the Supercross when it came. We were on the outskirts of
Monterey when the signal from the Santa Cruz station died and
was replaced by staticky country music. Rod turned the radio
off and yawned a wide, dramatic yawn. He turned to Dennis.
What were you gonna say to Purple Lips, man? he asked.
I don't know, Dennis said. Ask her name, I guess.
If she'd taken you home would you have gone down on her,
would you have licked her snatch? Would you have bent her
over, huh, stud?
I don't know. Is this before or after she told me her name?
Dennis took the cigarette from behind his ear and ripped the
paper around the tobacco off.
You're such a fag, Rod said. You probably would have asked
her to watch you jerk off, huh? Both you guys? Hey, Dylan, you
playin with yourself in the shower? Still growin hair on
your palms?
I sat up and leaned my head over the front seat. We were
merging from 68 to Highway 1, the Pacific Coast Highway. We
almost to the beach. I could already smell it. Dennis cracked
the window and
the little pile of tobacco and paper in his
hand fly into the night.
No, I said. How can I grab hold of my pecker with your
mother's lips around all the time?
Yeah, you're funny, Rod said. He looked at me in the mirror
then went back to watching the road. I sat back in the seat.
Dennis and his purple-lipped whore! Rod said to no one in
particular. No one offered him any answer, at least.
I should be with Jennifer now, Rod went on. should be
laying into Jennifer tonight. You guys just tell me where to turn
off. I forget which fuckin turn off it is.
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Just stay on One until you come to Ocean Avenue, Dennis
said. Then make a right.
Highway 1 narrowed to two lanes with stop signs and lights
to slow traffic down. There
houses now set back a little
from the road and surrounded by trees, pines and cypresses and
redwood. The houses were well lit and had stone walkways. A
few of them had signs on their mailboxes with the family name
painted in script letters. The Krause's, The Thompkin's. Rod
turned left on Ocean Ave. and we headed for the beach.
Are we gonna be here long? Rod asked. I'm already tired.
It's already pretty late.
That's OK, I said. I'll drive back for you.
The hell you will. Where's the beach?
Just keep going, Dennis said. It's just at the end of this street.
Ocean Ave. was lined with trees and art galleries, restaurants
and boutiques. Not stores, boutiques. A lot of antique places
and tourist shops selling crap you had to be stupid or rich to
want. The place was deserted now and, when we got to
parking lot for the beach, there was only one other car. Rod
parked underneath and arc lamp and we all piled out and
stretched our arms and legs in long, cat stretches. It hadn't been
a long drive but we
all tired, the blood was slowing in our
veins. My pack of cigarettes was empty and I left the wrapper
on the floor of the car. Rod walked over to the phone booth near
the bathrooms and called his mother. I couldn't hear what he
said until he started yelling, But I'm already here, Mom, I'm al
ready here! He came back and we started down the long sand
slope to the water.
Man, I can't believe how clear it is tonight! Dennis said. No
fog at all. Nothing. Check out all the stars! Which one is Pisces?
That's my sign. Which one is
It's not a star, dipshit, Rod said. It's a constellation. But I
don't know which one it is. That's the Big Dipper, though. Or
the little one, I guess.
It was clear. The moonlight was free and made the sand
look like a silver liquid, like a spread of mercuiy. And past
mercury was the black velvet of the ocean, solid black except for
the broken, yellow pieces of the moon's reflection in the waves.
Close to the water we found an abandoned bonfire with the coals
glowing. The waves were crashing with that comfortable,
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irregular rhythm and the tops of the breakers were rows of white
wild flowers exploding from the cracks of asphalt. And the smell,
not just of salt, but of something else, something I couldn't give
a name to, something I couldn't compare to anything else. You
just have to know that smell.
Jesus, it's cold, Rod said. If I'd known we were comin here
I'd've brought a damned jacket. hate the cold.
We'll get the fire going, Dennis said. Rod and I sat by the
coals while Dennis collected armfuls of firewood, logs and thin,
dry sticks. He set the thin sticks on the coals and blew until little
tongues of flame wrapped around the wood. When the fire was
going big enough, he set the logs in the fire and fed more sticks
around the logs so wouldn't go out. In a few minutes, we had
the raging fire we'd envisioned. Orange, white, red and danc
ing triangles.
There! Dennis said and stood watching the fire with his arms
folded.
There! he said and just looked at it, grinning.
We talked for awhile around the fire about sports, the
weather, girls we didn't care about. Dead things falling from
our mouths to be buried in the sand. Then we stopped talking
and watched the fire and listened to the ocean and the wind sing
ing across the sand. Dennis was crouched on his knees throw
ing dried strands of kelp into the fire. They turned white then
orange then black and disappeared with the ash beneath the logs.
Rod spread himself lengthwise along the fire with his elbows
tucked behind his head like wings. The fire reflected red and
wavering across his glasses. sat Indian style before the fire,
digging a hole in the sand with my fingers, feeling the grains dig
into the tender skin beneath my nail. The moon was high, the
moon was straight up into space.
So what's the deal with your mom, Dennis? Rod asked.
Dennis threw another piece of kelp into the fire then poked at a
log with a stick.
I don't know. I haven't heard anything. My dad tells me
she's trying to get a divorce.
Is she lying with some other guy, or what?
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I don't know Dennis said. She's just gone, thatsail. Dennis
took off his shoes and socks. He stuck one sock in each shoe
then stood and rolled up the cuffs of his jeans.
I'm going to go walk in the surf a little, he said.
You're crazy, Rod said. It's freezing. You're gonna freeze.
No, no. It's cold outside so the water will feel warm. I've
done it before. It's OK.
Whatever, Rod said, Dennis took off jogging down the beach,
almost skipping the way he does when he's excited and he thinks
nobody is watching him. He'd been gone a couple of minutes
when I heard him making sea gull screams at the top of his lungs.
Aaaahh Aaaaahh he was yelling in a cracking falsetto. I imag
ined Dennis running around with his arms outspread, wing-style,
flying into the surf to pick off a fish to eat, then flying back
through the flock of sea gulls resting on the beach with one eye
closed. I laughed and threw a handful of sand into the fire be
cause knew that's exactly what he was doing. I'd known Den
nis a long time.
Man, he's looney, Rod said. One crazy sonofabitch, Rod said.
Why don't you leave him alone about his mother, said. He
worries about her.
Rod sat up and crossed his legs before him with his body
propped on his arms behind.
You know, he said, You've been on my ass all night. If you've
got a problem with me, why don't you just say it. Right now.
I've got no problem with you, Rod, said. Another handful
of sand into the fire.
Good, because I was really starting to wonder.
No problem at all, I said. Down the beach, Dennis was still
calling to the gulls.
hit her, Rod said. The fire was waning so I was putting on
another log when he said it. I sat back down and put my hand
into the sand.
What? You hit who?
Jennifer. I told you we got in a fight. Well, hit her. Once.
In the face. Hard.
It's none of my business, I said.
No, no, Rod said. want us to talk about it.
friends,
right? Friends talk about stuff like this, right? We are friends?
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He was talking with his hands now, his shoulders, his neck. I
raised myself to my knees and watched him.
OK, talk away.
Good, cause I want to talk to you about this, OK? About
what we fought about. You know what we fought about?
How could I know that? I said.
Yeah, how could you? She said she liked somebody else.
She said she was in love with somebody else, for chrissakes.
Is that why you hit her?
No. Not for that. I asked her who it was. She wouldn't tell
me. Then threatened to hit her and she told me. She said, I'm
in love with Dylan, with Dylan.
That's when you hit her? I asked.
Right in the face. Jesus, I hit her in the face. Man, I hit her
with my fist. He said it like he was asking a question. I almost
answered.
Dennis must have been hassling the birds because a bunch
of them flew over our heads and started to land somewhere on
the opposite end of the beach. I watched one circle before it
landed.
So now what? I asked.
I don't know, Dylan. I guess that depends on you. The ball's
in your court. But I'm not going out like a pussy. I'm not going
to just let her go. Not even to you.
It's none of my business, I said. I turned from the fire and
looked at the sky over the water. The lights of a boat moved like
a procession of torches across the bay.
What would you do for a boat like that? I asked Rod. To be
out on the bay tonight on a night like this, fishin for salmon or
drinkin beer or just sleeping on deck. What would you do?
Rod turned around and looked at the lights. He took off his
glasses and rubbed the indentations on his nose. Not much, he
said. I don't like the water and I hate fish.
I would do anything, whispered. Anything. Rod grunted
and turned back to the fire. I watched the lights until they passed
beyond the point at the north end of the beach, the place where
the golfers lost their balls playing the Pebble Beach course. I
relaxed my fist and put my hand up to the wind and felt the
sweat between my fingers turn cold. About then, Dennis came
back from his walk. Water dripped from his hair and clothes.
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His entire body was shuddering from cold, almost convulsing.
Still, he was smiling that tight-lipped smile.
Uh guys, Dennis said, Let's go home now. I'm freezing my
cajones off.
There was no argument from me. It was late enough now.
Dennis picked up his shoes and we headed up the.sloped beach
to the parking lot.
left the fire burning. When we got to the
top of the hill we could still see the flames, a small orange oval
burning in the silver sand.
I told you were gonna freeze, Rod said as we got into the car.
Dennis got in the back seat so he wouldn't get the sheep skin
seat covers wet.
know, Dennis said. But it felt good. I went in up to my
ankles and that felt good. So I went in up to my knees and then
my waist and then I just jumped in and let the waves push me
back. It wasn't cold till I got out of the water. Then it was freez
ing.
Rod started the car. I turned off the radio. I didn't want to
listen to a lot of noise. The engine hummed and Dennis' teeth
chattered and that was enough. Dennis was the only one who
spoke. He was telling us about the seagulls, about some gar
bage he found in the sand. We were almost at the turn off to get
back onto the highway when I saw a car parked on the side of
the road, a Jaguar.
Stop for a second, I said to Rod.
What?
Just stop the car for a second. And pop the trunk. Rod pulled
ahead of the Jag and stopped. got out and opened the trunk. I
clawed around in the dark until I found an old blanket and a
lever for a tire jack. I walked back to the side of the car and gave
Dennis the blanket. If Rod didn't want it to get wet he didn't say
anything. walked over to the Jag. I knew it probably had an
alarm so I didn't touch it. It was a beautiful car—a deep blue in
color with those sleek, distinguished lines people pay so much
for. The car was
new. The thick, chrome rims hadn't been
scratched or dulled yet, the paint around the head lights had no
chips or scratches.
Rod stuck his head out the window and told me to hurry the
hell up. I gripped the lever, hard and tight, and brought it down
like an axe on the hood of the car. It was a rifle shot followed by
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the blast of a horn and sirens. The lights on the car exploded
and began flashing. Son of a bitch! I heard Rod yell, Jesus Dylan,
let's go! I swung again and knocked out the windshield. A mil
lion white cracks and a moment of pause before the pieces fell to
the dash. Lights came on in the house the car was parked in
front of. Rod was in hysterics, screaming at me to go. I swung
again at the front grill and left a thick gash. Sparks jumped off
the lever when it hit. I walked back to the Mustang and set my
self in the front seat and put the lever by my feet. Let7s go, I said.
You crazy fuck! You stupid, psychotic motherfucker! Rod
yelled as he ran all the stop signs to get on the highway as fast as
he could.
They saw us from the house! The cops'll know it was us.
Christ!
the only assholes even on the roads now!
Shut up, I said. Get off at the Monterey exit. We'll get onto
Reservation Road and take the farm roads back home. Nobody's
getting caught by anybody.
Damn! Rod said. He got off at the Monterey exit and did
exactly what told him.
I really needed a cigarette.
Rod dropped us off at Dennis' house then peeled his tires
driving away. Dennis waved to the Mustang as it turned
corner down the street.
I got this funny feelin we won't be seein Rod again for a
while, Dennis said. He was still shivering and he stuttered when
he spoke.
No, I said. I'll be seein him again, once more at least. There
were a lot of snails on the walkway coming from under the juni
per bush next to the house. Their crossed trails were like a spi
der web painted onto the ground.
He's right about one thing though, you are a psychotic
motherfucker.
Yeah, well, shut up before I kill you, I said. I followed Den
nis to the door watching my feet so I wouldn't step on a snail.
Dennis kept calling me slugger, Babe Ruth, that sort of thing.
I know I can't stay overnight, I said when he put the key in
the lock. But let's just check the baseball scores, all right? I just
want to see if the Giants and A's won.
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Dennis didn't say anything. He just put his ear up to the
door and stood there.
Come on, I said, Just a few minutes. Shit, man, just a couple
of minutes.
All right, Dennis said looking down at his shoes. He turned
the key and we walked through the door. The light was on in
the living room and the TV was flashing, the volume on real
low. Dennis' father was on the couch in his boxing shorts. He
stood up fast. The man on the couch next to him was wearing
green slacks with no shirt and didn't move. He looked over at
us and blew smoke from his mouth. Dennis! his father said with
out noticing I was there. Why didn't you call? I was worried.
You should've called. There was a bottle of something on the
coffee table, mostly empty. Acouple of plates with dried ketchup
hung a little off the table's edge and an ashtray full of cigarette
butts rested on top of a magazine. tried to see if could tell
what brand of cigarettes they were. My eyes blurred for staring
at the ashtray.
Dennis didn't say anything. The man on the couch stood
up and brushed his hand close to Dennis' father's hip, his bare
thigh. I'd better go, he said, his lips close to Dennis' father's ear,
and he walked down the hall to the bathroom. heard water
begin to run from the sink. Dennis looked at me. His mouth
began to move. It began to form a word but nothing came out. I
put my hands in my pockets and closed my eyes so I wouldn't
have to see the word if came out of his mouth. I counted to
ten—ten crashes of a breaker, ten birds against the moon. One
two three... four five six....
I opened my eyes and Dennis was running out the door. His
father was on the couch again with his head in his hands, the TV
light flashing gray against his hair. ran after Dennis without
calling to him. There was only the sound of our shoes slapping
the cement and the buzz of wires overhead. Dennis ran fast but
I was faster. I caught up to him and grabbed him by the shoul
ders to make him stop. Dennis! whispered. Dennis! He pushed
me away and when I grabbed him again he swung at me with a
fist. I didn't feel anything but he must have hit my lip because I
tasted the warm salt of blood in my mouth. He swung again
and I still didn't feel anything. I let go of his shoulders and he
stopped. He was breathing heavily but his face had calmed. His
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fists had relaxed at his sides. His face was wet with tears, but
they had already begun to dry from his eyes. He wasn't shiver
ing any more.
You're bleeding, Dylan. I'm sorry. Oh man, I'm sorry.
It's nothing, said. It's nothing. It doesn't hurt. I wiped the
blood Sway with my sleeve. I was surprised how much there
was, what a thick smear of red came off on my sweatshirt. Den
nis started walking, not to get away, just to walk. I walked be
side him but I was only following his lead. He walked in the
direction of the main boulevard and so did I.
We kept walking when we reached the boulevard. We came
to the sidewalk in front of a shopping center. There
a couple
of liquor stores like bookends on either side of the row of stores,
a drug store, a taqueria where you could get a burrito the size of
your arm, and a gas station on the corner of the parking lot. The
gas station was still open. A man in a blue shirt was inside
glass cashier's booth with a newspaper folded out in front of
him. We came to a bus stop bench with a poster for a sci-fi movie
on the back and sat down. I tapped my shoe against the side
walk and checked my mouth for blood with the side of my hand.
It was starting to sting now, my lip was, and so was my cheek.
Dennis stared straight ahead. His nose was dripping snot but
he didn't bother to wipe it. He stared straight ahead until I could
barely hear him breathing. I wanted to ask if his mother left
because of the man we saw, if it had been going on for awhile.
But that would have been a stupid question. It didn't matter. I
knew it didn't matter.
It's not bad, I said. I felt strange, as if a hand were reach
ing down my throat for something, a feeling like I couldn't
breathe but there was too much air in my lungs at the same time.
mean, you're father's still all right. mean...Shit, when I was
nine I found this dog, the mangiest, ugliest dog I ever saw. I
took home and fed chili from a can on the front porch. Just
sat there on the porch pettin and feedin it. Then my father came
home and I knew what would happen, I think I knew. He came
up the walk and told me to stop touchin that filthy dog and the
dog walked towards him thinkin was goin to get more food.
And my father kicked the dog. Kicked it so hard was like the
dog folded in half. And I watched and knew he wouldn't stop.
What's wrong with me? He had on these cowboy boots and he
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kicked it again so the dog flew against the fence and fell onto its
back. And the dog kept whining while I watched. Jesus, what's
wrong with me? And my father didn't say anything, didn't even
curse while he did it. He looked like he was takin out the gar
bage or he was takin a piss. Like, like—
Dennis looked at me and I stopped. I was out of breath and
my chest was swollen from fighting back something, tears I guess.
Then the words came from his mouth.
Why doesn't my mother love me? Dennis asked. He didn't
stop looking at me, he
wanted to know, he expected to
know.
Your mother? Your mother? It was all could say. I bit my
tongue and dug my fists into my thighs. Dennis gave me a minute
then looked straight ahead again. Across the street was another
bus stop and a complex of square, adobe colored apartments
behind it. The apartments had small, walled off patio
and
along the top of the walls of one patio somebody had lined up a
bunch of potted plants—eyelashes on the bottom half of an eye.
sat there until Dennis began to shiver again, his own foot
tapping on the sidewalk now. I took off my sweatshirt and gave
it to him. I was cold in just my t-shirt but I wasn't as cold as he
was. He took his sweatshirt off and put on mine. He dropped
his to the ground and made a dull splash against the sidewalk.
I started to laugh, a soft laugh almost like a cough.
What's funny? Dennis asked and smile.
My jaw hurts, I said.
Why's that funny?
It's not, I said. It's not funny at all. But I couldn't stop laugh
ing.
sat on the bench until we both couldn't stand the cold
any longer. There was a Lyon's down the street, across from the
mall,
we walked over to it to get some coffee, hot chocolate
for Dennis. Dennis reached over to pick up his wet shirt. Fuck
it, I told him, just leave it. He nodded and we walked down
street. The waitress at Lyon's was a Filipino girl who used to go
to our school. I remembered her name was Lisa but she didn't
recognize us. Long night, boys? she asked. You look like you've
been through it. It was eerie how fast she'd adopted the part of
a waitress instead of just a girl we saw walking through the hall
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at school. She showed us to a booth and went to get our hot
drinks while we looked over the menu. was leaning towards
pancakes with sausage.
It's her! Dennis said then. If s her!
Over by the register was the girl with purple lips. She was
with her two friends, all three of them dressed the same except
she was the only one with purple lipstick on. The rest of her
makeup had worn off, her face was pink now without all the
powder. But she still had the lipstick on, she even added an
other layer while one of her friends paid their bill. The third girl
was sticking toothpicks in her mouth with one hand and tug
ging at her black leggings with the other.
If s fate talkin to you, Denny, I said. You'd better go over
there.
Yeah. Yeah, he said. He eased himself out of the booth, half
hoping, I know, they would leave before he got there or I would
volunteer as a go-between. Nothing doing on my part, I wasn't
going to step into his show. He finally managed to get out of the
booth and walk over there. I couldn't hear what went on but
there
a lot of smiles, a lot of looking at feet. The two girl
friends stood in the background and whispered to each other.
He talked to the girl for a few minutes. The waitress, Lisa, came
back with the coffee and hot chocolate and I ordered pancakes
for the both of us. I put my nose over the coffee and breathed in
the steam, breathed in the warm smell of it. When the waitress
left again Dennis was on his way back waving a matchbook in
his hand like a lottery ticket that hadn't lost yet.
Yeah? I asked.
I got the digits! I got her number! Her name's Sarah and she
goes to Notre Dame.
Catholic, I said. Should've known.
Get this, she asked why I was wet and I told her the truth.
She said she thought I was pretty cool. Except my clothes. She
said we'd have to work on my clothes.
Yeah, you do dress like a dork.
I know, Dennis said. I'm wearing your sweatshirt.
That made us feel good, at least made me feel good. Den
nis didn't say what he was feeling and didn't want to risk any
guesses. Not any more.
ate the pancakes and kept eating
until we didn't have enough money left for a decent tip. I prom-
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ised myself we'd make it up to Lisa another time. I didn't want
any guilt to sharpen the edge the food had dulled to almost noth
ing.
When we left the restaurant was still about an hour before
sunrise. The morning was in that frozen time when all the birds
have found a wire and the stray cats fall asleep on the thick oil
beneath parked cars. When a car passed by it filled the city with
a mechanical howl and left us deaf for a moment. Me and Den
nis walked home slowly, just talking and watching the light
gather behind the Gabilan Mountains.
When should I call her? Dennis asked.
Wait a day or two, I said. You don't want to seem too eager.
But I am eager, he said.
I know, Denny, but it's all part of the game, the bullshit. He
nodded and we walked for awhile in silence.
I'll call her tonight, Dennis said.
Yeah, I said and waited for my own planets to collide.
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ATHENA KILDEGAARD
This Story Is About the Cosmos
A lover about to walk through the open door
feels how the earth pulls his arms down to hug him:
now it is your turn. Push open the screen,
night air shivers against your teeth.
It is not a replay of your death or of your birth,
it is not a
of a natural contract.
The light of stars reaches you from a time before
your great great grandmother stood below
the branches of a hawthorn lifting clothes with an oak paddle
out of hot water—reaches you
through an ache in your shoulders. And still
your eyes open to it. Your eyes open.
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G.C. WALDREP
In the Bauxite Belt
Its grip on the present light, unsteady
from one use to another,
this land collapses, gives itself up
to astringent pools.
Trestles lead nowhere. The company's fierce
plant
lies vacant, streets empty, receding into bre.
Slow as silt, the refinery squats
in its excavated vale, kilns revolving
once a month or year,
flaking
in all directions. Waves of grain
disguise old slag heaps. They are in fact amber
and
way
heavy heads nod in wind
might be convincing enough to justify
some language of reclamation
which would be flase, the defoliate earth
the same as it ever was
at Ducktown, the Florida phoshate fields
and
in central Pennsylvania
mines not content with the lives
of men women and children may reach out and take
a town itself. Centralia. There it was fire,
but here a vast new inland sea
will take the chat piles at Ozark's edge.
Tourists will come from everywhere
to sail the sparkling surface;
fantastic
landscapes of dreaming will come to rest
power will be generated as
things
pass having passed before
in other forms. Best that we were evicted.
Best they razed the theater, the commissary,
the picnic oaks, all memory of the lynching
out at Bryant and the way the flames
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reddened the night horizon. O Lord, of the
cover us. O Lord of sinter;
scatter us. Oh Lord of reaping—how much it takes
drown or bury violence.
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WILLIAM NOTTER
Tishomingo County, Autumn
Woodall Mountain, 806 feet
Mississippi's tallest heap
of gravel and red day.
the summit suffers litter like below,
beer cans, candy wrappers, broken glass,
styrene plated lunch cartons,
charred blocks of a burned foundation.
Off the rail of the padlocked firetower
is sky and distance, diversion
from rough scars in poor soil washing away.
Darkening hills hide the broken evidence
of hardscrabble, meanness, isolation.
Sundown layers the horizon, pink and orange
ozone blue salted with stars,
a splinter of moon. The spindly head
of a slash pine shivers in the breeze.
Static splits the calm, a transmission
on the radio locked inside. Paramedics' ETA
30-year-old male, tracheal bleeding. Imagine
blood seeping around fingers at his throat,
land no longer softened by darkness,
lights below twinkling differently.
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WILLIAM ALBRIGHT
Leaving
"The world you used to live in is no longer alive for you"
--from The Reluctant Shaman

Somewhere, perhaps
a thousand miles from this rain-starved prairie,
my keys rust beneath a quilt of kudzu. Above,
Canadian geese migrate noisely. Deprived
of their instincts, drift only to landmarks
of nature: a rising hill, the thrust of a forest's rim,
the sound of a creekbed traversing a hollow.
By now, the life
which I abandoned belongs to others. Someone
curses the apartment door which swells in the rain
and will not shut, and the temperamental quirks
of my aging Chevy must annoy its new owner.
My old job's pressures.... A flash of anger
at myself for this lapse of attention to now.

What's left behind
should be left behind, as the mind sweeps
its mirror clean of desire. Here, now, the fire
smokes heavily from wood a bit too green,
and the cold water from my canteen reddens
my hands as I clean my plate and knife. A light
breeze sporadically rises. And quietness

until my feet crackle the frost on the grass.
I roll the sleeping bag tightly, and fasten it
to my pack. To the north, the Badlands
and the Black Hills. To the west, the Rockies.
I stand for awhile, breathing the cool morning air.
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KRISTINE SOMERVILLE
Along the Thames
A man I met in London looked like a long lost twin of
my lover who had killed himself.
walked along the Thames
where roses flashed brightly despite the dull day. I repeated to
myself Samuel, Samuel, Samuel, afraid I would call him Reg.
Fog hovered over the river's surface. Beneath an arched bridge
a line of geese swam to crusts of bread. They dove; their tail
feathers rose out of the water like cobblestones leading toward
the shore. A woman on the place said she studied birds. She
had read that when a goose can no longer fly with the flock, two
birds accompany him to the ground. They stay at his side until
he gets better or dies. Samuel and I sat on a bench. There was
the distant hum of traffic, of people talking, of dogs barking.
My best friend was with us. She had dated Reg years before.
Did her arm touch his the way I let mine press against him? I
leaned forward, but I couldn't tell. The sky darkened, then gray
drizzle. Six months and Pam and I hadn't even talked about
him. Then, when Samuel was gone, we sat alone in our hotel
room, yellow curtains, yellow bedspreads, glitter sparkling on
the ceiling when we turned out the lights.
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CONTRIBUTORS
• William Albright is a native of Nashville.
•Marshall Boswell's stories have appeared or will appear in
Shenandoah, Playboy, The New England Review, and The Haversham
Review. He teaches creative writing and American literature at
Rhodes College. He recently completed a novel and is awaiting
publication.
• Gay Brewer is an assistant professor at Middle Tennessee State
University, where he edits Poems & Plays. His collection of po
ems Presently a Beast was published in 1996 by Coreopsis Books.
•Salita Bryant is in the Ph.D. program in English at die Univer
sity of Mississippi. Her work has appeared in Surfacing, Miscel
lany, and other magazines. She has twice won the Ella Somerville
Award in poetry at the University of Mississippi.
• Anthony Butts
poetry writing at the University of Mis
souri-Columbia. His previous poems have been published in
the MacGuffin and Crab Orchard Review. "The Nature of Braille"
is from an unpublished manuscript.
•Eric Cash is a doctoral candidate. He has published over 150
poems.
•Sharon Dolin's poetry has recently appeared or is forthcom
ing in The Iowa Review, The Amicus Journal, Salamander, Salonika,
and Tikkun. Her first book, Heart Work, was published by The
Sheep Meadow press in 1995 and a letter press chapbook, Climb
ing Mount Sinai, was published by Dim Gray Bar Press in 1996.
She teaches at The Cooper Union, the 92nd Street Y, and the New
School in New York City.
•Aurian Haller is currently working on a Master's degree in
Creative Writing at the University of British Columbia. He be
gan writing when he was fourteen.
♦Forrest Hamer's poetry is from a manuscript in progress, Ser
mon near middle when the bird comes. His first book, Call & Re
sponse, won the Beatrice Hawley Award and was published by
Alice Jame Books in 1995. His poetry has appeared in such places
as Best
Poetry 1994, Beloit Poetry Journal,
Review,
ZYZZYW, and Washington Post Book World.
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* Michelle Herman is the author of Missing, a novel. She teaches
in the M.F.A. program at Ohio State University and co-edits the
journal. "Love" is part of a short novel in progress, Devotion.
•Blair Hobbs received her M.A. in poetry from Hollins College
and her M.F.A. in poetry from the University of Michigan. Her
poems have appeared in The Georgia Review, Prairie Schooner, and
Southern Humanities Review.
•Cynthia Hogue is a poet from Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.
•Darren Hoyt works as an editor in Tallahassee, Florida. He
has poems forthcoming in The Iconoclast, Poetry Motel, The Sa
vannah Literary Journal and The Onion River Review.
• Chad Johnson earned a B.A. from the University of the Pacific.
His hobbies include watching Sesame Street and flying kites. He
is a native of Salinas, California, and is currently a Master's can
didate at the University of Mississippi. "Seagulls" is his first
published story.
•Patricia Spears Jones
at Sarah Lawrence College. She
is the literary editor of Ordinary Women: An Anthololgy of New
York City Poets. Her poetry has appeared in such journals as The
American Voice, The Kenyon Review, and Crossroads, as well as
numerous anthologies including Aloud: Voices from theNuyorican
Poets Cafe) New York: Poems, and Home Girls.
•Rita Kiefer is a poet living in Greeley, Colorado.
• Athena Kildegaard is a poet in Oxford, Mississippi. Her work
has been or will soon be published in Poetry East, Mid-American
Review, Defined Providence, and ISLE. This is her third appear
ance in The Yalobusha Review.
• J.M. Kirby is a poet from Nottingham, England.
•S.D. Lishan is a poet living in Marion, Ohio.
•Walt McDonald's latest book of poems is Counting Survivors
(University of Pittsburgh Press, 1995). Two other recent books
are After the Noise of Saigon (University of Massachusetts Press)
and Night Landings (HarperCollins).
•Kevin Meaux received an English degree from the University
of Southern Lousiana in LaFayette, Louisiana. He has published
poetry and fiction in The Sulphur River Literary Review, The Cape
Rock, The Southwestern Review and has poetry forthcoming in The
Southern Humanities Review, The Willow Review and Wind Maga
zine. He placed third in the 1996 Deep South Writer's Confer
ence.
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•William Notter is a poet from Mississippi.
• Allan Peterson's poems have appeared in such places as Agni,
Indiana Review, The Journal, Sonora Review and Passages North. He
is the author of two chapbooks, Small Charities (Panhandler Press)
and Stars on a Wire.
• James S. Proffitt is a 27 year old husband and father of three
living in Cincinnati. He works for the Hamilton County Sheriff's
Department and has published poems in West Wind Review, Poet
Lore, Minotaur, and South Carolina Review.
•Michael Scott Raines has a B.A. in English from Rhode Island
College. He worked as a professional stage actor for two years
before teaching for the last seven at the University of Alabama,
Lawson State University, and the University of Mississippi, where
he is currently working on a doctorate.
• Greg Rappleye lives in Grand Haven, Michigan. Recent work
has appeared in Passages North, Sou'wester, and Artful Dodge, and
is forthcoming in The Southern Review, The Santa Babara Review,
and Quarterly West. His full-length poetry manuscript, Holding
Down the Earth, was published in 1995 by Sky Books.
•Don Russ has published in Poetry Northwest, Poet Lore, Poem,
Tar River Poetry and Southern Humanities Review, where he won
the Hoepfner award for best poem of the year.
•Cynthia Shearer is a novelist and the curator of Rowan Oak,
William Faulkner's home, in Oxford, Mississippi. Her first
novel, The Wonder Book of the Air, was published by Pan
theon Books. She recently won the Mississippi Institute of
Arts and Letters award for fiction.
♦Kristine Somerville's poem "Along the Thames" is from her
collection Drowning. Her poems have appeared in such places
as Kestrel, Folio, I.E. Magazine, Poem, Yarrow and American Liter
ary Review.
•Beth Spencer has attended the summer workshop at
Bennington, studied with Linda Gregg. She is currently in the
M.A. program at the University of Mississippi.
is the found
ing editor of The Yalobusha Review.
• Bruce Tindall works as a computer programmer and lives near
Apex, N.C. He is co-author of nonfiction books including "How
Does Olive Oil Lose Its Virginity?", and has poems in recent or
forthcoming issues of Cumberland Poetry Review, The Pittsburgh
Quarterly, and Potatoe Eyes.
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♦Ken Waldman's recent work appears in Poet Lore and Manoa.
He lives in Juneau, Alaska.
•G.C. Waldrep lives in Milton, North Carolina.
•John Wilson has published poetiy in such places as Lousiana
Literature, Vietnam Generation, Santa Barbara Review, and The
Chiron Review. He has also recently completed a novel.
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A MAGAZINE FROM THE SOUTH
CONTRIBUTORS LIKE THESE:

Donna Tartt, Dennis Covington, Larry Brown, Florence King, John Grisham,
Willie Morris, Barry Hannah,
Norclan, Roy Blount, Jr., Ellen Gilchrist
(not to mention William Faulkner, Eudora Welty, and Zora Neale Hurston)
EARN PRAISE LIKE THIS:
“A new and exotic literary animal. The Oxford AMERICAN vaults into
the upper tier of American magazines.”—The Washington Post

“A standout.”—USA Today
“Impressive.”—The Chicago Tribune
“The most promising literary magazine in the nation.”
—The (Memphis) CommerciaLAppeal

“The South’s answer to The ATLANTIC MONTHLY.”
—The (Jackson, Mississippi) Clarion-Ledger
“Wonderfill.”—The Chattanooga Free Press

“Fresh, original writing. A pleasure to read.”
—The New Orleans

Don’t play possum. Order The OXFORD AMERICAN now. 1-800-269-6926.
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If you have not yet subscribed to

Cross Reads
a journal of southern culture
here's what you have missed:
•

Historian Wayne Flynt's article on the Baptist Church in Southern
Appalachia (Vol. n, Number 1).

•

Photographic essays from David Zeiger on recent immigrants to the
Atlanta area (III,
2) and from Marilyn Nance (III, 1) and Tom Rankin
(II, 2) on southern families.

•

John Howard's oral history of the experiences of a gay man in post
World War H Birmingham, "'Not the Only One in the World'" (HI, 1).

•

Poetry from distinguished authors like A.R. Ammons (1,1), Walter
McDonald (III, 1), and Sheryl St. Germain (IH, 2).

•

Interviews with important southern writers such as Ernest Gaines (II, 2)
and George Garrett (IV, 1-forthcoming).

And that's just a sample! If it sounds like an interesting and diverse mix of styles and approaches,
you aren't alone. CrossRoads is committed to providing an interdisciplinary forum for inquiry into
various aspects of southern culture. The final product is always bold, creative, and interesting. The
journal has something for anyone interested in the South, whether they be scholars or general read
ers. So order your subscription now and add CrossRoads to your bookshelves.
Prices for subscriptions (two issues per year) to CrossRoads are $10.00 for individuals and $12.00 for
institutions. Orders from distributors are negotiable. Send requests to:
CrossRoads
P.
Box 726
University,
38677
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Black Warrior 'Review
YusefKomunyakaa

Anna Keesey
Robert Olmstead
Lee Upton

David Borofka
Thomas Rabbitt
Christopher Buckley

John Keeble
Chase Twichell
Tony Hoagland

Lucia Maria Perillo
Steven Todd Booker
Karen Graffeo

RichardJackson

Andre Dubus

Publishing the finest fiction, poetry, and essays
since 1974, and featuring the BWR chapbook series.

Tony Ardizzone
Judith Minty

Mark Costello

■ Alison Baker

One of the “19 Magazines That Matter”

—Writers Digest

Rodney Jones
Kate Northrup

Brendan Galvin
Greg Pape

“.. .the Black Warrior Review has become one of
our few indispensable literary magazines.”

—William Matthews

Gary Soto
Jorie Graham

Marjorie Sandor

Albert Goldbarth
James Tate

Beth Nugent

Single copy $8. One year subscription $14.
P.O. Box 862936
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35486-0027
205.348.4518
Distributed by Ingram Periodicals
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LIMESTONE
a 1iterary j ourna1

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Limestone: A Literary Journal showcases original imaginative and
scholarly writing. We accept submissions of fiction, poetry, essays,
and black-and-white artwork and photography. We welcome
unsolicted submissions and works by unpublished writers and
artists. Works should be mailed with a cover letter and a self
addressed, stamped envelope to the address below.

ORDERING INFORMATION
□ 1997 Journal. $3.00.
□ T-shirt of Doom. White, short-sleeved, 100% cotton. Printed in
black: on front, excerpt from poem "Lost Telegram" by Judy Collins;
on back, photo of beautiful Lexington Cemetery. Specify large
extra-large. $13.00.
□ 1996 Journal. 57 pp. Poems by Wendell Berry, Chris Agee, Judy
Collins; fiction by Dantzler Award winner and finalists. $2.00.
□ 1995 Journal. 40 pp. Poems by Charles Wasserburg; Cyndy
Henderson, 1997 fiction editor; Jason Horger, 1997 poetry editor.
Fiction by Jennifer Stimson, 1997 editor-in-chief. $2.00.
□ 1994 Journal. 60 pp. Poemsby Wendell Berry, Kelly Ellis. $2.00.
Limestone and mail to
Limestone
Department of English
1215 Patterson Office Tower
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506-0027

Please make checks payable

“STOP BURYING YOUR CONFUSION ORTHE
SKULL YOU HOLD MAY BE YOUR OWN. .
-Judy Collins, “Lost Telegram”
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“Barnes has intertwined his narrative and his poems to
Yalobusha Review, create
Vol. 3 [1997],
Art. 37
a sophisticated personal history and commen

tary”—A. LaVonne Brown Ruoff, author of American
Indian Literatures.

ON NATIVE GROUND

Memoirs and Impressions
By Jim Barnes
Volume 23 in
American
Critical Studies Series

Literature and

Jim Barnes’s splendid memoir in poetry and prose
takes us from his boyhood in rural southeastern
Oklahoma during the Depression and World
II
through his mature years as an internationally rec
ognized poet. Barnes is issish ibakaha, mixed
blood, of Choctaw and Welsh ancestry. Above all,
by his own example, he shows how a writer can be
firmly rooted in the land while transcending any
limitations implied by ethnic or regional labels.

$27.95
From your bookseller, or

University of Oklahoma Press

Summer Evening Rain, oil on linen, 30" x 24", copyright by
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol3/iss1/37
Michael
Stack

Indian

Dept. MAJ3
1005 Asp
Norman, OK 73019-0445
(Telephone: 1-800-627-7377)
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"The Yalobusha Review adds a refreshing tributary
to our letters and merits readers' exploration/'
— The Literary Magazine Review

Contributors
such as Larry
Brown, Cynthia
Shearer, Walt
McDonald and
new
emerg
ing writers from
around the coun
try. Subscribe to
day!

SUBMIT.
Send your good fiction, poetry, and
creative essays to The Yalobusha. Re
view, P.O. Box 186, University, MS
38677-0186, or email them to
yatobushS&sunsetbackbone^^
Annual deadline is March 1.

©

Writer’s
Gazette
899 Williamson Trail
Eclectic, Alabama 36024
E-MailBren666@aol.com
Everything for the writer/
reader. Stories, poetry,
articles about writing,
market and contest list
ings, book reports, com
puter program reports
and much more. $4. sinissue. $15.00 yr.
(quarterly).
And for the POET’S:

Teak Roundup
The International Prose
And Poetry Quarterly
A showcase for prose & poetry
Write and subscribe today!!
$17.00 Can/yr
$13.00 U.S./yr
$24.00 Overseas
Sample copy: $5.00 Can.
$3.00 U.S.
$8.00 Overseas
For writers guidelines and catalog
of publications send SASE to:

Subscription:
(4 issues)

The
Laureate Letter
Poetry ONLY!
Short-short poems of less
than 20 lines, prefer even
shorter. $2. single issue.

West Coast Paradise Publishing
5 - 9060 Tronson
BC V1T 6L7
Canada
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